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Introduction
You only need to look at the number of Higgs-related preprints published
on the scientific web servers to sweep out any doubt about the interest that
the Higgs particle arises within the physics community. All this excitement
is explained by the dominance of one fundamental theory and the often un-
successful search for disagreements with the data. This Standard Model is one
of the big achievements of the last century. All known particles are perfectly
described as leptons, quarks or bosons. All forces (but gravity) are included
as gauge bosons exchanges.
More than an index of the particles and their interactions, the Standard
Model is a mathematical description of the very nature of these entities, now
seen as relativistic quantum fields. It is based on the concept of symmetries
and has an important predictive power. Until recently, all the predictions were
satisfied, and precision measurements were in agreement with expectations.
The evidence of neutrino oscillations has only altered the Standard Model in
a minor conceptual way. The main issue is therefore the non-observed Higgs
boson. This predicted particle is a key feature of the theory, as it is a direct
consequence of the mechanism giving their mass to weak gauge bosons. If the
Higgs boson was not there, or if it had unexpected properties, the Standard
Model would have to be replaced by a maybe not yet imagined alternative.
The elaboration, confirmation and test of the Standard Model took place
all over the world in particle physics laboratories, where many new particles
where discovered and studied in the second part of the 20th century. Since its
creation in 1954, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) has
been playing a leading role in the search for new physics. After the discovery
of neutral currents (1973) and the discovery of the W and Z bosons (1983), it
turned to the search for the Higgs boson. In 1989,the Large Electron Positron
Collider (LEP) was brought into operation. During 11 years, scientists have
looked at the Standard Model, validating its predictions to a large extent, but
being unable to discover the desired particle.
The ALEPH detector was built to measure the events created by electron-
positron collisions in LEP, in the energy range around 91 GeV (to study the
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Z particle) and above the threshold of W pair production ( up to 200 GeV).
It was one of four detectors built for that purpose, together with DELPHI,
L3 and OPAL. The event rate at the peak of the Z is below 1 Hz and at least
a factor hundred smaller at the highest energies. The ALEPH detector was
therefore designed to accumulate as much information as seemed practical,
keeping each event on tapes. In the last years of running, attention was fo-
cused on Higgs boson searches, in the Standard Model and beyond. Even
if no evidence has been found, all those studies contributed to put stringent
limits on alternative models and theories. One such study, developed during
this thesis and presented as part of the present dissertation, is the search for a
Higgs boson decaying into a pair or W bosons. In the mass range accessible
at LEP, this channel is suppressed in the Standard Model but can contribute
significantly if a fermiophobic Higgs boson is present in Nature. This study
instigated software developments both of the ALEPH analysis environment
(ALPHA++) and of new tools (likelihood-ratio method, neural networks, ...)
for the analysis package used in High-Energy physics (ROOT).
CERN is now involved in the construction of the next generation of accel-
erators and detectors. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will, in conjunction
with the general purpose ATLAS and CMS detectors, scrutinize the still al-
lowed part of the Higgs boson mass range. The CMS detector is optimized
for the identification and reconstruction of muons, electrons and photons in
a large energy range and at high luminosity. The main objectives of the col-
laboration are to study physics within the Standard Model and beyond, like
top physics, Higgs boson, supersymmetry or large-extra-dimensions models.
The challenging LHC beam energy (7 TeV) and luminosity (2× 1033cm−2s−1
in the first phase) should allow the measurement of a Higgs boson up to
1000 GeV/c2. The observation of a light Higgs boson should nevertheless be
challenging as the background will be higher, and difficult to control. In such
a context, it is very important to study a wide variety of scenarios and decay
channels for a light (from 110 GeV/c2 to 220 GeV/c2 ) Higgs boson, as this will
allow to confirm any possible discovery. The detailed study of branching ra-
tios will indeed be the only way to disentangle the proposed (exotic) Higgs
sectors of the theory.
If the Higgs boson mass is lower than twice the W boson mass, the domi-
nating decay mode is the production of a bflb pair, while the main production
channel is the fusion of gluons from the protons. Nevertheless, direct pro-
duction via gluon fusion followed by a decay to bflb cannot be observed as the
QCD background is overwhelming. For this reason, the favorable channels do
involve leptons (in associated production) or photons (for H → γγ).
Beyond background reduction, interesting events - whatever the definition
of an interesting event - must be accepted by the CMS trigger system, whose
aim is to retain one event per million. The situation is here completely differ-
ent to that at LEP, where the role of the trigger system of an experiment was
“only” to record all interactions in the detector. The large cross-section at a
hadron machine obliges us to reduce the rate to a level compatible with com-
3puting resources available to store and analyze them. This reduction will be
achieved in two stages. First, the hardware “Level-1” trigger will use rough
information quickly collected by some dedicated electronics on the detector to
reduce the event rate by a factor 1000. Then, the “High-Level” software-based
trigger will use the full information to retain those valuable events and send
them to mass storage. A lot of work has therefore to be done at the trigger
level to ensure a good selectivity for events containing a Higgs boson, in a
large variety of channels.
When coming into contact with the CMS software at the beginning of this
thesis, it quickly appeared that the existing code was not adapted to the large-
scale deployment of trigger strategies elaborated until then. There was a lack
of steering code to handle various reconstruction and selection strategies for
electrons, muons, taus, jets or missing transverse momentum. This missing
part of the online and offline software has been developed in the context of
this thesis. The HLT steering software is now massively used in preparation
of the CMS Physics Technical Design Report (Physics-TDR).
Using this new piece of code, a search for Higgs boson decay into a pair
of W bosons, in the associated production channel WH, was performed. This
channel contributes at relatively low masses, and is of particular importance to
measure branching ratios of the Higgs boson to W bosons and top quarks (by
comparing this channel with the equivalent direct production mechanism).
Technical developments were necessary to put in place the required comput-
ing infrastructure. This includes both hardware (a 72 CPU computing cluster
was put together) and software (the CMS software was installed, and used for
production of Monte-Carlo events and for analysis) activities.
This thesis is divided into three parts. First, the theoretical framework will
be presented. After a brief description of the Standard Model (Chapter 1), the
Higgs mechanism will be sketched. Emphasis will be put on existing limits
on the Higgs boson mass, whether theoretical or experimental (Chapter 2). As
explained before, the not-yet-observed Higgs boson is the subject of lots of
attention. It is in this exciting context that a search for a (fermiophobic) Higgs
boson was carried out at LEP, using data from the ALEPH detector. This work
will be presented in Section Two (Chapter 4), after a brief description of the
ALEPH detector (Chapter 3). Finally, a physics-readiness study of the CMS
detector and software will be developed in the third Section, together with the
developments within the context of the HLT steering software. The detector
(Chapter 5), the High-Level Trigger (Chapter 6) and a search for the Higgs
boson (Chapter 7) will be discussed. Some technical developments that are






In this chapter, the basics of the Standard Model will be introduced. Most
of the work presented in this thesis is motivated by the success (and short-
comings) of this theory. The objective is to underline the key role of the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking mechanism in the present theoretical construc-
tion. What is often called the Higgs particle will then be discussed in Chapter 2.
This is one of the major predictions of the Standard Model.
According to the Standard Model, the ordinary matter is made up of el-
ementary spin-1/2 particles (fermions). One knows the electron, observed in
cathodic rays and as a cloud around the nucleus of atoms. The muon and the
tau have similar properties, except for their mass which is each time larger.
A massless neutrino is associated to each of these three leptons; this makes
three families. Then there are the six quarks, again distributed in three fam-
ilies: (u,d), (s,c) and (b,t). The observation of the Ω− baryon, understood as
a sss bound state, led to the introduction of color charge for quarks, which is
now the basis of our understanding of mesons and baryons phenomenology.
The fermions interact via the electromagnetic, weak, strong and gravita-
tional fields1. The quantified description of the fundamental interactions is
made in terms of exchanges of gauge bosons. For instance, charged particles
exchange photons, the muon decays emitting a W boson, or the quarks are
bound by gluons to form a proton. The Standard Model accounts for key
experimental observations made in the last century. These are for example
the violation of parity observed in beta decays, related to the “V-A” structure
of electroweak currents, the observation of neutral currents, first in bubble
chambers, or the vast baryon spectrum. W and Z bosons are also observed
to be massive particles, which led to the introduction of the Brout-Englert-
Higgs mechanism. The properties of interactions led to the introduction of
1Gravity is not part of the theory, and is described by General Relativity. Integrating coherently
gravity into the Standard Model is one of the long-term goals of physicists. This will not be
discussed here.
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gauge bosons, whose properties are related to the mathematical structure of
the gauge theory. For this reason, the mathematical description is central in
our understanding of Nature.
1.1 Gauge Symmetries
The Standard Model is a relativistic quantum field theory based on the groups
of symmetries SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y . These three local symmetry groups
correspond to the three interactions just described. The SU(3)C group is re-
lated to the strong interaction between quarks, governed by QCD (Quantum
Chromodynamics), and implies the existence of eight colored gluons. The
SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y groups are associated to the electroweak interaction. After
dynamic symmetry breaking, this allows to describe the quantum electrody-
namics (U(1)e.m.) and the weak interaction responsible for the beta decay.
The description of interactions relies on the work of Yang and Mills, who
generalized the gauge structure of electromagnetism [1]. Making a symme-
try G local (one says gauging the symmetry), one has to introduce a covariant
derivative Dµ that generalizes the usual derivative ∂µ, for the Lagrangian to
remain invariant under the gauged symmetry. This can be done by introduc-
ing a set of real vector fields Aaµ so that Dµ = ∂µ + igAaµT a, where g is the gauge
coupling, and T a are the generators of group G. In order to give a dynamic to
these gauge fields, a gauge tensor Fµν has to be introduced. It must be anti-
symmetric in its two spatial indices, so it is natural to define igFµν = [Dµ,Dν].
The Lagrangian of the Yang-Mills theory is then:




where η denotes here a system of scalar and spinorial fields.
The eight gauge bosons of the SU(3)C group of QCD are denoted Gaµ, with
the index a = 1, ...,8. The associated invariant gauge tensor is defined as
Gaµν = ∂µGaν−∂νGaµ−gS f abcGbµGcν, (1.2)
where gS is the coupling constant of strong interactions and fabc are the struc-
ture constants of SU(3)C. In the same spirit, the three gauge bosons of the
SU(2)L group are denoted W iµ with i = 1,2,3. The associated gauge tensor is
defined as
W iµν = ∂µW iν−∂νW iµ−gεi jkW jµ W kν , (1.3)
where g is the coupling constant, and εi jk the corresponding structure con-
stants. The same development can be done for U(1)Y . The coupling constant
of this gauge group is g′. Bµ is the gauge boson, and the gauge tensor is de-
fined as
Bµν = ∂µBν−∂νBµ. (1.4)
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Table 1.1: The bosons of the Standard Model. To each symmetry correspond a boson
and a tensor. The fourth column shows to which well-known physical state it corre-
sponds to.
Group Boson Tensor Physical state
SU(3)C Giµ Giµν gluons
SU(2)L W iµ W iµν W +, W−, Z, photon
U(1)Y Bµ Bµν photon, Z
To close this discussion, the charged weak bosons are directly defined from




(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ ), (1.5)
in order to have physical states of determined electric charge. At the same
time, the neutral weak boson (Zµ) and the photon (Aµ) are defined from W 3µ
and Bµ as
Aµ = cosθW Bµ + sinθWW 3µ , (1.6)
Zµ = −sinθW Bµ + cosθWW 3µ , (1.7)
with cosθW = g/
√
g2 +g′2 and sinθW = g′/
√
g2 +g′2. This definition is moti-
vated by the form of the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y covariant derivative, and results from
the diagonalization of the gauge mass matrix obtained after symmetry break-
ing. All this is summarized in Table 1.1.
1.2 Particle content
Fermions are described by solutions of the Dirac equation. The equations of
motion are derived from the Dirac Lagrangian
L = flψiγµ∂µψ−m flψψ (1.8)
where ψ is a 4-component complex field (Dirac spinor). It represents a free
fermion field of mass m. Using the Pauli representation of Dirac matrices,








Fields of distinct chirality can be handled separately as long as the fermion
is massless. Any mass term will nevertheless mix the two components, since
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the mass term obtained introducing (1.9) into (1.8) is proportional to (ψLψR +
ψRψL). The SU(2)L interaction only acts on left-handed doublets, while the
U(1) interaction acts on both right-handed singlets and left-handed doublets.
This means that fields are invariant under the following transformation:
ψL → eiα j(x)τ j+iβ(x)Y ψL (1.10)
ψR → eiβ(x)Y ψR (1.11)
where τ j are the three generators of SU(2)L, the weak isospin, and Y is the gen-
erator of U(1)Y , the weak hypercharge. SU(2)L and U(1)Y cannot be consid-
ered separately, since the two components of the doublets have distinct elec-
tric charges, which also means that U(1)Y is distinct from the electromagnetic
interaction U(1)e.m.. This translates into the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation:
Q = T3 + Y2 , (1.12)
where T3 is the third component of the weak isospin and Y is the weak hyper-
charge.
Spinors describing matter are of two types. Leptons are distinct from quarks
as they are not sensitive to the strong interaction. The left-handed particles are
arranged in SU(2) doublets while right-handed particles are SU(2) singlets.
Each fermion has right-handed and left-handed representations, except for
neutrinos, for which only the left-handed component is present in the theory.
A right-handed neutrino cannot couple to gauge and matter fields, and cannot
be observed as such. Furthermore, the neutrino is massless by construction
since any mass term couples right-handed and left-handed components2. We
are therefore left with the representations of Table 1.2. Each representation will
be written with a prime to stress that they are interaction eigenstates, possibly
distinct from mass eigenstates.
1.3 The Standard-Model Lagrangian
The Standard-Model Lagrangian is built so as to respect the aforementioned
symmetries3. The possible terms are further restricted by imposing the renor-
malizability of the Lagrangian. It can be divided into four terms:
L = Lgauge +LHiggs +L f ermions +LYukawa. (1.13)
In this expression, the gauge term is constituted by the previously introduced
gauge tensors. It gives their dynamic to gauge bosons and induces quartic
2The neutrino is now known to be massive, and neutrino oscillations have been observed. This
can be considered by introducing right-handed neutrinos, which extends the Standard Model.
This subject will not be discussed further in the present dissertation as it has no impact on the
phenomenology of the Higgs sector.
3We will follow the approach adopted for example in reference [2].
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Table 1.2: The fermions of the Standard Model. Fermions are grouped in generations
(or families) to form singlets or doublets of SU(2)c. The first column shows the tensor
notation conventionally used. The next columns show the third component of weak
isospin, the weak hypercharge, the charge and the particle content.
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On the other hand, the minimal Higgs sector, discussed more extensively in
Section 1.4, introduces a new complex scalar (Higgs) doublet φ. It has no color






The lower component is neutral by convention. This scalar doublet enters the
Lagrangian as:







This term, also sometimes called the symmetry breaking term (LSB), is respon-
sible for the dynamical symmetry breaking of SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y . It describes the
evolution of the φ field in a quadratic potential. This opens the possibility for
a non-zero vacuum expectation value for φ, if the potential has a global min-
imum for the right value of the field, which in turn will give their mass to
gauge bosons via the covariant derivative.
Fermions are introduced in a series of terms that describe their interaction
with gauge fields. These terms are built from covariant derivatives obtained
using the gauge tensors introduced in Table 1.1. In this construction, leptons
are set to be sensitive to the electroweak interaction only, by terms involving
Wµ and Bµ, while quarks are also subject to the strong interaction, since gluon
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fields Gµ enter the corresponding covariant derivative.







































At this level, right-handed and left-handed fields are introduced separately.
It can be seen from Equation (1.8) that any mass term mixes right- and left-
handed components, so that fermions are still massless. This is not the case
anymore when introducing the Yukawa term,
LYukawa = −L′LλlφE ′R−E ′Rλ†l φ†L′L
−Q′LλdφD′R−D′Rλ†dφ†Q′L
−Q′Lλu(iτ2φ∗)U ′R−U ′Rλ†u(iτ2φ∗)†Q′L. (1.18)
All of these Yukawa terms involve the Higgs field, or its complex conjugate. It
is a particularity of the dimension 2 representation of SU(2)L, which is pseudo-
real. It means that the complex conjugate transforms also as a doublet, if one
applies a unitary transformation, which is here iτ2. This is a key feature of the
theory, since this term will give, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, their
mass to leptons and quarks. The same doublet can therefore give their mass
to up-type and down-type fermions.
1.4 Giving mass to particles
Since right-handed fermions are SU(2) singlets while left-handed fermions are
grouped in SU(2) doublets, Standard-Model symmetries impose zero fermion
masses, as they impose zero boson masses. In order to allow massive par-
ticles, one has to dynamically break the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y symmetry in such a
way that the photon remains massless. The Higgs mechanism[3], introduced
simultaneously by Brout, Englert and Higgs, is the simplest and most natural
way to restore the experimentally observed masses. This justifies the scalar
doublet introduced in the theory in Equation (1.16). The Higgs mechanism
will generate a non-invariant vacuum and consequently give mass to W and
Z bosons.
For µ2 < 0 and λ > 0, the potential introduced in Equation (1.16) has the
“bottle-end” form depicted on Figure 1.1. It has a circle of non-zero degener-



































































Figure 1.1: Scalar Higgs potential from Equation (1.16) as a function of the compo-
nents of a complex scalar field. The four sign combinations are shown. (a) corresponds
to the Standard-Model choice. There is a circle of minima at |φ|= v/√2. Plot (b) shows
a vacuum stability problem, while (c) does not break the symmetry as the minimum is









where v governs the vacuum value of the scalar field. The ground state of the








so that only the neutral component of the Higgs field features a non-zero mean
value. This leaves the U(1)e.m. symmetry unbroken.
The boson mass spectrum is extracted from the derivative part of the Higgs







Putting in the bosonic physical states definitions of Equations (1.5) to (1.7),
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g2 +g′2v, mγ = 0. (1.22)
Once introduced, this field can enter the Standard-Model Lagrangian in
terms of Form (1.18) and give mass to fermions. Substituting the mean field
〈φ〉 from Equation (1.20) into Term (1.18) of the Lagrangian, fermion masses




vλ f . (1.23)
Yukawa couplings λ f result from the diagonalization of the λ(u,d,l) complex
3x3 matrices in Expression (1.18), that can be performed via a biunitar trans-
formation. For leptons, transformation matrices can be chosen to cancel each
other, since all three neutrinos are massless. For quarks, this will generate
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, which relates interaction to
mass eigenstates. The phase of this complex matrix will also induce a CP vio-
lation. A consequence of Expression (1.23) is that the mass hierarchy observed
is explained by a corresponding hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings. The hi-
erarchy of couplings remains unexplained, which can be seen as an unnatural
and unpleasant feature of the theory. In addition, one a-priori undetermined




Another consequence of the Higgs mechanism that has just been introduced is
the appearance of a new neutral spin-0 particle, the Higgs boson. Infinitesimal








Out of the four newly introduced degrees of freedom, three are absorbed to
give mass to gauge bosons. Only H(x) remains as a massive Higgs mode. In-
troducing (2.1) into the Standard-Model Lagrangian Higgs Term (1.16) yields
the tree-level Higgs boson mass:
m2H =−2µ2 = 2λv2 . (2.2)
While the v parameter is measured via the gauge boson masses (e.g. at
LEP via the W mass measurement), and is found to be v = 246 GeV [4], the λ
parameter remains undetermined. The Higgs boson mass is consequently a
free parameter of the theory.
Other properties of the Higgs boson will be quickly reviewed in Section 2.1.
This includes the Higgs boson (partial) width(s) and couplings. Three types
of constraints will then be discussed. On the one hand, some theoretical limits
based on unitarity, triviality and vacuum stability concepts can be put. They
will be addressed in Section 2.2. On the other hand, the negative outcome
of direct searches based on collider data allows us to put a lower limit on
the Higgs boson masses. Limits obtained at LEP will be discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. Finally, precision measurements during the last years, combined with
(next-to-)next-to-leading-order ((N)NLO) calculations, permit us to put strin-
gent limits on Higgs boson mass within the Standard Model. This electroweak
fit will be briefly covered in Section 2.4.
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2.1 Higgs boson properties
Couplings to fermions and bosons
The coupling of the Higgs boson to fermions is obtained by introducing Higgs
Field (2.1) into the Yukawa part (Equation (1.18)) of the Lagrangian. One then
reads




The coupling of the Higgs boson to gauge bosons arises from the derivative
part of (1.16). Substituting the Higgs field by means of (2.1) and concentrating





where V stands for W or Z, δW = 2 and δZ = 1.
It follows from the above expressions that fermions’ decay modes will con-
tribute in the low-mass region (mH < 150 GeV/c2) where the Higgs boson will
mainly decay into b or c quarks and taus. Once the decay into pairs of bosons
is allowed, it quickly dominates, as the coupling to vector bosons goes like the
mass squared. This behavior is shown in Figure 2.1, where NLO QCD and
QED corrections are taken into account.
The Higgs boson does not couple to photons or gluons at tree level. Such a
decay can arise via fermion or W loops and contributes in the low mass region.
Branching ratios
Since the couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions are proportional to the
fermions’ mass, the decay branching ratio to any fermion f is proportional to
m2f . At tree level, the partial width of fermionic channels is therefore
Γ(H → f flf ) = Ncg
2m2f
32pim2W
β3f mH , (2.5)
where Nc is a color factor that is 1 for leptons and 3 for quarks, and β2f =
1−4m2f /m2H is the phase-space factor.
The partial width of bosonic channels is





δV (1− τV + 34τ
2
V )βV , (2.6)
where τV = 4m2V /m2H .
In the high mass regime, the total decay width of H will be dominated
by Γ(H →WW ) and Γ(H → ZZ). Also, τV → 0 and βV → 1, so that it can be
approximated as
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Figure 2.1: Branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson, as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. Curves include NLO QCD and QED corrections. Obtained with
hdecay[5].
This gives a total decay width of Γtot 'mH when mH ' 1.4 TeV . It then becomes
experimentally very difficult to separate the Higgs resonance from the VV
continuum, and difficult to interpret the Higgs field excitations as particles. It
will be shown in the next section that such a Higgs boson is also less relevant.
The behavior of Γtot is depicted in Figure 2.2.
2.2 Theoretical limits
A first limit on the Higgs boson mass can be made by looking at the scattering
of weak gauge bosons in the high energy limit. Using the current value for the
vacuum value v of the Higgs sector, this calculation shows that without the
Higgs boson, this amplitude would violate unitarity.
Following the idea sketched by J. Bagger et al. [6], this can be easily un-
derstood. The complete set of Feynman diagrams for WW scattering are pre-
sented Figure 2.3. In the high energy limit, when both the Higgs boson mass
and the center-of-mass energy are larger than the W and Z boson masses, di-
agrams involving the Higgs boson will dominate. The scattering matrix ele-




L →W+L W−L ) = A(s)+A(t), (2.8)
M (W+L W
−
L →W−L W+L ) = A(s)+A(u), (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: Higgs boson decay width as a function of the Higgs boson mass. In the
high mass regime, the curve shows the typical m3H behavior presented in the text. Ob-
tained with hdecay[5].
M (ZLZL → ZLZL) = A(s)+A(t)+A(u), (2.10)
M (W +L W
−
L → ZLZL) = A(s), (2.11)















In this expression proportional to the Higgs boson coupling to WW squared,
one sees the Higgs boson propagator. The complex part of the denominator is
the product of the width (from Equation (2.7)) and the mass. The Θ(s) function
is equal to 1 for s > 0 and equal to 0 otherwise. It is there to remove the width
effect in the t (and u) channel. This can be re-expressed in the weak isospin
basis using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
T (0) = 3A(s)+A(t)+A(u), (2.13)
T (1) = A(t)−A(u), (2.14)
T (2) = A(t)+A(u). (2.15)
In order not to violate unitarity, it is required that the scattering amplitude
remains below one for all weak isospin states and all partial waves. The sim-
ple form of the lowest order Legendre polynomial makes the computation of

























Figure 2.3: Complete set of Feynman diagrams for WW scattering.


























3 v∼ 1.0 TeV/c
2 (2.18)
Nevertheless, this limit cannot be taken too strictly as a perturbative partial-
waves development has been driven into a non-perturbative regime where
|a00|= O(1).
More stringent limits on the Higgs boson mass can be applied by studying
the running of the self-interaction λ. Using the renormalization group equa-











4 +(g2 +g′2)2))+ . . . ,
(2.19)
1Unitarity of the two-body elastic scattering matrix translates into |aJl − i/2| = 1/2. See for
example [6].
2This can be found for example in [7], where it is presented together with coherent conventions
for the vacuum expectation value (Equation (1.20)), which is not the case for all publications in
the field.
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Figure 2.4: Running of λ from Equation (2.19) for various initial values. One can see
how low initial values of λ which correspond to the low Higgs boson masses have a
zero for large energy scales and how higher Higgs boson masses lead to a Landau pole.
The mass quoted at the end of some curves corresponds to the corresponding initial
Higgs boson mass.
where t is the normalized energy scale (t = log(Q2/v2)) and gt is the top cou-
pling constant (gt = mt/v). Dots stand for higher-order contributions. Accord-
ing to this equation, the behavior of λ at high energy will depend of its initial
value λ(t = 0).
If this initial value is too high, a Landau pole will appear at some energy
scale Q. There must be some new physics at a lower scale so that the evolution
equation gets modified, and the self-interaction remains finite. This is what is
called the triviality limit. On the other hand, if the initial λ value is too low,
the derivative becomes negative, and λ itself becomes negative at some scale
Q0. As it has been emphasized before, a negative value of λ does not allow
for vacuum stability, as the electroweak symmetry breaking potential has no
minimum anymore. This behavior is depicted Figure 2.4.
If the Standard Model is supposed to remain valid up to an energy scale
Λ, there must be no Landau pole below that scale, and λ must remain posi-
tive. This translates respectively into an upper and lower bound on λ(t = 0)
and therefore on the Higgs boson mass. Depending on the energy scale Λ
at which new physics enters, a different domain is allowed for the Higgs
boson mass. If this new-physics scale is set at 1 TeV, the Higgs boson mass
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must be in the range [55 GeV/c2,700 GeV/c2]. If, on the contrary, the Standard
Model is said to be valid up to the Planck scale, it is even more constrained on
[130 GeV/c2,190 GeV/c2], as can be seen in Figure 2.5.
as an effective theory. Although the perturbative approach
does not allow for extraction of absolute upper bounds, the
consideration of lattice calculations in f4 theory seems to
reinforce or even tighten the upper bounds presented here
@7,9,8,30#. For low values of L , the one-loop Landau pole
bounds of @3# are found to be near the perturbative lower
edge of the upper solid area in Fig. 6. The additional experi-
mental uncertainty due to the top quark mass is represented
by the cross hatched area in Fig. 6, generously varying the
top quark mass from 150 GeV to 200 GeV. The present-day
1s result of m t517566 GeV is suf®cient to make it the
smallest source of error except for large values of the em-
bedding scale L . In particular, we ®nd
MH,1806465GeV if L510
19GeV, ~3.4!
the ®rst error indicating the theoretical uncertainty, the sec-
ond error re¯ecting the m t dependence.
6
For comparison, we also give the lower bounds on MH
from stability conditions on the SM Higgs effective poten-
tial. At a large scale L , the stability bound is well approxi-
mated by requiring the Higgs boson running coupling to re-
main positive: l(L).0. Such an analysis has been carried
out at the two-loop level including matching corrections
@11#, and they agree within the theoretical errors with a more
careful treatment of the one-loop effective potential @12#.
The discrepancy at scales L,10 TeV has been resolved re-
cently @13#, and we use the latter results. Fixing m t5175
GeV and as(MZ)50.118 we show the lower bound in Fig. 6
~lower solid area!, with the solid area indicating the theoret-
ical uncertainty. At large L , the theoretical error is estimated
by using m0,H5m t and comparing the results with and with-
out matching corrections, and at low L the theoretical error
is 65 GeV according to @13#. The variation m t5175625
GeV yields a much larger uncertainty in the MH lower bound
than in the MH upper bound and is not shown.
Looking at Fig. 6 we see that a Higgs boson mass of
about 160±170 GeV certainly satis®es both upper and lower
Higgs boson mass bounds for cutoff scales up to L51019
GeV if m t5175 GeV. For such Higgs boson and top quark
masses the renormalization group behavior of the minimal
standard model does not require new physics to set in before
the Planck scale.
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FIG. 6. Summary of the uncertainties connected to the bounds
on MH . The upper solid area indicates the sum of theoretical un-
certainties in the MH upper bound when keeping m t5175 GeV
®xed. The cross-hatched area shows the additional uncertainty
when varying m t from 150 to 200 GeV. The upper edge corre-
sponds to Higgs boson masses for which the SM Higgs boson sec-
tor ceases to be meaningful at scale L ~see text!, and the lower edge
indicates a value of MH for which perturbation theory is certainly
expected to be reliable at scale L . The lower solid area represents
the theoretical uncertaintites in the MH lower bounds derived from
stability requirements @11±13# using m t5175 GeV and
as50.118.
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Figure 2.5: Allowed Higgs boson mass as a function of the energy at which the Stan-
dard Model breaks down (from [8]). The solid area indicates the sum of theoretical
uncertainties in the mH upper bound when keeping mt = 175 GeV/c2 fixed. The cross-
hatched area shows the additional uncertainty from mt .
2.3 Experimental limits
2.3.1 Standard Model
There is also much activity on the experimental front. Only the direct observa-
tion of the Higgs boson will constitute a proof of its existence. The LEP Higgs
Working Group combines results of the direct searches for the Higgs boson
at LEP. These direct searches lead to the conclusion that the Higgs boson, if
it presents the properties predicted by the Standard Model, must be heavier
than 114.4 GeV/c2 at the 95% confidence level [9]. It is worth looking more
closely into the details of this limit.
Data used to obtain this result pan the range of center-of-mass nergies
from 189 GeV to 209 GeV. The i tegrat d luminosity of the data samples is
given in Table 2.1. The main production channel at LEP, in the energy range
corresponding to the last years of running, is the Higgsstrahlung mechanism
e+e− → HZ. In this process, depicted Figure 2.6(a), a virtual Z boson emits
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Table 2.1: Integrated luminosities of the data samples of the four experiments and
their sum (LEP). The subsets taken at energies exceeding 206 GeV and 208 GeV are
listed separately.
Integrated luminosities (pb−1)
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL LEP√
s≥ 189 GeV 629 608 627 596 2461√
s≥ 206 GeV 130 138 139 129 536√




















Figure 2.6: Feynman diagrams entering Higgs production at LEP. (a) shows
the dominant Higgsstrahlung; (b) and (c) show boson-fusion processes.
a Higgs boson. The final state therefore contains decay products of both a Z
boson and a Higgs boson. Contributions from boson-fusion processes (repre-
sented in Figure 2.6(b,c)) remain small. For Higgs boson masses kinematically
available at LEP, the Higgs boson is expected to decay predominantly into a
bflb pair, so that the final state will contain two b-jets and either two leptons,
two (b)jets or missing momentum. Decays of the Higgs boson into τ+τ− pairs
where also considered.
Various analyses from the four LEP collaborations (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3,
OPAL) were combined using a semi-Bayesian likelihood ratio method [9].
Each data configuration is tested in both the background-only and the signal-
and-background hypothesis. From these two hypotheses, a test statistic Q is
constructed. This method has been used in this thesis and will be described in
more detail in Section 4.4.
Figure 2.7 shows the behavior of the test statistic−2lnQ as a function of the
Higgs boson mass, for combined LEP data. This curve is compared to the ex-
pected behavior in both the background-only and the signal-and-background
hypothesis. These two expected curves, and the associated uncertainty bands,
are obtained by replacing data by Monte-Carlo generated events in a large
number of toy experiments. It is interesting to note that a general upward
variation of the background is observed, with a broad minimum of −2lnQ
around 115 GeV/c2. Back in 2000, this excess of events has been at the origin
of many discussions, when it was attributed to a Higgs boson signal. It was



















Expected for signal plus background
LEP
Figure 2.7: Observed and expected behavior of the test statistic −2lnQ as a function
of the test mass mH , obtained by combining data of the four LEP experiments. The
full curve represents the observation; the dashed curve shows the median background
expectation, and is surrounded by the 68% and 95% probability bands. The dash-
dotted curve indicates the expectation for −2lnQ, given the signal plus background
hypothesis. From [9].
estimated to be over three standard deviations, but has been reestimated to
less than two since then.
The expected and observed lower bounds on the Standard Model Higgs
boson mass obtained at the 95% confidence level (C.L.) by combining the four
LEP experiments are respectively 115.3 GeV/c2 and 114.4 GeV/c2.
It is important to notice that this limit is extracted in the context of the
Standard Model. There are extensions, or alternative models, were the ob-
servability of a Higgs boson is modified, either because of the production
cross-section, either because of different couplings. One example is found in
so-called two-Higgs-doublets models.
2.3.2 Two-Higgs-doublets models
The simplest extension of the Higgs sector of the Standard Model is obtained
by adding a second Higgs doublet, with the same quantum numbers as the
first one (2HDM). This is the most theoretically favorable non-minimal scalar
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sector, as this naturally keeps the ratio ρ0 ≡ m2W /(m2Z ĉ2Z ρ̂) ≈ 1, where ĉ2Z is the
cosine of θW obtained in the MS scheme, and ρ̂ = 1+ρt contains the quadratic
mt dependence [10]. Indeed, the general formula at tree level is
ρ = ∑T,Y [4T (T +1)−Y
2]|vT,Y |2cT,Y
∑T,Y 2Y 2|vT,Y |2
, (2.20)
where vT,Y is the vacuum expectation value of the field with hypercharge Y
and isospin T , and cT,Y is a multiplicative factor equal to 1 for complex repre-
sentations and 1/2 for the real ones. From Equation (2.20), ρ is automatically
equal to 1 at tree level, for any number of Higgs doublets (and singlets).
A first motivation for introducing a second doublet in the model comes
from the hierarchy of couplings observed in Equation (1.18). In the third gen-
eration of leptons, there is a large ratio between the top mass and the bottom
mass. As both masses must come from the same Higgs doublet, the hierar-
chy translates into a hierarchy of Yukawa couplings. If bottom and top quarks
acquire their masses from different doublets, the hierarchy of their Yukawa
couplings could be more natural. Another motivation comes from the pos-
sibility to introduce CP violation in the Higgs sector, either spontaneously
or explicitly. However, we shall restrict our discussion to a CP-conserving
framework. A last motivation comes from the natural controlled appearance
of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC). The addition of a second dou-
blet induces tree-level FCNC which are forbidden within the Standard Model.
This makes such a 2HDM peculiarly suited to the study of such rare processes.
On the other hand, FCNC can be avoided in the general framework of multi-
doublet models by coupling all fermions of a given electric charge to one and
only one Higgs doublet [11].
As explained above, a second doublet with the same quantum numbers is











In that expressions, ξ is a phase that may be a source of CP-violation in some
circumstances. It will be assumed to be zero as we will concentrate on the
CP-conserving case3.
Higgs mass eigenstates and Higgs boson self-interactions are determined
by the very structure of the Higgs potential, which is not unique, even if it
is heavily constrained by renormalizability and CP invariance. In all cases,
a Higgs model incorporating two doublets of complex scalar fields generates
3A comprehensive overview of the conditions for the 2HDM to be CP-invariant can be found
in [12].
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five scalar Higgs bosons, three of which are neutral (A0, H0 and h0). H0 and h0
are CP-even states very similar to the Standard-Model Higgs boson, while A0
is a CP-odd states that originates from the complex part of the neutral com-
ponent of each doublet. These mass eigenstates are obtained from the gauge








































where tanβ = v2/v1, and α is a mixing angle for CP-even Higgs bosons that
depends on the Higgs potential and can be expressed in function of its param-
eters. The kinetic sector is the natural extension of the Standard-Model:
LHiggs(2HDM) = ∑
f =1,2






)φ f |2−V(φ1,φ2). (2.25)
Gauge bosons masses and couplings with Higgs bosons are obtained by sub-
stituting Higgs fields mass eigenstates from Equations (2.21) to (2.24) into
Equation (2.25). If v21 +v
2
2 = v
2, the expressions for the gauge boson masses co-
incide with the Standard-Model ones. As v2 is a known parameter, a tree-level
constraint is obtained on v1 and v2. Developing the derivative term in (2.25),
the couplings between the CP-even Higgs bosons and massive gauge bosons
are found to be given by









That has to be compared to expression (2.4). An important consequence of
this is that these couplings are suppressed with respect to the Standard-Model
ones. If cos(β−α) = 0, h0 becomes a Standard-Model-like boson, while H0 de-
couples from the bosons. The phenomenology of the 2HDM strongly depends
of the Yukawa sector. We will restrict ourself to models avoiding FCNC, as it
is experimentally strongly constrained. Four variants of two-Higgs-doublets
models (2HDM) are then present. Table 2.2 shows the way Higgs doublets
couple to fermions for each of those four categories. The numbers (1 or 2)
show which doublet couples to which fermion type.
In type-I models, only one Higgs doublet (φ2) couples to fermions, so the
Yukawa term of the Lagrangian (Equation (1.18)) becomes
LYukawa(type I) = −Q′Lλdφ2D′R−D′Rλ†dφ†2Q′L
−Q′Lλu(iτ2φ∗2)U ′R−U ′Rλ†u(iτ2φ∗2)†Q′L
+leptonic sector. (2.27)
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Table 2.2: Higgs doublets coupling to fermions for each of the four considered types
of 2HDM. For each type, the numbers in the first column (1 or 2) show which doublet
couples to which fermion type. The second column shows the fermion couplings of
the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, relative to those in the Standard Model.
Model I Model I’ Model II Model II’
φ coupl. φ coupl. φ coupl. φ coupl.







d-type quarks 2 cosαsinβ 2
cosα
sinβ 1 − sinαcosβ 1 − sinαcosβ
charged leptons 2 cosαsinβ 1 − sinαcosβ 1 − sinαcosβ 2 cosαsinβ
The couplings of Higgs bosons (h0,H0) to fermions are obtained by expanding
this in terms of mass eigenstates. The result for h0 is given in Table 2.2 rela-
tively to the Standard-Model couplings. If the CP mixing angle α tends to pi/2,
the heaviest CP-even neutral scalar provides mass only to the fermions and
the other couples exclusively to the bosons, i.e. is a fermiophobic Higgs boson.
In addition, if we further assume that tan(β) ' 0, H0 becomes also bosopho-
bic, while h0 acquires Standard-Model-like couplings to vector bosons. One
interesting scenario is obtained noticing that in the limit where tan(β) → 0,
mW = gv1/2 while me = λev2/
√
2. It may be natural to postulate λe = g, so that
tanβ' sinβ =√2me/mW = 8.6×10−6.
In models of type II, for some choices of parameters, one doublet cou-
ples exclusively to up-type quarks while the other couples only to down-type
quarks and charged leptons:
LYukawa(type II) = −Q′Lλdφ1D′R−D′Rλ†dφ†1Q′L
−Q′Lλu(iτ2φ∗2)U ′R−U ′Rλ†u(iτ2φ∗2)†Q′L
+leptonic sector. (2.28)
This Lagrangian can be reexpressed in a form invariant under the supersym-
metry, which is not the case for the type I Lagrangian. A nice consequence of
this model is that the hierarchy of couplings becomes more natural if tanβ∼ 35
and tanα ∼ 1. Amongst the other consequences of two-doublets models (both
type I and type II), the coupling to fermions is enhanced, due to the smaller
vacuum values of the Higgs fields.
Higgs boson mass limits strongly depend on the model hypothesis. The
previously mentioned limit is only valid within the Standard Model; limits in
2HDM are generally weaker. Limits in the minimal supersymmetric model
(MSSM) are very sensitive to the scenario. In the so-called no mixing scenario,
the LEP limit is 93.3 GeV/c2(strictly speaking for tanβ≥ 0.7, Figure 2.8) [13]. In
this particular scenario, the Higgs boson masses are naturally low, so that lim-
its are stringent. On the other hand, the limit on a fermiophobic Higgs boson

























































Figure 5: MSSM parameter exclusions, at 95% c.l., for the no-mixing benchmark scenario, with
mt = 179.3 GeV/c
2. The figure shows the excluded and theoretically inaccessible regions as
functions of the MSSM parameters in four projections: (mh, mA), (mh, tan β),(mA, tan β) and
(mH+ , tanβ). The dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the regions expected to be excluded
on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations with no signal.
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Figure 2.8: MSSM parameter exclusions, at 95% C.L., for the no-mixing benchmark
scenario, with mt = 179.3 GeV/c2. The figure shows the excluded and theoretically
inaccessible regions as a function of the MSSM par meters in two projections: (mh, mA)
and (mh, tanβ). The dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the regions expected to be
excluded on the basis of Monte-Carlo simulations with no signal. From [13].
has been derived from decays of Higgs boson into two photons. The combined
preliminary LEP limit obtained in reference [14] is 109.7 GeV/c2(Figure 2.9). It
is obtained considering a benchmark model where the Higgs boson couples
only to bosons, with couplings equal to the Standard Model ones (meaning
α = pi/2, tanβ ' 0 for a type I 2HDM). This limit could be improved by in-
corporating decays of the Higgs boson into a WW pair. This is the subject of
Chapter 4.
2.4 Indirect measurements
The combinations from the LEP electroweak working group are used to per-
form stringent tests on the Standard Model, in particular on the Higgs mech-
anism, by comparing precise measurements with theory predictions. Data
used include mainly LEP measurements but also other well established re-
sults, such as the top mass from Tevatron or SLD results at the Z peak.
It turns out that the Standard Model describes experiments pretty well.
Furthermore, the masses of heavy fundamental particles such as the top quark
and the W boson can be indirectly extracted from other quantities via the cal-
culation of radiative corrections. Compared with direct measurements, this
checks the validity of the theory.
The constraint on the mass of the Higgs boson is shown in Figure 2.10.
It shows, as a function of the Higgs boson mass, the increase of χ2 with re-
spect to the best fit value, for a fit of precision electroweak measurements.
Performed in the context of the Standard Model, this fit suggests a Higgs bo-
son mass of 117 GeV/c2, just above the limit from direct measurements. This


































Limit = 109.7 GeV
Expected Limit = 109.4 GeV
Figure 2.9: Combined LEP experimental limits for Higgs bosons decaying into di-
photons. The 95% C.L. upper limits on B(h0 → γγ)×σ(e+e− → h0Z0)/σ(SM) is shown
as a function of Higgs boson mass. Also shown (dotted line) is the branching fraction
obtained for the benchmark fermiophobic model. The median expected limits and the
±2σ confidence level region are denoted by the dashed curves. The combined limit is
indicated by the vertical line. From [14].
also gives an upper limit at 95%C.L. of 260 GeV/c2. Theoretical uncertainties
originating from uncalculated higher-order corrections are materialized by the
shaded band. Also shown is the result (dashed curve) obtained when using
an alternative recent estimation of the contribution of light quarks to the pho-
ton vacuum polarization (∆α(5)had(m2Z)). Among the experimental inputs which
are used in the global fit, the W mass (mW ) and the leptonic effective elec-
troweak mixing angle (sin2 θlepteff ) have the largest impact on the extracted value
of mH . The dependence of the Higgs mass on both quantities can be observed
in Figure 2.11. Other relevant inputs are the Z width and various asymme-
tries. The combined value for sin2 θlepteff includes hadronic forward-backward
asymmetries in addition to the leptonic asymmetries from LEP and SLD. This
is justified within the Standard Model as the hadronic asymmetries have a re-
duced sensitivity to the corrections specific to the quark vertex. Hadronic- and
leptonic-based predictions differ by 2.9 standard deviations, which translates
into a bad χ2 (the corresponding probability is 8.4%).
The top quark mass (178.0± 4.3 GeV/c2) enters the global fit as a param-
eter; its value and its error have a strong impact on the extracted mH value
and presently induce the dominant uncertainty on the Higgs boson mass. The
D /0 collaboration recently updated their top quark mass estimate from RUN I,

















incl. low Q2 data
Theory uncertainty
Figure 2.10: ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min vs. mH curve. The line is the result of the fit using all
precision electroweak data available in summer 04. The band represents an estimate of
the theoretical error due to missing higher-order corrections. The vertical band shows
the 95% C.L. exclusion limit on mH from the direct search. The dashed curve is the
result obtained using the evaluation of ∆α(5)had(m
2
Z). From [15].
inducing a shift in the world average and therefore in the Higgs boson best-
fitted mass [16]. This 21 GeV/c2 shift in the best fit Higgs boson mass is signif-
icant enough to make the best fit compatible with direct measurements, while
previous data favored an excluded Higgs boson mass. This is included in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Comparison of sin2 θlepteff measured from asymmetries with the Stan-
dard Model prediction as a function of mH . (b) Comparison of mW measured at LEP-2
and pp colliders with the Standard Model prediction as a function of mH . The measure-
ment with its error is shown as the vertical band. The width of the Standard Model




Z), mZ and mt . The total width of
the band is the linear sum of these effects. From [15].
Part II




An Apparatus for LEP Physics
3.1 The LEP accelerator
LEP stands for Large Electron Position Collider. With a 26.66 km circumfer-
ence, this was the world’s largest particle accelerator. It was located about 100
meters under the France-Switzerland border, near Geneva (Figure 3.1).
In order to bring electrons and positrons to their nominal energy, LEP op-
erators benefit from CERN’s previous accelerator chain. Electrons were first
brought to 200 MeV by the Linear Accelerator of LEP (LIL). Some of them were
shot on a tungsten target to produce positrons. Both electrons and positrons
were then accelerated to 600 MeV by the Electron-Positron Accumulator (EPA).
The Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) were then
successively used to produce 23 GeV particles. After their injection, electrons
and positrons were circulating in opposite directions. Bunches were crossing
each other in four sites on the ring. Detectors were placed at the collision
points to record all desired information.
The magnet configuration of an e+e− circular accelerator like LEP con-
sists of dipoles and quadrupoles. Dipoles bend the beam, while quadrupoles
(re)focus the bunches. Additional sextupoles and octupoles then contribute
to beam stability, allowing for small corrections that keep the magnets’ con-
figuration away from resonant instability regimes. Acceleration is provided
by a set of cavities distributed around the ring. This is necessary not only to
bring electrons and positrons from the injection energy to the nominal energy,
but also to compensate for the significant loss by synchrotron radiation that
continuously damps the electrons’ momentum on their path.
The number and technology of elements in the ring evolved as the goals
were reevaluated in terms of beam energy. In the initial configuration, referred
to as LEP1, beam energy was of the order of 46 GeV. This allowed scanning of
the Z resonance peak. The LEP2 upgrade extended the center-of-mass energy,
first to 161 GeV (this is the W era, dedicated to the study of the W boson pro-
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Figure 3.1: The CERN accelerators chain. The LEP is the main light-blue loop on top,
in which electrons and positrons used to circulate. It is now being replaced by the
LHC, discussed in Chapter 5.
duced in pairs), then up to 209 GeV in order to study new physics (in addition
to WW physics).
As can be seen in Table 3.1, these upgrades are characterized by an increas-
ing number of radio-frequency cavities, also shifting from a copper technology
to a superconducting NbTi technology. This is the direct consequence of the
increasing synchrotron radiation, which limits the accelerator performances.
The total radiation rate is obtained by the relativistic extension of the Lar-























where dτ = dt/γ is the proper time element, Pµ is the electron Lorentz-vector,








δE( MeV) = 8.85 ·10−2 (E( GeV))
4
ρ(m) , (3.4)
where the last expression holds for high-energy electrons, where β→ 1. Hence,
the energy loss per turn evolves quickly with the energy of electrons. At LEPI,
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Table 3.1: Main LEP elements. Dipoles’ value is approximate as it does not include
those in injection regions, or the small number of particular elements.
Phase Year Beam Energy Dipoles
RF cavities
Cu NbCu Nb
I 1989 45.6 GeV 128 0 0
II 1996 86 GeV 120 160 32
III 1997 92 GeV ∼520 56 192 32
IIIb 1998 94.5 GeV 52 208 32
IV 1999 96 GeV 52 240 32
for 46 GeV electrons, 93.6 MeV were lost in a turn. This went up to 2.4 GeV
at the end of the LEPII phase in 2000, and would have reached 5 GeV for a
center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV. Pushing forward the beam energy was not
possible at a reasonable cost. This is one of the main motivations for disman-
tling LEP in 2000, and installing the LHC, described in Chapter 5.
With the energy, the (integrated) luminosity was the second key charac-
teristic of the machine. Luminosity depends on the bunch frequency, density





with N− (N+) being the number of electrons (positrons) in each bunch, f the
bunch frequency, and σx,σy the transverse dimensions of the beam. With
about 4 mA of current per beam, and initially four bunches in each beam
(which, given the LEP’s circumference, implies a frequency of 11.246 kHz),
LEP bunches contained some 54 1010 particles. Since the transverse beam spot
was 145µm×5µm, LEP luminosity was approximatively 2.1031 cm−2s−1.
In 2000, the machine was pushed to its highest frequency at the price of
beam life-time. In order to recover part of the penalty, beams were first accel-
erated to 102 GeV, and the RF was then shifted during so-called “mini-ramps”
to gain a few GeV. This resulted in many different beam energies in 2000, as
well as periods of uncertain energy, corresponding to the mini-ramps. Beam
Energy distribution for 2000 is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.2 The ALEPH detector
As it is the case for most of the High-Energy physics detectors designed nowa-
days, ALEPH is a multi-purposes detector built to record all the events with a
4pi angular acceptance, with an optimum trade-off between performances and
feasibility.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution in energy of the luminosity delivered by the LEP accel-
erator during experiments carried out in 2000. The arrow marks the mean energy
(205.86 GeV).
ALEPH stands for “Apparatus for LEP Physics”. It is a cylindrical device
made of a main central section (the “barrel”) closed by two “endcaps” (Fig-
ure 3.3). It is approximatively 11 meters long and 11 meters in diameter. Fol-
lowing a typical onion-like layered structure, several subdetectors surround
the beam pipe. The ALEPH detector is described in detail in Ref. [18]. Only
a brief description of some of the key features will be given here. A more ex-
haustive account of its performance and a description of the standard analysis
algorithms can be found in Ref. [19].
Subdetectors will be categorized into two types of devices. The tracking
devices dedicated to the detection of charged particles are placed in the central
region (with the major exception of the muon chambers, which are in the very
peripheral regions). In association with the solenoidal magnetic field, this al-
lows a momentum determination. The second type includes the calorimeters.
They will contribute to particle identification and resolve the energy.
Nearest to the beam pipe is a silicon strip vertex detector (VDET) installed
in 1990 and upgraded during 1996 for the LEP2 phase. It plays a key role
in heavy flavor physics as it measures the primary vertex with an accuracy
of 15µm. Surrounding this is a multilayer axial-wire drift chamber called the
inner tracking chamber (ITC). It gives (r,φ) measurements used for tracking
and enters the Level-1 trigger system, as the detector response can be given
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Figure 3.3: The ALEPH detector with all its subdetectors. 1. VDET; 2. ITC; 3. TPC;
4. ECAL; 5. Magnet; 6. HCAL; 7. Muon system. See the text for more details and
definitions of the acronyms.
in less than 2 µs. Next is the primary ALEPH tracking device, a large time
projection chamber (TPC). The TPC is also used to identify particles by dE/dx
measurement. This is surrounded by a highly-segmented 22-radiation-length-
thick electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). It measures the energy of photons
and charged particles and gives a significant contribution to particle identi-
fication by determination of the (transverse and longitudinal) shower shape.
The superconducting magnet provides a uniform 1.5 T magnetic field in the
axial direction, which is returned by a large iron structure instrumented to
form the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Finally, most of the solid angle is cov-
ered by muon chambers, which measure three-dimensional coordinates for
penetrating charged particles [20].
Small-angle luminosity monitors complement the device by improving
the angular coverage in the very-forward and -backward regions down to 34
mrad from the beam axis. These will not be covered here.
3.2.1 Vertex detector
The vertex detector was installed in 1990, and upgraded for the LEP2 phase
in 1996. It consists of two layers of double-sided silicon micro-strips sensors,
with average radii of 63 mm and 110 mm from the beam-pipe axis [21]. The
inner layer presents nine faces while the outer layer contains 15 faces. Each
face is 400 mm long, 50 mm wide and 300 µm thick. A technical drawing of the
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Figure 3.4: The Vertex detector, showing faces mounted on support structures.
From [21]
VDET is shown in Figure 3.4.
The VDET is used to accurately identify and position primary or secondary
vertices. The resolution is as good as 10µm in the φ direction, and varies from
15µm to 50µm in the z direction. This is very important to tag decays of hadrons
containing b or c quarks. One of the motivations of this upgrade is the search
for a Higgs boson, whose main decay consists in a pair of b jets, in the mass
range kinematically accessible at LEP2.
3.2.2 Inner tracking chamber
The inner tracking chamber is a conventional two-meters long multi-wire drift
chamber, with 960 sense wires parallel to the beam pipe. There are height
layers of sense wires, organized in 96 cells for the inner four layers and 144
cells for the outer four layers. The chamber extends to a radius of 28.8 cm, and
is filled with a (80% Ar, 20% CO2) gas mixture.
Three-dimensional coordinates are extracted. (r,φ) coordinate pairs are ob-
tained from the drift time, while the z coordinate comes from the difference in
arrival time between both ends of the wires. Resolutions are roughly 150 µm
and 7 cm respectively for these two measurements.
The ITC plays an important role in the ALEPH trigger, as it provides the
only tracking information at the first trigger level. There are (r,φ) (decision in
500 ns) and (r,φ,z) (decision in 2µs) fast trigger processors with special bits to
indicate the number of tracks, hits per layer and back-to-back tracks.
3.2.3 Time projection chamber
The time projection chamber is the main tracking device of the ALEPH de-
tector. It is a 4.6 meter-long gas (91% Ar, 9% CH4) volume, exposed to a lon-
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gitudinal electric field of 11 kV/m. At each end of the cylinder, proportional
chambers collect and measure charges deposited into the volume.
Charged particles crossing the chamber induce electron-ion pairs into the
gas. Electrons from this ionization process drift along the electric field to the
end-plates where their charge is recorded. Each end-plate has 18 sectors giv-
ing three-dimensional coordinate measurements (rφ from pad position, z from
drift time) as well as a dE/dx determination.
The TPC outputs up to 21 position measurements of the helix correspond-
ing to the trajectory of charged particles in the strong magnetic field. The
dE/dx information is extracted from the pulse height on the sense wire, sam-
pled 340 times on a track. This measurement is important for particle identifi-
cation of low-energy electrons. Using the dependence of the mean dE/dx on
velocity, and combining this information with the momentum obtained from
the track fit, the particle mass can be derived.
3.2.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The aim of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is to determine the energy
of charged particles and photons. The ALEPH ECAL is a lead/wire-chamber
sampling device whose thickness is at least 22 radiation lengths. There are
45 layers, each composed of a wire chamber and of a lead plate. The wire
chamber is Al extruded, and covered by graphite-coated mylar (Figure 3.5(a)).
The gas mixture is made of 80% Xe and 20% CO2. The total deposited energy
is measured using small (approximatively 3× 3cm2) cathode pads as well as
anode wires, internally connected to form towers and storeys. Data reading is
such that the transverse and longitudinal shapes of showers are recorded and
can be used for particle identification.
The calorimeter is arranged in a barrel and two endcaps. Similar detector
design and electronics are used for both of these elements. Barrel and endcaps
are divided into 12 modules (Figure 3.5(b)), each representing 30◦ in azimuthal
angle φ. Endcaps are rotated by 15◦ with respect to the barrel.






for an electron detected at 90◦ in the barrel. It is slightly degraded in the
overlap region and in the forward edge of the calorimeter. There are also 6%
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Details of the electromagnetic calorimeter; (a) typical ECAL stack layer;
(b) exploded view of a barrel module. The calorimeter stack is made of 45 layers.
From [20].
3.2.5 Magnet system
The magnet system consists of a superconducting solenoid coil, producing
a uniform 1.5 Tesla magnetic field parallel to the beam pipe, and of a fully
calorimetrized iron yoke.
The yoke is a very massive object made of iron (2580 tons in total for the
barrel and the endcaps) which has to support all the other subdetectors. In
addition, this is the converter for the hadronic calorimeter, detailed hereafter.
The superconducting coil is a helium-cooled aluminum conductor with a
NbTi/Cu core. The field is produced by 1712 loops carrying 5000 A.
The superconducting coil was designed in order to minimize the material
budget. This led to massive use of aluminum (or aluminum alloy), and the
implementation of innovative indirect cooling techniques. The coil represents
1.6 radiation lengths.
3.2.6 Hadronic calorimeter and muon chambers
The return yoke just described is instrumented with streamer tubes in order
to become the hadronic calorimeter (Figure 3.6).
As for ECAL, the HCAL is made of 12 modules. The total thickness of the
calorimeter is 120 cm of iron, corresponding to 7.16 interaction lengths at 90
degrees, and increases up to 199 cm at the end of the barrel. The streamer tubes
are PVC structures containing eight graphite-coated cells. Each cell contains a
100 µm wire set at high voltage. Signal is read from copper pads on one side
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: The hadronic calorimeter. (a) schematic view showing the positioning of
the streamer tubes between the iron plates of a barrel module. (b) photograph of one
end of a barrel tube. From [20].
Figure 3.7: Cross-sectional view of the muon chambers. (a) barrel, (b) middle-angle,
(c) endcap. From [20].







On the outer side of the iron, two layers of streamer tubes are provided in
order to detect muons, the only known charged particles that can go through
the whole hadronic calorimeter (Figure 3.7).
Information from these two last layers complements the tracking in the
hadronic calorimeter to identify certainly muons in complex events. The 50 cm
separating the two layers allow angle and position measurement (with a res-
olution of 3.5 mm) for the crossing muon.
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3.2.7 Trigger and event reconstruction
The purpose of the trigger system is to collect all interesting physical events,
while keeping the “fake” rate due to noise or gas interactions “low”.
Such a background rate reduction is important for three main technical
reasons. First, the open-time for the TPC has to be reduced; then the dead-time
due to read-out of the electronics has to be lowered to an acceptable value;
finally the disk space available is neither infinite nor free, and each rejected
event could be expressed as saved money.
The trigger has been designed in three levels. The first level provides a
decision in 5 µs. This decision is based on information from the ITC and from
both calorimeters. After a positive Level-1 decision, the second level verifies
the decision, incorporating the TPC into the process. If the event is still ac-
cepted, the whole detector is read out and all the collected information is used
in a Level-3 software-based trigger. This will reduce the rate to 1-2 Hz.
Events selected by the trigger system are fully reconstructed. Main aspects
of ALEPH reconstruction are tracking in the central detectors, clustering in the
calorimeter and association of these to identify charged and neutral particles.
Track reconstruction combines points recorded in VDET, ITC and TPC.
Measurements compatible with an helix built from outside the TPC and prop-
agated inwards are grouped. If at least four points are found, scattering is
taken into account, and a compatible hit is looked for in the ITC, and finally in




= 0.610−3( GeV/c)−1, (3.9)
which is half the resolution from the TPC alone.
3.3 Software aspects
3.3.1 Reconstructed physics objects
The role of the ALEPH reconstruction algorithms is to deliver a list of par-
ticles seen by the detector, while optimizing the energy and position reso-
lutions. This is achieved by combining information from each subdetector.
Electrons are identified using the shape of the energy deposit in ECAL and
information from the TPC, combining dE/dx information, E/p measurement
and the mean longitudinal position, while muon detection is based on signals
in muon chambers, as well as on muon tracking in HCAL. A muon is identi-
fied as a track associated to some typical ionization pattern in HCAL, and to
hits in muon chambers.
Apart from electrons and muons, advanced event reconstruction uses an
energy flow algorithm. Information from calorimeters is first considered. Af-
ter a cleaning procedure used to reduce the impact of noise from the front-
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end electronic, from the acquisition system or from the reconstruction chain,
calorimeter clusters are associated to tracks from charged particles to form
a “calorimeter object”. Calorimeter objects associated to a valid track are
counted as charged energy, assuming they are pions. Electrons and muons,
reconstructed as previously explained, are removed from the collection by re-
moving the track and the corresponding calorimetric deposit. For muons, a
maximum of 1 GeV is removed from ECAL, as well as a maximum of 400 MeV
per HCAL plane. Photons or neutral pions reconstructed by a dedicated algo-
rithm are then removed from the calorimeter. Once all of the charged particles
have been removed, all of the neutral hadron remain. All clusters exceeding
500 MeV and not associated to a track are assumed to be neutral hadrons. This
hypothesis is used to reweight the ECAL and HCAL deposits so as to improve
the overall resolution. The procedure just sketched results in a set of “parti-
cles”: electrons, muons, photons, charged or neutral hadrons. Global event
quantities (such as total energy and missing momentum) are determined from
these objects.
This method yields a resolution of
σ(E) = (0.59±0.03)
√
E/ GeV+(0.6±0.3) GeV (3.10)
for hadronic decays of the Z, while the same quantity from raw calorimetric
measurements is found to be σ(E) = 1.2
√
E/ GeV. Another more qualitative
demonstration of ALEPH performances is given in Figure 3.8. It shows the
total invariant mass versus the number of reconstructed particles for events
measured at the Z peak, and shows how hadronic, leptonic and γγ events are
clearly identified.
3.3.2 ALEPH software suite
The full reconstruction of ALEPH events is performed by one single program
called JULIA (Job to Understand Lep Interactions in Aleph). It is performed
just after a run has been written to tapes, and can be divided into a set of
distinct steps: track reconstruction, primary vertex determination, calorime-
ter clustering, energy flow analysis and particle identification. The resulting
information is stored on tapes, together with the raw data, and delivered to
physicists for analysis.
The ALEPH Physics Analysis package (ALPHA) is intended to simplify
Fortran programs for physics analysis. ALPHA provides easy access to phys-
ical variables (momentum, energy, ...), to allow to write physics analysis pro-
grams without detailed knowledge of the ALEPH data structure. An exten-
sive set of utility routines (e.g., kinematics, event shape, secondary vertex
finding, b-tagging, etc.) is available as part of the ALPHA package.
In order to match the new trends in computing, the ALPHA++ project was
launched. The ALEPH object oriented analysis package (ALPHA++) is in-
tended to simplify programs for physics analysis by the use of C++. The main
objectives are presented in the ALPHA++ manual [22]:
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Figure 3.8: Invariant mass as a function of the number of reconstructed particles
(energy flows) for all events with at least two charged particle tracks. The two low-
multiplicity peaks have been truncated. From [19].
• Rewrite a mini version of the ALEPH analysis package ALPHA in an
object-oriented computing language.
• Test the software engineered by the RD45 and ANAPHE projects, which
evaluate data storage and analysis options for the LHC experiments.
• Compare performance with regard to efficient access to the data.
• Convert the ALEPH data (preferably LEP2 data) from BOS bank style
into persistent objects and write them to an object oriented database.
• Provide some input and experience for the LEP archive project.
• Give an opportunity to learn object oriented analysis, programming and
design.
During the last years of ALEPH analysis, we were responsible of the AL-
PHA++ development. To be able to perform every type of analysis, several
improvements and additions where needed. Among other developments, the
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offline lepton selection has been ported from ALPHA to ALPHA++, an in-
terface has been provided to give access to vertices information, a wrapped
FORTRAN b-tag routine has been included, etc. Other modifications to the
code involve a general cleaning, the addition of comments, or modification of
the driver part to enhance usability.
In order to guarantee availability of ALEPH data for the future, the ROOT
package [23] has been interfaced with ALPHA++ at the driver level. That
new system allowed us to convert the ALEPH database into a new set of
ROOT files. The new database contains additional metadata, so that the new
database can in principle be read without specialized software. We performed
several cross-checks with ALPHA for previous analyses[24] so that ALPHA++
is now fully validated.
CHAPTER
FOUR
Search for ZH associated production
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, an electroweak symmetry-breaking sector in-
corporating two doublets of complex scalar fields generates five scalar Higgs
bosons, three of which are neutral. For certain choices of the model’s param-
eters, one of these neutral scalars provides mass only to the fermions and the
other couples exclusively to the bosons, i.e. is a “fermiophobic” Higgs boson.
The search for a fermiophobic Higgs boson was primarily carried out by
the four LEP experiments in the H → γγ channel, in which the Higgs boson
couples to photons via a W loop [25, 26, 27, 28]. A benchmark fermiophobic
Higgs boson is defined by considering Standard-Model couplings to bosons,
and null couplings to fermions. Such a fermiophobic Higgs boson is excluded
up to 109.7 GeV/c2 by combining the four LEP experiments. For fermiophobic
Higgs bosons heavier than 90 GeV/c2, the predicted H → γγ branching ratio
becomes small relative to the predicted H →WW branching ratio (Figure 4.1),
motivating a search in this new channel. Such an analysis was already con-
ducted by the L3 collaboration [29] and is performed here with data collected
by the ALEPH detector.
The main production processes at e+e− colliders for a fermiophobic Higgs
boson are e+e−→ Z∗→ HZ (Higgsstrahlung), and WW or ZZ fusion. The
cross-section for the boson fusion production processes are notably smaller
than for the Higgsstrahlung process for LEP center-of-mass energies, as shown
in Figure 4.2. In the Higgs boson mass range accessible at LEP (typically for
MH < 115 GeV/c2), we are far below the W-pair production threshold. Hence,
it is important to distinguish one W from the other, since one will be pro-
duced quasi on-shell, and the other will be off-shell. Decay products from the
off-shell W boson will be significantly softer than those from the on-shell W
boson. ZH→ ZW+W− decays will produce six-fermion final states, contain-
ing a total of 96 different channels depending on the decays of the Ws and


























Figure 4.1: Branching fraction of benchmark fermiophobic Higgs boson into boson
pairs as calculated by a modified version of HDECAY2 [30].
the Z. The analysis is performed on data taken in the years 1999 and 2000
at center-of-mass energies ranging from 191 to 209 GeV. The corresponding
luminosities and center-of-mass energies are shown in Table 4.1.
4.2 Signal and background
Samples of signal events were generated using HZHA [31] with a Higgs bo-
son mass between 90 and 117 GeV/c2 and for seven different center-of-mass
energies: 192, 196, 200, 202, 205, 207 and 208 GeV.
In the HZHA code, there is no spin correlation between the W bosons com-
ing from the Higgs boson decay. The signal events are therefore re-weighted
to take into account this spin correlation in the final state. To do so, the differ-
ential width has to be calculated for the full process H → (WW ) → 4 f in one
go. The differential width for this process can be written as
dΓH→(WW )→4 f =
1
2MH
|MH→(WW )→4 f |2dLips4(H, f1, f2, f3, f4), (4.1)
where the four-particle phase-space element dLips4(H, f1, f2, f3, f4) contains 8
degrees of freedom and can be symbolically expressed as a function of Jaco-
bians of transition from momenta to uniformly distributed scalars:
dLips4(H, f1, f2, f3, f4) =
1
4pi2
JHWW JW+JW−JW +2 f JW−2 f dr1...dr8, (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Cross-section for the Higgs boson production at LEP, obtained with
HZHA. Boson fusion curves include interference terms. Therefore, Higgsstrahlung
does not include Hee and Hνν.
where Jn are the Jacobians and r1...r8 are uniformly distributed scalars. The
JHWW Jacobian corresponds to the two decay angles of W bosons in the Higgs
boson rest frame, JW + and JW− correspond to the W± masses, and JW±2 f to
the decay angles of fermions in the W± rest frames.
This has to be compared to the corresponding expression for the uncorre-
lated process computed in two steps, factorizing the Higgs boson decay from
the decay of W bosons. It is possible to write down the partial widths taking
Table 4.1: Integrated luminosities, center-of-mass energy ranges and mean center-of-
mass energy values for data collected by the ALEPH detector for years 1999 and 2000.
Year Luminosity (pb−1) Energy range ( GeV) 〈√s〉 ( GeV)
2000 7.3 207−209 208.0
125.9 206−207 206.6
79.7 204−206 205.2
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|MW±→2 f |2JW±2 f dr5,7dr6,8. (4.6)
In the expressions above, W± stands for the Lorentz momentum of corre-






It can be seen from Equations (4.1) to (4.6) that the correction weight de-










|MH→WW |2|MW+→2 f |2|MW−→2 f |2
. (4.8)
It is interesting to note that the Breit-Wigner factors cancel similar factors in
the full (correlated) matrix element. With such a normalization, the weight has
a unit mean value (Figure 4.3) so that it can be directly used in the analysis to
re-weight events.
The main effect of the re-weighting is expected to be seen in the distri-
bution of the angle between positively charged fermions from the W + and
negatively charged fermions from the W−, (θ+−). This quantity is presented
in Figure 4.4. It is observed that the angle (θ+−) is only slightly modified by
the re-weighting procedure.
Event samples of all Standard-Model background processes relevant for
the Higgs boson search were also generated with the appropriate Monte-Carlo
programs. At the center-of-mass energy relevant at LEP2, four-fermion pro-
cesses become relevant as the kinematic limit is reached, as seen in Figure 4.5.
The production of e+e− pairs (also known as the Bhabha process) was simu-
lated with BHWIDE [33]. Muon and tau pair production was handled with the
KORALZ [34] generator, the γγ processes, where each e± from the beam emits
a photon that interacts later on, with PHOT02 [35], and WW pair-production
with KORALW [36]. The qflq events were simulated with KK2F [37], and the
remaining four-fermion processes with PYTHIA [38]. This gives an accurate
description of all events observed by the detector prior to the signal selection.
Only very soft γγ processes were ignored, as the processes are easy to distin-
guish from the signal but difficult to simulate. Details about the Monte-Carlo
samples are presented in Table 4.2.
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Entries  149226
Mean    1.003
RMS    0.8469
Weight
















Figure 4.3: Distribution of weights to apply to the events generated by the HZHA
code to take into account the spin correlation of the two Ws coming from the Higgs
boson decay.
Table 4.2: Monte-Carlo samples used for this analysis. Cross-sections are given at
207 GeV.
Process Generator Cross-section (pb) Number of events
qflq KK2F 81.007 4000000
γγ processes PHOTO2 10711 30075000




− KORALZ 7.561 1525000
τ+τ− KORALZ 6.742 660000
Weν PYTHIA 0.885 1150000
WW KORALW 17.501 2625000
Zee PYTHIA 8.470 1300000
Zνν ZNUNU 0.017 320000
ZZ PYTHIA 2.34 1250000
HZ, H → WW HZHA — 7 x 300000
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Figure 4.4: Effect of spin correlation correction on the angle between positively
charged fermions from the W + and negatively charged fermions from the W− at gen-
eration level (θ+−): (a) number of events as a function of the weight and as a function
of θ+−; the θ+− distribution before (b) and after (c) the spin correlation correction.
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Figure 4.5: Cross-section for the main Standard-Model backgrounds at LEP, as a func-
tion of the center-of-mass energy.
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A detailed GEANT[39] simulation of the detector response was applied to
both background and signal events in order to reproduce the response of each
subdetector. Particles were reconstructed from this information and the anal-
ysis was performed with ALPHA++[22].
4.3 Event classification
Four exclusive classes are defined according to the leptons in the final state, in
such a way as to minimize overlap between the classes. The first class contains
events with no lepton. Signatures with more than one hard lepton, including
all leptonic Z decays, are purposes in the second class. The third class contains
events with a single hard lepton, while the fourth contains those with only
one soft lepton. For simplicity and conciseness, the term “lepton” is used here
to denote the very final state and does not include taus, which decay into
electrons, muons or hadrons prior to their detection. Taus are only specifically
studied for a subsample of class two, where hadronic taus can be efficiently
separated from the hadronic W boson decays. The topological classification is
given in Table 4.3. The notation convention is as follows: the decay of the Z is
given first, followed by the decays of the quasi-on-shell and the off-shell Ws, in
that order. The table also gives the ZWW decay branching ratio corresponding
to each class, with and without channels where at least one W decays into a
tau and a neutrino.
To separate the classes, the energies of the two most energetic leptons in the
final state are used. The first lepton is labeled as “hard” if its energy is higher
than 25 GeV. Events with a hard lepton are set in class 2 if the second most
energetic lepton has more than 20 GeV, and in class 3 otherwise. To separate
events between classes 1 and 4, a linear discriminant (D14) is built with the
energy of the most energetic lepton (EL1), the total missing three-momentum
( /~P), and the isolation of the most energetic lepton (IL1):
D14 = 2.3EL1 + /~P+4.8ln(|IL1|), (4.9)
where the lepton isolation is defined from the angle with the closest charged
particle track (θL1T ):
IL1 = 1− cos(θL1T ). (4.10)
This discriminant will take a higher value for events in class 4, characterized
by a soft isolated lepton accompanied by a neutrino, which generate missing
transverse momentum. Events are classified as purely hadronic (class 1) if the
discriminant is lower than 13, and are set in the fourth class otherwise. The
corresponding fractions of events are presented in Table 4.4.
In Section 4.5, the analysis of events containing a single hard lepton or a
single soft lepton will be discussed, and then combined to other classes in Sec-
tion 4.7. Other parts of the analysis were performed by our collaborators and
are presented briefly in Section 4.6. More details can be found in reference [40].
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4.4 Confidence levels
In the search for new physics, two distinct hypotheses are considered. The
background-only hypothesis, where there is nothing new to be observed, is
opposed to the signal-plus-background hypothesis. The aim is to decide if
there is an excess of events with respect to the background-only hypothesis,
and if not, to determine whether or not the signal-plus-background hypothe-
sis can be excluded.
The approach used throughout this work is the modified frequentist con-
fidence level method presented in [41]. This method is suited to low-statistics
backgrounds, as it relies on the Poisson distribution. A binned discriminant
variable is used as input, which gives more sensitivity with respect to simple
event-counting methods. Finally, it is easy to incorporate systematic effects in
the evaluation of limits.
Let’s consider n independent channels. For each channel i, one defines the
number of signal events (si), the number of background events (bi) and the
number of events observed in data (di). The expected signal and background
levels are obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations. From these quantities,
Table 4.3: Final state topologies and branching ratios corresponding to the four
classes. The decay of the Z is given first, followed by the decays of the quasi-on-shell
and the off-shell Ws, in that order. Branching ratios are given with and without con-
sidering the taus. l stands for electron or muon.
Class Channels BR without (with) taus
1: Fully hadronic qflqqflqqflq (1a) 0.328
νflνqflqqflq (1b) 0.094
0.422 (0.422)
2: >1 Hard lepton l+l− qflqqflq (2a) 0.032
l+l− qflqlν (2b) 0.010
l+l− lνqflq, l+l− τνqflq (2c,T) 0.010
l+l− lν lν (2d) 0.003
0.054 (0.100)
3: 1 Hard lepton qflqlνqflq (3a) 0.101
qflqlν lν (3b) 0.031
νflν lν lν (3c) 0.029
νflν lνqflq (3d) 0.008
0.171 (0.284)
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Table 4.4: Distribution of candidates in each class for each signal topology (“signals”
correspond to the ideal separation based on the true leptons at the generator level).
Numbers are computed for a Higgs mass of 110 GeV/c2.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4
Signal 1 37.4% 0% 0.3% 3.4%
Signal 2 0.9% 4.7% 1.5% 1.2%
Signal 3 5.3% 1.2% 17.5% 5.9%
Signal 4 7.1% 0.3% 0.6% 12.2%
the likelihood ratio between the signal-plus-background and the background-



























where s is the total signal (s = ∑ni=1 si). This is nothing else than a weighted
sum of the events observed in the data. This quantity has a distribution that
can be interpreted as a probability density, if di are random variables follow-
ing Poisson distributions. There is one probability density function (PDF) in
the background-only hypothesis (where the most probable value of di is bi),
and one other PDF in the signal-plus-background hypothesis(where the most
probable value of di is si + bi), as shown in Figure 4.6. The confidence level
to exclude the signal-plus-background hypothesis is defined from the prob-
ability to observe a given value of the likelihood ratio in the presence of the
signal:
CLs+b = Ps+b(Q < Qobs), (4.14)
where Qobs is obtained directly from Equation (4.12) using the actual values for
di. In the same way, the confidence level for the background-only hypothesis
is computed as:
CLb = Pb(Q < Qobs). (4.15)
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Figure 4.6: Probability density functions for the likelihood ratio in background-only
and signal-plus-background hypothesis, and related quantities.
CLb is used to quantify a possible discovery, as it measures the probability
for the background processes to give more candidates than observed. If obser-
vations match perfectly the predictions (di = bi), CLb is equal to 0.5, and rises
if there is an excess of events. Deviations from 0.5 are usually assumed to be
Gaussian and expressed in terms of standard deviations.
CLs+b could be used to test the signal-plus-background hypothesis, but is
very sensitive to downward fluctuations of the background and could give
too optimistic limits. It is therefore normalized to CLb:
CLs = CLs+b/CLb. (4.16)
One will say that the 95% confidence level (C.L.) is reached if 1−CLs > 0.95.
Expected values 〈CLs〉 and 〈CLb〉 are directly obtained from the PDF under the
hypothesis that di = bi. 〈CLb〉 is by definition equal to 0.5, except for very low
numbers of background events (∑ni=1 bi < 1).
Practically, the expected confidence level 〈CLs〉, the observed confidence
level CLs and the background confidence level CLb are computed using a
toy Monte-Carlo method with the algorithm implemented by us within the
ROOT package [23], using as inputs the distribution of a variable chosen for
its discriminant power between signal and background. In this procedure,
pseudo-data distributions are generated in either the background-only or the
signal-plus-background hypothesis, and distributions of Q are built (as in Fig-
ure 4.6). Each bin of the discriminant variable distribution is considered as an
independent channel in the sense of Equation (4.11).
One advantage of this method is that systematic uncertainties are naturally
included. Systematic uncertainties are taken into account by varying si and bi
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around their expected values for each Monte-Carlo experiment, which affects
the width of the PDFs. Uncertainties from the Monte-Carlo statistics are con-
sidered by varying independently each bin, while other systematic sources are
handled as fully correlated variations of the histogram content.
After a first signal preselection step, designed to reduce the background
that can be easily suppressed without tuning, all the selection cuts are opti-
mized in order to minimize the expected confidence level 〈CLs〉. For the signal,
a Higgs boson mass hypothesis of 110 GeV/c2 is chosen for the optimization
process.
Only simulated events accounting for the year 2000 luminosity are used
during the optimization process. Data taken in 1999 and corresponding sim-
ulated events are therefore not included in tables and plots presented in Sec-
tions 4.5 and 4.6. They are however included for the final results of Section 4.7.
4.5 Study of events with a single hard or soft lepton
We will here consider final state topologies characterized by the presence of a
single hard or soft lepton. Topologies with only one hard lepton in the final
state are studied in class 3. This can only come from the leptonic decay of the
on-shell W boson. Consequently, a class 3 event is characterized by missing
energy due to the presence of at least one neutrino in the final state. The Z
boson can decay either into jets or neutrinos and the off-shell W into jets or
into a lepton and a neutrino. Events in class 3 are therefore distributed in
four subclasses, as already presented in Table 4.3. The separation between the
hadronic and invisible decays of the Z boson is easily achieved by cutting on
the total invariant mass of the event. A cut on the energy of the second most
energetic lepton is then used to distinguish between hadronic and leptonic
off-shell W decay.
Final state topologies with only one soft lepton are studied in class 4. Class
4 is significantly different from class 3 since all the jets will be relatively hard,
while two of them (coming from the off-shell W boson) are rather soft in
class 3. It may be noticed that analysis of these events relies on the correct
reconstruction, identification and measurement of soft non-isolated leptons.
It therefore depends on the high-quality ALEPH energy flow algorithm pre-
sented in Section 3.3.1. The high granularity of the calorimeters, both transver-
sally and longitudinally, is also crucial in this respect. The Z boson can decay
either into jets or neutrinos, which justifies subdivision of class 4 into 4a (for
ZH→ qflqqflqlν) and 4b (for ZH → ν flνqflqlν).
Due to the presence of one or several neutrinos in the final state, the exact
reconstruction of the Higgs boson mass MH is not possible. However, for the
HZ→ qflqlνlν and HZ→ ν flνlνlν channels, a good estimate of the Higgs boson
mass is obtained with twice the sum of the lepton energies:
MH = 2(EL1 +EL2). (4.17)
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This results from the fact that all three (W or Z) bosons are more or less de-




(Etot +EL1)2− (~Ptot −~PL1)2, (4.18)
with Etot (EL1) and ~Ptot (~PL1) being respectively the total (leading lepton) energy
and momentum. For the HZ→ qflqlνqflq channel, the mass of the Z boson has to
be subtracted. The Higgs boson mass reconstructed as explained above is used
as a discriminant variable for all subclasses, except for HZ→ qflqlνqflq, where the
visible mass obtained ignoring the lepton (Mtot (hadr)) is more powerful. For
class 4, the discriminating variable used for the estimation of the confidence
level is the off-shell W mass, constructed from the missing momentum, the
missing energy, the lepton momentum and the lepton energy as follows:
MW =
√
(| /~P|+EL1)2− ( /~P+~PL1)2, (4.19)
where EL1 and ~PL1 are the energy and momentum of the lepton, and /~P is the
missing momentum.
Preselection cuts are applied in order to strongly reduce the γγ, qflq and l+l−
backgrounds. γγ and l+l− backgrounds are characterized by a low multiplic-
ity, so that they are very well rejected imposing Nch > 3. This cut is used for
all classes, except for HZ→ ν flνlνlν (class 3c) where only two tracks are ex-
pected. All three backgrounds are well balanced, so that acollinearity1 is close
to 2pi. For the same reason, Pt/
√
s is expected to be small. Hence, one asks
Pt/
√
s > 0.05 in all classes. In addition, a cut on the acollinearity (θaco < 170◦)
is used for signal preselection in class 3c, to compensate the absence of cut on
Nch. The energy fraction within twelve degrees of the beam line (E12) must
be lower than 40% of the center-of-mass energy to reject most of the radia-
tive γγ events, as well as e+e− events at low angle. This is complemented by
a cut on the azimuthal angle of the missing momentum (cos(θmiss)) that re-
moves also events with unmeasured particles lost in the beam pipe. One asks
|cos(θmiss)| < 0.95. The event total invariant mass (Mtot ) and total transverse
momentum (Pt) must satisfy Mtot/
√
s > 0.2− 6Pt/
√
s, to protect against radia-
tive Z returns. For classes 3b, 3c and 3d, there is an additional cut on the
energy of the most energetic photon (Eγ1) at the preselection level in order to
reject radiative events.
In the following results and figures, the number of signal events is obtained
assuming a Standard-Model production cross-section and a unit branching
ratio for the Higgs boson decay into a W pair.
1Acollinearity (θaco) is defined as the angle between the two jets when two jets are forced in
the event using the Durham jet algorithm [42]. Similarly, the acoplanarity (Φaco) is defined as the
angle between these two jets, this time in the transverse plane.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of the angle between the hard lepton and the total momen-
tum for class 3a events, after preselection cuts and the cut on Nch. The distributions is
obtained from 2000 data.
4.5.1 Class 3a - hadronic Z and hadronic off-shell W
The channel HZ→ qflqlνqflq is separated from the other events in class 3 by re-
quiring a total invariant mass higher than 40% of the center-of-mass energy, a
missing mass (Mmiss) less than 95 GeV/c2 and no second lepton with an energy
exceeding 10 GeV.
A first set of cuts is used to eliminate the γγ, l+l− and qflq backgrounds. To
reflect the presence of hadrons from the Z boson decay, there must be more
than 20 charged particle tracks. The angle between the hard lepton and the
total momentum (θLΣ) is then considered. This angle approximates the sup-
plement of the angle between the lepton and the neutrino. Assuming that the
on-shell W boson is produced at rest, it is expected to be small, as seen in Fig-
ure 4.7. The optimization procedure suggests that θLΣ must be less than 41◦.
The mass of the hard W boson, that can be identified to the invariant mass
built from the hard lepton momentum and the missing momentum (ML /P), has
then to be larger than 55 GeV/c2. For events with no W boson decaying into a
lepton-neutrino pair, this quantity is indeed expected to be small, as shown in
Figure 4.8.
The following cuts are applied to suppress the remaining backgrounds,
mainly WW events. The hardest lepton must have an energy EL1 less than
55 GeV. The hadronic acollinearity must be larger than 137◦. Both cuts account
for the absence of other neutrino that the one compensated by the lepton, and
for the fact that W and Z bosons are produced more or less at rest.
One quantity that is particularly useful when analyzing hadronic events is
the thrust [43]. Given the momentum of all particles, here identified to energy
flows, one puts a straight line through their common origin, projects all the
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of the invariant mass of the hard lepton and the missing mo-
mentum for class 3a events, after preselection cuts and the cut on Nch. The distributions
is obtained from 2000 data.
momenta onto this line, and sums up the absolute values of these projections.
The line which maximizes this sum is called thrust axis, and the projection,
normalized to the scalar sum of momenta, is called thrust. This quantity gives
a measure of the “two-jet-likeness” of an event. In this analysis, the thrust,
when computed ignoring the hard lepton (Tno lept ), must be lower than 0.93,
since it is expected to be reduced by the soft hadronic activity from the off-
shell W.
The thrust is complemented by three other global topological quantities
computed from the event shape [44]. For that purpose, the momentum tensor
is defined as
T αβ = ∑
i
(δαβ~Pi
2−Pαi Pβi ), (4.20)
where the sum is performed on all particles, and α and β take values from 1
to 3. From the eigenvalues (λi) ordered in decreasing order, the sphericity (S),












By construction, these quantities are defined in the range [0,1]. The sphericity
approaches 1 for events with large multiplicity and isotropic phase-space par-
ticle distributions. The planarity approaches 1 if all particles are bounded in a
single plane. For this subclass, all these three quantities were considered, but
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the natural logarithm of the jet transition value y45 for
events in class 3a, after all cuts but the cuts on this quantity and on the total transverse
momentum. The distributions is obtained from 2000 data.
were not found to allow a good background rejection. Sphericity and apla-
narity are used in other subclasses.
Jets resulting from the hadronization of final-state quarks and gluons are
reconstructed using the Durham algorithm [42]. The Durham algorithm relies
on the definition of a jet metric y, inspired from the invariant mass between





with Etot being the total visible energy. The algorithm proceeds by merging
the pair of objects for which this distance is minimum. The new object is
obtained by summing the Lorentz momentums of the two merged objects.
The procedure is repeated until the minimal value of y is larger than a given
value, or until a given number of objects (then called jets) is obtained. The
y value at which the topology changes from j to i jets is defined to be yi j In
this analysis, the jet transition value y45 (Figure 4.9) must be larger than 0.0014
(i.e. ln(y45) >−7.2), since five-jet topologies are favored. Cutting on the total
transverse momentum finally reduces the WW background.
Figures 4.10a and 4.10b give the distributions of the discriminant variable
(Mtot (hadr)) after the preselection and after all cuts, respectively. The selection
criteria together with the numbers of signal, background and data events for
the HZ→ qflqlνqflq channel are summarized in Table 4.5.
After applying these cuts, 6.6 background events remain, for 1.27 signal
events (for years 1999 and 2000 together). The expected value of the confi-
dence level, 〈CLs〉, is 0.47. Thirteen candidates are observed, which corre-
sponds to a 2σ excess (CLb = 0.96), and CLs = 0.84. Note that the difference in
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of the discriminant variable Mtot (hadr) for the decay
HZ→ qqlνqq plotted for the class 3a events after the preselection (a) and after the fi-
nal selection cuts (b). Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
number of events with respect to those in Figure 4.10 comes from the inclusion
of data from 1999.
4.5.2 Class 3b - hadronic Z and leptonic off-shell W
The HZ→ qflqlνlν events are separated from the other events in class 3 requir-
ing a total invariant mass higher than 40% of the center-of-mass energy, a miss-
ing mass less than 95 GeV/c2 as well as a second lepton with more than 10 GeV.
The selection procedure for HZ→ qflqlνlν is very similar to that performed for
HZ→ qflqlνqflq, and is shown together with the number of signal, background
and data events after each selection step in Table 4.5.
The γγ, l+l− and qflq background events are rejected by strengthening the
cuts on the number of charged particle tracks and on the transverse momen-
tum, and requesting a low acollinearity. To further suppress qflq events, cuts
on the angle between the lepton and the total momentum as well as on the
event sphericity are applied. Finally, most of the WW background events are
removed by four last cuts. The lepton energy is smaller for signal events than
for WW events, so that an upper energy cut is applied; the hadronic acollinear-
ity (θaco (no lept)), the jet metric value computed without the lepton (y12 (no lept)),
and y34 are the last sensitive quantities used. Remaining background events
are mainly semi-leptonic WW decays with a soft lepton produced in a jet. The
distribution of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.17)) after the pre-
selection and after all cuts is given in Figures 4.11a and b respectively. The
selection criteria together with the numbers of signal, background and data
events for the HZ→ qflqlνlν channel are summarized in Table 4.5.
After all cuts, there remains two background events for 1.4 signal events
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Distribution of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.17)) for the
decay HZ→ qqlνlν plotted for the class 3b events after the preselection (a) and after the
final selection cuts (b). Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
(for years 1999 and 2000 together). Three events are observed in data. While
the expected confidence level 〈CLs〉 is 0.62, the observed CLs value is 0.66. CLb
is equal to 0.65, which is in accord with expectations, within 1σ.
4.5.3 Class 3c - invisible Z and leptonic off-shell W
HZ→ νflνlνlν is a simple signature since there are only two acoplanar leptons
in the final state, but it has a very small branching ratio and it suffers from the
very large fully leptonic WW background.
Only events with exactly two charged particle tracks are kept for this anal-
ysis. Signal events are selected by requiring a total invariant mass lower than
40% of the center-of-mass energy as well as a second lepton with an energy
higher than 10 GeV. The signal is characterized by a significant acollinear-
ity between the two leptons. γγ events are therefore rejected by a cut on the
acollinearity and on the transverse momentum. Then, the total mass and the
acoplanarity are used to reject l+l− events as well as part of the WW back-
ground. A final cut on the total missing mass and on θLΣ removes most of
the remaining WW and ZZ background. For the signal, this angle is indeed
expected to be small, because of the spin correlation between the leptons. The
distribution of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.17)) after the prese-
lection and after all cuts is given in Figure 4.12. The selection criteria together
with the numbers of signal, background and data events for the HZ→ ν flνlνlν
channel are summarized in Table 4.5.
The remaining background is still 30 times higher than the reference Higgs
signal (i.e. MH = 110 GeV/c2 and BR=1). After applying all cuts, 0.15 signal
events are expected for 6.6 background events, leading to 〈CLs〉 = 0.95 (for
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.17)) for the
decay HZ→ ννlνlν plotted for the class 3c events after the preselection (a) and after the
final selection cuts (b). Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
years 1999 and 2000 together). Fourteen candidates are observed in the data,
which corresponds to a 2σ excess over the expected background (CLb=0.97).
This leads to CLs = 0.99.
4.5.4 Class 3d - invisible Z and hadronic off-shell W
The last sub-channel, HZ→ ν flνlνqflq, being the complement of the three others
is selected by requiring a total invariant mass lower than 40% of the center-of-
mass energy as well as no second lepton with more than 10 GeV. Events are
characterized by a single hard lepton (around 30 GeV) with some soft hadronic
activity.
Both γγ and l+l− events are rejected by requiring a significant aplanarity
(Apl > 0.00034). The dominant WW background is then reduced in two stages.
First, the angle between the hard lepton and the total momentum and the en-
ergy of both the first and second most energetic leptons are used. A final rejec-
tion is then achieved by a cut on the sphericity, on the hadronic invariant mass
Mtot (hadr) (expected to be high for the WW background) and on y12 (no lept),
the jet metric value corresponding to the 1- to 2-jet transition computed with-
out the lepton. Distribution of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.18))
after the preselection and after all cuts is given in Figures 4.13 a and b respec-
tively. The selection criteria together with the number of signal, background
and data events for the HZ→ ν flνlνqflq channel are summarized in Table 4.5.
After the final selection, 0.99 background events and 0.89 signal events are
expected (for years 1999 and 2000 together). The corresponding confidence
level 〈CLs〉 is 0.44. No candidate is observed, and CLs is observed to be equal
to 0.43. CLb is then 0.49, which is in perfect agreement with expectations.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of the discriminant variable MH (Equation (4.18)) for the
decay HZ→ ννlνqq plotted for the class 3d events after the preselection (a) and after
the final selection cuts (b). Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
Table 4.5: Selection criteria for each channel of class 3. The number of signal (Ns),
background (Nb) and data (Nd) events is given in the table for the year 2000 used in the
optimization phase. Energies, momenta and masses are expressed in GeV, GeV/c and
GeV/c2, respectively. Angles are in degrees.
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 3 EL1 > 25
EL2 < 20

















|cos(θmiss)|< 0.9 2.7 793.4 823
anti-qq,ll,γγ Nch > 20
ML /P > 55
θLΣ < 41 1.57 37 43
anti-WW EL1 < 55
Tno lept < 0.93




s < 0.25 1.24 2.9 5
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 3 EL1 > 25
EL2 < 20


















|cos(θmiss)|< 0.9 0.85 86.96 86




θaco < 178 0.79 55.40 52
anti-qq,WW θLΣ < 41
ln(S) >−2.2 0.59 3.63 5
anti-WW y12 (no lept) > 0.23
EL1 < 55
ln(y34) >−6
θaco (no lept) > 135 0.49 0.76 1
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 3 EL1 > 25
EL2 < 20
Class 3c Mmiss > 95

















Eγ1 < 15 0.17 19.9 20








Φaco < 160 0.14 7.9 9
anti-WW,ZZ Mmiss > 127
θLΣ < 32 0.12 3.5 5
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 3 EL1 > 25
EL2 < 20


















|cos(θmiss)|< 0.9 1.22 829.8 836
anti-γγ,ll ln(Apl) >−8 0.94 4.92 3
anti-WW θLΣ < 57
EL1 < 60




−5 < ln(S) <−2
ln(y12 (no lept)) >−4 0.79 0.65 0
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Figure 4.14: An outstanding event from class 3a selection. One sees four jets and one
lepton.
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Figure 4.15: An outstanding event from class 3a selection. One sees four jets and one
lepton.
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4.5.5 Class 4a - hadronic Z boson
Class 4a corresponds to the decay channel ZH→ qflqqflqlν and considers topolo-
gies with four jets plus one soft lepton in the final state. The event selection
is made by the use of y45, y34 (no lept) and the isolation of the most anti-parallel
lepton with respect to the missing momentum. Though signal efficiency is re-
duced by 42%, the background is reduced by 84%, which makes this variable
very powerful.
A χ2 is then built which takes into account the W and Z boson masses,
reconstructed from the four jets in the event. For this, jets are paired and the
mass of each pair is compared either to the W boson mass or to the Z boson








were M12 and M34 are the masses of each jet pair and σ2 is the measured reso-
lution on the reconstructed W and Z masses, obtained from signal events. The
background is finally reduced by constraining the value of this quantity, the
total hadronic mass and the lepton energy. All details of the event selection
are given in Table 4.6. The distribution of the discriminant variable, after the
preselection and after the final selection is presented in Figures 4.16a and b
respectively.
After the final selection, one expects nine background events and 1.41 sig-
nal events (for years 1999 and 2000 together). The expected confidence level
〈CLs〉 is 0.55. Eight candidates are actually observed, giving a confidence level
of CLs = 0.40. The observed deficit of events gives CLb = 0.17, corresponding
to a 1.3σ deviation.
4.5.6 Class 4b - invisible Z boson
Class 4b corresponds to the decay channel ZH→ ν flνqflqlν. Topologies with two
jets, a soft lepton and missing momentum in the final state are therefore stud-
ied. The two jets and the single soft lepton are selected by cutting on y12 and
y34, on the number of tracks from charged particles and on the lepton energy.
The remaining background, still 75 times larger than the signal, is reduced
by additional cuts on the total hadronic mass, the lepton isolation and on the
hadronic acollinearity. Since at least three neutrinos are expected in this chan-
nel, a cut on the missing mass (Mmiss) is used in the final selection. The domi-
nating background after the selection is WW events.
The distributions of the discriminant variable, the off-shell W mass (Equa-
tion 4.19), after the preselection and after the final selection are presented in
Figures 4.17a and b respectively. The expected number of events after the sig-
nal selection is shown in Table 4.6. One expects 18.3 background events and
0.85 signal events while 19 events are observed in the data (for years 1999 and
2000 together). This leads to a confidence level CLs of 0.67, while 0.77 was
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of the discriminant variable for the decay HZ→ qqqqlν plot-
ted for the class 4a events after the preselection (a) and after the final selection cuts (b).
Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
expected. The observed deficit of events gives CLb = 0.22, corresponding to a
1.2σ deviation.
4.6 Study of events with no lepton, or more than
one hard lepton
As mentioned previously, the analysis of events with no leptons or more than
one hard lepton (classes 1 and 2) was performed by our collaborators, and
only a short review of the procedure and results is given. These results will be
combined afterward to those of classes 3 and 4, in Section 4.7.
4.6.1 Class 1 - Fully hadronic channels
The final state topology where the Higgs boson decays hadronically into four
jets via the 2 Ws is studied in this class. Depending on the hadronic or invisible
decay of the Z boson, two channels are analyzed: ZH → qflqqflqqflq (class 1a) and
ZH→ νflνqflqqflq (class 1b). The signal final state of class 1a is characterized by
six jets and is balanced in energy and momenta. For class 1b, the final state is
composed of four jets and two neutrinos, leading to an important energy and
mass imbalance. These two channels are easily separated by a selection on the
final state missing mass. In both channels, the background comes from WW,
qflq and ZZ production (with a small contribution from the Weν process in the
missing mass channel).
Jet counting, track multiplicity and other topological variables are used to
isolate the ZH→ qflqqflqqflq events. The selection cuts are detailed in Table 4.7.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Distribution of the discriminant variable for the decay HZ→ ννqqlν plot-
ted for the class 4b events after the preselection (a) and after the final selection cuts (b).
Both distributions are obtained from 2000 data.
Table 4.6: Selection criteria for each channel of class 4. The number of signal (Ns),
background (Nb) and data (Nd) events is given in the table for the year 2000, used in the
optimization phase. Energies, momenta and masses are expressed in GeV, GeV/c and
GeV/c2, respectively. Angles are in degrees.
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd















|cos(θmiss)|< 0.95 4.6 818 794
Group 1 ln(y45) >−6
ln(y34 (no lept)) >−4.6
ln(ILA) >−3.5 1.4 7.4 8




ELA > 7 1.17 4 2
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd


















|cos(θmiss)|< 0.95 2.4 478 485
Group 1 ln(y12 (no lept)) >−7
ln(y23 (no lept)) >−2.6
Nch > 9
ELA > 7 1.35 99.7 82
Group 2 Mtot (hadr) ∈ [50,103]
ln(ILA) >−4.5
θaco (no lept) > 140
Mmiss > 65 0.69 8.0 5
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Table 4.7: Selection criteria for each channel of class 1. The number of signal (Ns),
background (Nb) and data (Nd) events are given in the table for the year 2000. Energies,
momenta and masses are expressed in GeV, GeV/c and GeV/c2, respectively. Angles
are in degrees.
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 1 D14 < 13
EL1 < 25








0.1 < S < 0.85
Pl/
√
s < 0.15 10.9 1452.0 1401
Topological S > 0.13 10.7 1374.1 1325
Nch > 32 9.17 866.9 845
ln(y56) >−7.2 8.18 494.5 481
ln(y12 + y34 + y56) >−0.83 8.07 476.4 456
Nminch, j6 > 0 6.28 231.5 247
(θminj6 +θmaxj6 ) > 190 6.21 212.3 229
Masses M1 < 117 6.10 186.7 200
M3 > 13 5.74 163.7 168
Selection Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 1 D14 < 13
EL1 < 25
Class 1b Mmiss > 60
ZH→ νflνqflqqflq









0.03 < S < 0.8
Pl/
√
s < 0.2 3.60 190.4 211
Topological Nch > 24 1.77 31.2 46
ln(y34) >−6.6 1.73 28.2 43
Anti-qq Φaco < 179 1.69 26.1 38
Pt/
√
s > 0.035 1.63 22.0 28
Anti-WW T > 0.74 1.33 16.3 23
Pl/
√
s < 0.12 1.25 12.1 19
Nminch, j4 > 0 1.23 11.3 18
θminj4 > 23 1.16 8.61 15
(θminj4 +θmaxj4 ) > 170 1.11 8.18 13
The channel ZH→ ν flνqflqqflq is characterized by a final state with a large
missing mass from the undetected neutrinos coming from the decay of the
Z. This can be exploited to tag those events. It is used together with Pt/
√
s and
the thrust to tag signal events. The selection cuts are detailed in Table 4.7.
4.6.2 Class 2 - Channels with more than one hard lepton
Class 2 is characterized by final states with at least two “hard” leptons from
the leptonic Z decay. Requiring the third most energetic electron or muon
to have an energy lower than 8 GeV separates the two-lepton channel from
the topologies involving more than two leptons (soft hadronic taus are not
considered in the study). The ZH→ l+l− qflqlν channel is identified by requir-
ing that the total hadronic energy Ehad is greater than 60 GeV. ZH→ l+l− lν lν
and ZH→ l+l− lνqflq both require Ehad < 60 GeV and are separated from each
other by the requirement that the former has exactly four tracks from charged
particles. ZH→ l+l−lνlν (l being an electron or a muon) is then uniquely dis-
tinguished from ZH→ l+l−lνqflq since it contains strictly four charged particle
tracks in the final state. Within the two-lepton channel, one finds events with
taus decaying hadronically. The separation of these events from those where
all Ws decay hadronically is achieved with a cut on the total hadronic energy.
Again, the selection procedure will only be sketched. Details can be found in
Table 4.8 and in reference [40].
To select the ZH → l+l−qflqqflq channel, one requires that the energy of the
third lepton is less than 8 GeV and that the total hadronic energy (Ehad) is
more than 60 GeV. The dominant backgrounds after preselection are qflq, semi-
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leptonic WW as well as ZZ events where one of the gauge bosons decays
into hadrons and the other into charged leptons. The rejection of qflq and WW
events is achieved by applying a cut on the variable y45 and requiring the re-
constructed mass of the two leptons to be in a 14 GeV window around the Z
mass. The remaining ZZ background is reduced by requiring the two leptons
to be back to back and the sum of their energy to be less than 95 GeV.
The ZH→ l+l− qflqlν channel is required to have a third lepton with more
than 8 GeV and a total hadronic energy of more than 60 GeV. The selection
proceeds in a similar way as in the ZH→ l+l− qflqqflq channel by reconstruct-
ing the Z peak. The logarithm of the isolation for the lepton that is the most
anti-parallel to the missing momentum is used in the selection. This variable,
ln(ILA), is sensitive to the isolation of the soft lepton emitted by the off-shell W.
The lepton tends to be more isolated for the signal than for the background,
where the third lepton is often produced in the hadronization of heavy quarks.
The ZH→ l+l− lνqflq channel is required to have a third lepton with more
than 8 GeV and a total hadronic energy of less than 60 GeV. Compared to
the channel ZH→ l+l− qflqlν, the missing transverse momentum is higher. The
preselection rejects most of the background by requiring a total transverse
momentum greater than 1% of the total center-of-mass energy. The cuts that
typically reduce the semi-leptonic WW background do not improve the back-
ground rejection much. The mass window for the reconstructed Z mass is
also broader than in the ZH → l+l− qflqlν case since the third lepton is some-
times misidentified as one of the leptons coming from the Z. Finally a cut on
the Pt of the Z boson is applied to further reduce the ZZ background.
The ZH→ l+l− lν lν channel is characterized by a small branching fraction
(5% of the events in class 2) but with a clear topology: four leptons in the fi-
nal state, one of them being soft. This channel is then selected by cutting on
the energy of the third most energetic lepton (EL3 > 8 GeV) and on the total
hadronic energy. One also requires strictly four charged-particle tracks. To
further reduce the l+l− background, cuts on the missing transverse momen-
tum, the acoplanarity and the thrust are applied. Finally the remaining WW
events are rejected by requiring that the most anti-parallel lepton with respect
to the missing momentum be well isolated.
4.7 Results
4.7.1 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic errors stem from uncertainties and inaccuracies in the Monte-Carlo
simulation. The main contribution comes from the Monte-Carlo statistics. The
uncertainties from the production cross-sections, from the simulation of the
calorimeter energy scale and from hadronization processes are also taken into
account. These are handled as explained in Section 4.4. Systematics were
applied on the background only. This is a realistic and conservative approach
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Table 4.8: Selection criteria for each channel of class 2. The number of signal (Ns),
background (Nb) and data (Nd) events is given in the table for the year 2000. Energies,
momenta and masses are expressed in GeV, GeV/c and GeV/c2, respectively. Angles
are in degrees.
Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 2 EL1 > 25
EL2 > 20
Class 2a EL3 < 8









Nch > 8 1.03 48.8 39
(anti WW,qflq) |MZrec −MZ0 |< 14
ln(y45)≥−7 0.62 6.29 2
(anti ZZ) EL1 +EL2 < 95
θL1L2 > 135 0.54 0.67 2
Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 2 EL1 > 25,
EL2 > 20
Class 2T EL3 < 8











s > 0.002 0.08 2.59 2
Selection PtZ < 60
|MZrec −MZ0 |< 23 0.06 0.46 1
Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 2 EL1 > 25
EL2 > 20
Class 2b EL3 > 8









Nch > 7 0.29 10.7 12
(anti qflq, WW) |MZrec −MZ0 |< 20
ln(y45) >−8
ln(ILA) >−7 0.19 1.08 0
(anti ZZ) EL1 +EL2 < 98
θL1L2 > 142 0.18 0.16 0
Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 2 EL1 > 25 EL2 > 20
Class 2c EL3 > 8












Nch > 4 0.23 1.73 2
(anti qflq, WW) |MZrec −MZ0 |< 23
ln(ILA) >−11
ln(y45) >−11 0.20 0.18 0
(anti ZZ) PtZ < 60 0.20 0.17 0
Cuts Ns Nb Nd
Class 2 EL1 > 25
EL2 > 20
Class 2d EL3 > 8












s > 0.11 0.10 3.13 3
(anti ZZ) T < 0.98
Φaco < 176 0.09 0.93 1
(anti WW) ln(ILA) >−9 0.09 0.58 0
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as long as no signal is observed, since only the background can move upwards
and make the observation of the signal more difficult.
For the four different classes, after applying the full selection, the main
remaining background comes from the W pair production with NLO QCD
effects producing a six-fermion-like final state. The cross-section uncertainty
on this process is taken to be 2%, which corresponds to the uncertainty on αs,
from [4]. The systematic errors related to the simulation of the calorimeter are
evaluated by modifying the calorimeter calibration within the uncertainties,
and lead to a mean uncertainty of 3% on the remaining background level. The
uncertainties on the hadronization process are evaluated by comparing WW
events produced with the JETSET[45] Monte Carlo and WW events from the
ARIADNE[46] Monte Carlo. The associated mean systematic error is 6%. Both
the hadronization and calorimetric uncertainties are evaluated separately for
each sub-channel and are presented in Table 4.9. When extracting these re-
sults, the effect of statistical uncertainties (due to the fact that different Monte-
Carlo samples were used) has been evaluated and subtracted. The effect on
the presented uncertainties is small in most cases.












The number of signal, background and data events for the years 1999 and
2000, for each channel, is given in Table 4.10. The Higgs boson mass hypoth-
esis of 110 GeV/c2 chosen for the optimization process is used for the signal.
The combined expected values of the signal and background confidence levels
are 0.08 and 0.50 respectively. Such a 110 GeV/c2 fermiophobic Higgs boson is
hence expected to be excluded at 92% C.L. . The observed values for the signal
and background confidence levels are 0.26 and 0.87, respectively. This shows
that there is an excess of events with respect to the predicted background.
Until now, we have been working in a naive scenario, where the Higgs
boson decays exclusively into WW pairs. This is not very realistic, since the
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Table 4.10: Number of signal (Ns), background (Nb) and data (Nd) events, as well as
the value of the expected and observed confidence levels for each selection. Data from
1999 and 2000 are considered together.
Class Ns Nb Nd 〈CLs〉 CLs
1a : HZ→ qflqqflqqflq 6.80±0.06 372.9±1.7 360 0.599 0.503
1b : HZ→ νflνqflqqflq 1.35±0.03 18.0±0.4 20 0.577 0.790
Class 1 combined 8.15±0.07 390.9±1.7 380 0.44 0.53
2a : HZ→ l+l−qflqqflq 0.64±0.02 2.41±0.07 5 0.57 0.91
2T : HZ→ l+l−τνqflq 0.070±0.006 1.21±0.08 1 0.94 0.96
2b : HZ→ l+l−qflqlν 0.21±0.01 0.56±0.04 2 0.81 0.83
2c : HZ→ l+l−lνqflq 0.24±0.01 0.31±0.05 0 0.79 0.79
2d : HZ→ l+l−lνlν 0.113±0.008 1.33±0.12 1 0.91 0.90
Class 2 combined 1.24±0.03 5.78±0.17 9 0.43 0.73
3a : HZ→ qflqlνqflq 1.27±0.03 6.6±0.2 13 0.47 0.84
3b : HZ→ qflqlνlν 1.37±0.02 2.01±0.12 3 0.62 0.66
3c : HZ→ ν flνlνlν 0.150±0.009 6.6±0.2 14 0.95 0.99
3d : HZ→ ν flνlνqflq 0.89±0.02 0.99±0.15 1 0.44 0.43
Class 3 combined 3.08±0.04 17.0±0.4 32 0.23 0.47
4a : HZ→ qflqqflqlν 1.41±0.03 9.0±0.2 8 0.55 0.40
4b : HZ→ νflνqflqlν 0.85±0.02 18.3±0.4 19 0.78 0.68
Class 4 combined 2.23±0.03 29.3±0.5 27 0.50 0.30
All combined 14.7±0.09 442.8±1.9 448 0.08 0.26
Higgs boson should at least couple to Z bosons in order to be produced by the
Higgsstrahlung process. It is nevertheless useful as a reference. As mentioned
in the introduction, a benchmark model is defined by considering Standard-
Model couplings to bosons, and null couplings to fermions. A modified ver-
sion of HDECAY (Figure 4.1) is used for that purpose. Motivations for this
scenario come from the 2HDM type-I models discussed in Section 2.3.2, where
we are then concerned with the lightest CP-even Higgs boson (h). Since results
are presented in a model-independent way, we will nevertheless stick to the
Standard-Model notations, and present our results as a function of mH .
The compatibility between data and background with and without the sig-
nal is evaluated with the frequentist log-likelihood ratio method presented in
Section 4.4. Figure 4.18 shows the evolution of −2lnQ as a function of the
Higgs boson mass for each of the four classes. Class 3 has clearly the high-
est discriminative power, as the signal hypothesis is up to three standard de-
viations away from the background-only hypothesis. Results from the four
classes are then combined, and the final log-likelihood ratio, depicted in Fig-
ure 4.19, is computed as a function of the Higgs boson mass. After combi-
nation, a 1.5σ excess of events with respect to the expected background level
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is observed. This comes mainly from channel 3, where a 2σ excess of events
is observed in 3a and 3c. Among other kinematical variables, the final Pt/
√
s
(Figure 4.20) distribution is not compatible with the signal hypothesis. Since
this excess does not depend on the hypothetical mass, and since no other in-
dication of a signal is found in the data, this excess is attributed to a statistical
fluctuation, and an upper limit on the signal cross-section is set as a function
of the Higgs boson mass.
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Figure 4.18: Log-likelihood ratio, −2lnQ, as a function of the test mass MH with all
data taken from 192 GeV to 209 GeV for each of the 4 classes. The solid line is the result
obtained from the data. The expected background-only and signal-plus-background
likelihoods are indicated by the dashed lines; the light and dark shaded bands around
the background expectation contain 68% and 95% of the simulated background-only
experiments, respectively. The one-sigma bands for the signal hypothesis are also
shown.
For each class in the analysis, an upper limit on the cross-section produc-
tion at a given Higgs boson mass is deduced. Figure 4.21 presents the resulting
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Figure 4.19: Log-likelihood ratio, −2lnQ, as a function of the test mass MH with all
data taken from 192 GeV to 209 GeV. The solid line is the result obtained from the data.
The expected background-only and signal-plus-background likelihoods are indicated
by the dashed lines; the light and dark shaded bands around the background expecta-
tion contain 68% and 95% of the simulated background-only experiments, respectively.
The one-sigma band for the signal hypothesis is also shown.
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Figure 4.20: Distribution of the total transverse momentum for events of class 3a, after
all selection, obtained for the year 2000.
95% C.L. exclusion region in the plane define by ξ2 = B(H →WW )σ(e+e− →
H f f )/σSM(e+e− → H f f ) and the Higgs boson mass. The third class has the
highest reach, as it provides the best compromise between a clean signature
and signal sensitivity. The other three channels are nevertheless as important
in order to get a competitive limit. Combining all four analyses, the 95% C.L.
upper limit on ξ2 as a function of the Higgs boson mass is given in Figure 4.22.
The value of ξ2 for the benchmark fermiophobic Higgs model is drawn as a
function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis as the full line in the figure. The
aforementioned excess of events in channel 3 gives a final observed limit lower
than the one expected.
In the context of a given model, mass exclusion limits can be extracted
from upper limits on the cross-section. In the naive B(H →WW ) = 1 case, the
expected limit is 107.5 GeV/c2. In the benchmark fermiophobic Higgs boson
scenario, one expects to put a limit on a Higgs boson with a mass between
97.5 GeV/c2 and 104 GeV/c2. Due to the excess of events observed, no limit at
95% C.L. on the presence of a Higgs boson can be obtained.
4.7.3 Combined results with previous ALEPH studies
In addition, a model-independent limit can be derived by scanning the H→ γγ
and H →WW branching fractions. This can be conveniently parametrized as
BRbosons = BRH→γγ +BRH→WW +BRH→ZZ, (4.26)
Rγγ = BRH→γγ/BRbosons, (4.27)
where Rγγ represents the fraction of bosonic decays into photons pairs, and
ranges from zero to one. BRbosons represents the total bosonic branching frac-
tion. The best limit is obtained by combining the present results with the one























































Figure 4.21: Limit on ξ2 (defined in the text) as a function of the Higgs boson mass,
for the four different classes. The dotted line corresponds to the expected limit while






















Figure 4.22: Limit on ξ2 as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The dotted line
corresponds to the expected limit while the 95% C.L. excluded region is shown by the
gray area. The ξ2 curve corresponding to the benchmark model described in the text is
also presented.
previously published by ALEPH exploiting H→ γγ (Figure 4.23) [27]. The 95%
C.L. limit on BRbosons is determined at each point of the mH versus Rγγ plane,
resulting in the exclusion curves of Figure 4.24. In the benchmark fermiopho-
bic scenario, the fermiophobic Higgs boson is excluded up to 105.8 GeV/c2. It
represents a significant improvement with respect to the limit obtained con-
sidering H→ γγ alone. This limit is found to be 104.5 GeV/c2 using the same
likelihood ratio method [47], even if ALEPH published a limit of 105.4 GeV/c2
using another statistical method. It must be noticed that the limit would have
been stronger without the excess of events observed in the WW channel. The
expected combined limit is found to be 111.4 GeV/c2. The combined limit is
also less sensitive to systematics. Not taking systematic uncertainties into ac-
count only improves the limit by 200 MeV/c2.
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Figure 4.23: ALEPH experimental limit on fermiophobic Higgs bosons for the pho-
tonic decay mode obtained using the CLs method. The 95% confidence level upper
limit on the di-photon branching fraction is shown as a function of Higgs mass; the
shaded regions are excluded. Also shown (dotted line) is the branching fraction ob-
tained for the benchmark fermiophobic model. From [47].
4.7.4 Comparison with other studies
The search for a fermiophobic Higgs boson in the WW channel has also been
considered by the L3 collaboration [29]. In this paper, the L3 collaboration
considers data collected at center-of-mass energies from 200 GeV to 209 GeV.
It concentrates on the six dominant final states. The analyses adopt a com-
mon preselection procedure, followed by a selection using a neural network
approach. The L3 collaboration also considered ZZ decays of the Higgs boson
in some of the analyses, which enhances the signal expected in the bench-
mark scenario. This introduces new theoretical assumptions (namely on the
BR(WW)/BR(ZZ) ratio), but enhances the expected signal, and hence the final
observability.
We also considered the use of neural networks to isolate signal over the
background. Neural networks are more and more used in various fields for
data analysis and classification, both for research and commercial applica-
tions. More than 50% of neural networks are multilayer perceptrons, simple
feed-forward networks made of neurons, characterized by a local bias and
weighted links in between. A layer of neurons receives, normalizes and for-
wards inputs to a first hidden layer. Each neuron in any subsequent layer first
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Figure 4.24: The 95% C.L. limit for BRbosons as a function of mH and Rγγ. The solid
lines indicate the upper limit of exclusion regions. The crossing point between the
“BRbosons = 100%” line and the ”Fermiophobic scenario” line provides the lower limit
on the Higgs boson mass in the benchmark scenario: mH > 105.8 GeV/c2.
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computes a linear combination of the outputs of the previous layer. The out-
put of the neuron is then a function f of that combination, with f being linear
for output neurons or a sigmoid for hidden layers. Such a network must be
trained, so as to optimize all the internal parameters to best fit the desired out-
put. This computation is called “back-propagation of the errors”. In the trend
to provide tools to perform complete analysis with C++ tools, neural network
algorithms were ported from PAW (from the MLPFIT[48] package) to ROOT.
Compared to the simpler cut-based selection procedure, no significant advan-
tage has been found in using neural networks, while new problems were aris-
ing. Indeed, neural networks require far more statistics for the training and
validation of the test function. They also introduce difficulties in controlling
systematic effects, as strong non-linear dependences on some variables may
be hidden deeply. Finally, a neural-network based analysis will often be very
specific to a given signal at a given mass, as it exploits many more correla-
tions between observables. It implies that the analysis has to be retuned for
the different mass points, which we did not want.
L3 results are presented in Figure 4.25. The expected limit is comparable
to our result in the mass range we considered (for masses of 90 GeV/c2 and
higher), but no excess of events is observed so that the obtained limit is close
to the one expected. In the benchmark scenario, the fermiophobic Higgs is
limited at 95%C.L. to have mH > 104.6 GeV/c2, compared to an expected limit
of mH > 108 GeV/c2. The analysis is then combined to the L3 fermiophobic
Higgs boson search in the γγ channel (Figure 4.26). In the benchmark sce-
nario, the fermiophobic Higgs is limited at 95%C.L. to have a mass mH above
108.3 GeV/c2, compared to an expected limit of 110.7 GeV/c2, when combined
to the search in γγ channel. The limit expected by the L3 collaboration is thus
slightly lower than the expected ALEPH limit, but the final result is better, due
to the excess of events in the ALEPH H →WW analysis. Looking more closely
at Figure 4.26, it is interesting to compare it to our combination (Figure 4.24).
The two plots are similar at first glance. A significant difference is observed in
the behavior of the “100%” curve, which crosses the Rγγ = 0 line for L3 but not
for ALEPH. Therefore, L3 is able to put an absolute limit independent of Rγγ,
that ALEPH cannot. This reflects the fact that L3 obtained an exclusion region
with the WW search alone, that we were not able to obtain due to the small
excess of events in the data.
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Fig. 5. Excluded values at 95% CL of BR(h → WW∗) +
BR(h → ZZ∗) as a function of the Higgs mass (solid line), in the
assumption of the Standard Model production cross section. The ex-
pected 95% CL limit (dashed line) and the fermiophobic benchmark
prediction (dotted line) are also presented. The Standard Model pre-
diction for BR(h → WW∗) is 8% at mh = 115 GeV, falling below
1% for mh < 100 GeV.
BR(h → ZZ∗)= 100%, a Higgs boson with mass less
than 108.1 GeV is excluded at 95% CL. Assuming
the value of BR(h → WW∗) + BR(h → ZZ∗) of the
benchmark fermiophobic scenario, calculated with the
HDECAY program [17], the observed exclusion re-
gion is 83.7<mh < 104.6 GeV with a region between
88.9<mh < 89.4 GeV which can be excluded only at
93% CL.
Model independent fermiophobic results can be
derived by scanning the relative branching fractions of
h → γ γ and h → WW∗. The branching fractions into
boson pairs can be conveniently parameterised in the
form
BRbosons = BR(h → γ γ )+ BR
(
h → WW∗)
+ BRBR(h → ZZ∗),
Rγ γ = BR(h → γ γ )/BRbosons.
Rγ γ represents the fraction of fermiophobic decays
into photon pairs, and ranges from zero to one,
while BRbosons represents the total Higgs branching
Fig. 6. The 95% CL limit for BRbosons as a function ofmh and Rγ γ .
The solid lines indicate the borders between regions of exclusion.
The crossing point between the BRbosons = 100% line and the
dashed line provides the lower limit on the Higgs mass in the
benchmark scenario: mh > 108.3 GeV. The minimum value of mh
on the BRbosons = 100% contour gives a lower mass limit for any
model where the Higgs decays exclusively into electroweak boson
pairs: mh > 107 GeV.
fraction to pairs of gauge bosons. The scan combines
these h → WW∗ results with the previously published
L3 h → γ γ results [18], determining the 95% CL
exclusion for BRbosons at each point in the mh versus
Rγ γ plane. The full scan results are presented in Fig. 6.
In the benchmark scenario, the fermiophobic Higgs is
limited at 95% CL to havemh > 108.3 GeV, compared
to an expected limit of mh > 110.7 GeV. These
results represent a significant extension of the mh >
105.4 GeV limit obtained in the photonic channel [18].
These results also exclude at 95% CL any model with
mh < 107 GeV for BRbosons = 100% and any value of
Rγ γ , assuming the Standard Model production cross
section.
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Figure 4.26: The 95% CL limit for BRbosons obtained by the L3 collaboration as a func-
tion of mH and Rγγ. The solid li es indicate the borders between regions of exclusion.
The crossing point between the BRbosons = 100% line and the dash d line provid s the
lower limit on the Higgs boson mass in the benchmark scenario: mH > 108.3 GeV/c2.
The minimum value of mH on the BRbosons = 100% contour gives a lower mass limit
for any model where the Higgs decays exclusively into electroweak boson pairs:
mH > 107 GeV/c2. From [29].
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The Compact Muon Solenoid
5.1 The Large Hadron Collider
Electron-positron colliders are intrinsically limited in energy by synchrotron
radiation losses. As it has been emphasized in Section 3.1, it was not realistic
to push the existing e+e− accelerator far beyond 100 GeV per beam, as the
number of accelerating cavities was already large. In order to go higher in
energy, and unveil new physics, another technology had to be considered.
A natural extension of e+e− colliders is muons colliders. It is however
unrealistic at present to produce, accelerate and collide muons with a decent
luminosity, as they are difficult to produce and decay shortly afterward. De-
velopments are ongoing (see for example [49]), but will not lead to actual ma-
chines before decades.
Another way to avoid synchrotron radiation is to consider linear accelera-
tors. Since particles only travel once inside a linear accelerator, it is not easy
to accelerate electrons to high enough energies over realistic distances. Re-
cently, the Tesla technology [50] demonstrated good performances, and one
expects to have in the future a linear collider using this technology. This will
nevertheless not occur before several years.
Another approach that has been considered is to use hadrons colliders.
Protons (and anti-protons) are heavy charged particles, well suited to acceler-
ators and colliders. History shows how successful a p flp collider can be. But
producing anti-protons is not an easy task and limits luminosity. As rare pro-
cesses are targeted by physicists, luminosity is a key feature, and the Euro-
pean physicists’ community decided to build a proton-proton collider to be
placed at CERN. The use protons and not anti-protons has also a more limited
impact at high energy because gluons start to be more relevant, and because
anti-quarks can be picked up from the sea of q flq pairs inside the proton. One
drawback of a hadron machine is that it is far less cleaner than an e+e− col-
lider, because of the hadronization of partons from the proton that do not
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Figure 5.1: The LHC ring at CERN. LHC is being built in the LEP tunnel, which
has to be adapted. New caverns and tunnels (red) are being built around existing
infrastructures (gray).
participate to the main process.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project was approved by the CERN
Council in December 1994. It is now in advanced construction phase, and will
be a proton-proton collider operating in 2007 at a nominal energy of 14 TeV in
the center-of-mass1. The LHC is being built in the “old” LEP tunnel, and will
therefore have a similar circumference (26659 m).
Five experiments will be located around the LHC beam pipe (Figure 5.1).
Atlas[51] and CMS[52] are general multi-purposes detectors. Aims are to
study/look for the Higgs sector, supersymmetry, Standard Model top sector,
and more. LHCb[53] is dedicated to CP-violation studies, while ALICE[54]
will cover quark-gluon-plasma in heavy-ion collisions. Finally, the smaller
TOTEM[55] experiment will probably be installed in the CMS region (Point 5)
and will then study small angle scattering, which could also allow for more
precise luminosity measurements.
The advantage of a pp collider is evident in the light of the energy loss
per turn (Equation (3.2)). In the LHC, each proton will lose 6.71 keV per turn,
which has to be compared to the 2.4 GeV lost per turn by 103 GeV electrons at
LEP2. This small quantity allows to reduce drastically the number of acceler-
ating cavities with respect to what it was at LEP, down to four Cu/Nb cavities.
1For physics, the center-of-mass energy of partons is more important. It depends on the pro-
cess considered and is of the order of 1 TeV.
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Figure 5.2: Cross-section of cryodipole. The two beam lines are visible in the center
part, surrounded by the austenitic steel collars and by an iron yoke. Cryogenic and
electric services are also represented. From [56].
Most of the LHC effort goes into bending dipole magnets. There will be 1232
14.3 meters-long dipoles in the LHC ring, each operating at a field strength of
8.33 T.
Another difficulty comes from the acceleration of same-sign particles in
opposite directions. It is no longer possible to convey particles in a unique
vacuum tube. The LHC is therefore a two-ring superconducting accelerator
and collider. Only an approximately 130 m long common beam pipe is shared
by the two beams near the interaction regions. There was not enough space
in the LEP tunnel to install two separate rings of magnets. Therefore the LHC
uses twin bore magnets, which consist of two sets of coils and beam channels
sharing the same mechanical structure.
This unique design of magnets required an extensive R&D program, sum-
marized with other LHC developments in the LHC design report[56]. The po-
sition and nature of conductors and bus lines, the materials used and cooling
technology for superconductors are some of the items studied and optimized
under constraints both from physics, in terms of beam quality, and from engi-
neering, in terms of costs and existing infrastructures (mainly the LEP tunnel).
The cryodipole is depicted in Figure 5.2. In order to obtain large magnetic
fields in the magnetic elements, superfluid helium is used. By lowering the
temperature down to 1.9 K, an extra 1.5 T can be gained over standard super-
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Figure 5.3: Dipole magnetic field plot. From [56].
conducting elements. This represents a 20% gain in beam energy. An 8.33 T
magnetic field induces huge mechanical constraints on the surrounding mate-
rial. In order to counter these forces, non-magnetic austenitic steel collars are
used to maintain the conductors in place.
Electromagnetic design is another key feature of dipoles and quadrupoles.
The dipole field is generated by a set of 40 cables distributed in six blocks
around the beam screen. Cables in the inner layer have 28 strands, while
cables in the outer layer have 36 strands. This design guarantees an homo-
geneous dipolar field and minimizes higher order multipolar contributions
naturally arising in the two-in-one collar design. The magnetic-flux map ob-
tained for the dipoles is presented in Figure 5.3.
Luminosity is the main challenge of the LHC. The LHC will reveal new
physics if the designed luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1 can be sustained so as to
accumulate 100 fb−1 per year. Such challenging running conditions will of
course not be obtained from day 1, and a “low luminosity” regime, corre-
sponding to a 2 1033 cm−2s−1 luminosity, is planed for the first few years.
The LHC luminosity is not constant over a physics run, but decays expo-
nentially due to the degradation, mainly in intensity, of the circulating beams.
The collisions themselves significantly limit the beam life-time, as the total






where Ntot,0 is the initial beam population, L the luminosity, σtot the total cross
section (σtot = 10−25cm2 at 14 TeV), and k the number of interaction points. For
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nominal LHC conditions, this gives a decay time of 44.85 h. Time required to
reach a 1/e luminosity is thus given by t1/e = (
√
e−1)τ, yielding τcol,1/e = 29h.
Other sources of luminosity loss are intra-beam scattering (IBS) and beam-
gas interactions. Since all these effects induce an exponential luminosity drop,













which gives τL = 14.9 h.
Estimating the integrated luminosity also requires hypotheses about the
number of luminosity fills per year. From the PS and SPS cycling time, the
number of SPS cycles needed to fill the LHC, and the time needed to ramp
magnets up and down, experts predict a theoretical LHC turnaround time
(i.e. the net machine cycle time, excluding the physical run) of 70 minutes.
Experience from the HERA proton ring tells us that even with a good knowl-
edge of the machine, the effective turnaround time could be six times higher.
Two scenarios are hence considered. A minimal theoretical turnaround time
of 1.2 hours (case 1) and a 6 times longer one of 7 hours (case 2) are therefore
considered.





L0τL (1− e−Trun/τL ), (5.3)
where Trun is the total length of the luminosity run, period that can be used
for physics, and L0 is the initial luminosity. Equation (5.3) can be used to
optimize the total length of the luminosity run, to 5.5 h and 12 h for cases 1
and 2 respectively. This gives a total luminosity per year between 80 fb−1 and
120 fb−1, which meets the original objectives of the machine. It can also be
noticed that the optimum Trun does not depend on the initial luminosity, so
that the total luminosity per year at low luminosity will be five times lower.
In practical terms, more problems are expected in the early phase of running,
so that 10 fb−1 is generally assumed for one year of running at low luminosity.
The high LHC luminosity also has important consequences on experimen-
tal conditions. Inelastic cross-section at LHC is 0.6×10−25cm2, which implies
an event rate of 600 MHz at nominal luminosity. With 2808 bunches in the
ring, the mean bunch frequency is 31.6 MHz (the difference with the 40 MHz
LHC clock arises from aborted bunches). This means there are 19.02 inelas-
tic events per bunch crossing (3.8 at low luminosity). This superposition of
events in the detector is commonly called “pile-up”, and has to be considered
in each analysis of LHC data.
To this pile-up, one must add effects from machine-induced backgrounds.
Each beam in a hadron collider is accompanied by stray particles outside the
beam pipe. These particles, when entering experimental caverns, will cause
additional background in the detectors. Conversely, particles scattered from
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the interaction point to the LHC tunnel could deposit some 200W into the cold
mass of the accelerator and induce unwanted quenches in the first dipole. To
reduce both effects, absorbers will be installed, combining copper, iron and
boron-loaded concrete.
5.2 The CMS detector
As mentioned in the previous section, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
is one of the two general purpose experiments at LHC. It has a conventional
cylindrical onion-like structure. The detector (Figure 5.4) has an overall length
of 24 m and a diameter of 14.6 m. The total weight is 14500 tons. It is made of
a barrel and two endcaps. Typically, the barrel covers a pseudorapidity2 range
|η|< 1.5 while endcaps cover the range 1.1 < |η|< 3.0. Precise limits depends
on the subdetector considered. Like the ALEPH detector, CMS has a solenoid
that generates in this case a four Teslas magnetic field.
The CMS design has been optimized for the LHC environment and physics
goals. In the hostile environment that will be generated by the LHC, accu-
rate reconstruction of leptons (mainly muons and electrons) is very important.
Muons are particles with great penetrating power, which make them particu-
larly suitable for observation (single muons were already signatures for the W
discovery by the UA1 experiment [57], together with single electrons). Good
performances in muon reconstruction are a challenging task that has driven
the CMS design.
Since particles have a higher energy at LHC than at LEP, the CMS detector
is globally larger than the LEP detectors, and presents a stronger magnetic
field. This is also justified by the precise particle-momentum measurement
aimed by the collaboration. It can be shown that the relative error on the






where B is the magnetic field in a direction orthogonal to the particle mo-
mentum, and R is the tracker radius. Resolution (especially for muons) can
therefore be improved either by building a larger detector (this is the ATLAS
choice), or by opting for a high magnetic field. This latter choice has been
made by CMS. Tracking performances also relies on precise position measure-
ments, mainly at each end of the tracks [58].
Near the beam pipe, a silicon pixel vertex detector allows precise impact
parameter measurement. This is important as the identification of B mesons
is critical, notably for top and Higgs physics. Next are the silicon tracker, that
measures tracks from charged particles, and the electromagnetic and hadronic
2The pseudorapidity η is defined as η =− ln(tan(θ/2)). It is an approximation of the rapidity,
defined as y = 12 ln(
E+Pz
E−Pz ).




































Figure 5.4: The CMS detector. The CMS reference system is shown on the right.
From [59].
calorimeters. The muon system is the only set of detectors sitting outside the
solenoid. Placed in the return yoke, these are various tracking devices ded-
icated to the measurement of muons. Because of this configuration, muon
tracks have a typical bi-curved shape.
Very forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity coverage down to
about five. Other calorimeters (e.g. CASTOR) extend down to η = 8.5, while
the Roman pots from the TOTEM collaboration will cover part of the pseudo-
rapidity range from 10 to 13. Very forward calorimeters will not be considered
here as they do not contribute explicitly to the analysis presented in Chapter 7.
Details about the CMS detector can be found in [52]. In the following para-
graphs, only a brief description of each subdetector will be given, according
to the needs of the description of the reconstruction algorithms used in Chap-
ters 6 and 7.
5.2.1 The tracking system
The CMS tracking system is an important piece of hardware that is concerned
with the reconstruction in several ways. The tracker precisely measures coor-
dinates of charged particles along their path in the central part of the detector.
Hence, information from the tracker can be used to determine momentum of
all charged particles. For electrons and muons, combining this information
with measurements obtained either in the electromagnetic calorimeter or in
the muon system provides a unique identification.
The tracker plays a key role in two other applications. Secondary vertices
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can be identified by measuring the impact parameter of tracks. This informa-
tion can be used to tag decays of B mesons produced in the hadronization of
bottom quarks. High multiplicity events can also be studied using informa-
tion from the tracker. Isolation and multiplicity estimators are very important
in data analyses.
The CMS tracker is made of two subsystems [60]. At the smallest radii, the
interaction region is surrounded by two or three layers of silicon pixel detectors.
The cell size is 100 µm by 150 µm, which gives a resolution of 15 µm using analog
readout. Moreover, the efficiency to find three pixel hits on a track (in the
three-layer geometry) is above 90% for |η|< 2.2. At higher radii, ten layers of
silicon strip sensors are installed. The outer radius of the CMS tracker extends
up to 110 cm. The total length is approximately 540 cm. The tracker is further
organized into a central barrel and two endcaps. In the barrel, sensors form
rods, while endcaps are made of petals (Figure 5.5).
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age size of a single event is 2 MB. The CPU time required to simulate one event on a 1 GHz Pentium-III
CPU ranges from 60 s for a minimum-bias event, to 500 s for a 1 TeV jet-jet event.
All results presented in this TDR are, unless otherwise specified explicitly, simulated with version
CMSIM125 of the CMSIM package. 
In what follows, the CMS coordinate system is defined as follows: the z-axis is parallel to the beam axis
and the magnetic field of the solenoid, and the polar angle theta is defined with respect to it. The azimuth-
al angle around the z-axis is denoted by the symbol φ, and the pseudorapidity -log(tan(θ/2) is denoted by
the symbol η. The symbol PT is used to denote the component of momentum transverse to the z-axis.
14.2.1 Tracker Geometry and Simulation
In the original design, the CMS Tracking detector consisted of a pixel vertex detector, a silicon Microstrip
detector and MSGC gas detectors in the outer layers. In 2000 an addendum to the original design of the
CMS tracker was approved. In the new design, the outer MSGC layers were substituted by other layers of
silicon microstrips leading to an all-silicon configuration. The layout of the all-silicon tracker was subse-
quently optimized, before finally being frozen in the fall of 2001. It is this final layout that is used in the
simulations described in this chapter. 
In this configuration, the tracker detector has three pixel layers and ten silicon strip layers in the barrel,
plus two pixel layers, three inner and nine outer forward disks of silicon detectors in each end-cap, as
shown in Figure 14-4. The outer radius of the CMS tracker extends up to 107–110 cm. The length of the
tracker is approximately 540 cm.
The tracker contains a total of 15148 silicon strip modules with sensors whose thickness and pitch are list-
ed in Table 14-1. 
The pixel detector provides high resolution 3D space points required for the charged track pattern recog-
nition. Due to its high position resolution (≈15 µm in both coordinates) it can determine the impact pa-
rameter of charged particles with high precision. It will also allow vertex reconstruction in three
dimensions and will permit identification of b and tau-jets.
Figure 14-4  r-z view of a quadrant of the silicon part of the tracker. The inner barrel (TIB) has four layers, the
outer barrel (TOB) has six layers. The inner (TID) end cap is made of three small disks on each side of the inner
barrel. The outer end-cap (TEC) is made of nine big disks on both sides of the tracker.
(a) (b)
Figu e 5.5: CMS silicon strip tracker layout. (a) Schematic view of quadrant of a
tracker. The inner barrel (TIB) has four layers, the outer barrel (TOB) has six layers.
The inner (TID) end cap is made of three small disks on each side of the inner barrel.
The outer end-cap (TEC) is made of nine big disks on both sides of the tracker. The
pixel detectors are also depicted. (b) Part of a endcap assembly, with several petals.
From [61].
The silicon strip detector is made of sensors built as p+-type strips im-
planted in an n-type bulk. Strips are capacitively coupled to analog readout
chips. The charge collected from the strips is sampled at 40 MHz and stored
in analog pipelines. When needed, pulse height data are transferred to the
counting room via optical fibers, where digitization takes place. Analog read-
out improves the spatial resolution as information from several strips can be
combined.
The pitch was determined from the targeted position resolution and varies
from 180 µm in the inner part to 45 µm in the outer part. Radiation hardness
requirements put constraints on the sensors’ thickness, which was fixed at
320 µm in the tracker inner barrel (TIB) and at 500 µm in the tracker outer barrel
(TOB). In the tracker endcaps (TEC), sensors are of both types, depending of
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the radius. The expected resolution using simulated isolated muons is:
∆Pt
P2t
= 0.2510−3( GeV/c)−1, (5.5)
for 30 GeV/c muons, which is a factor two better than the ALEPH perfor-
mances (Equation (3.9)). The CMS detector is furthermore able to reconstruct
particles with a similar precision for particles with much higher energy. Stud-
ies have shown that performances even reach ∆Pt/P2t = 10−4( GeV/c)−1 for
1 TeV/c muons.
To protect the silicon detectors from aging due to the high radiation flux,
which causes an increase in leakage current, the full silicon tracker will be
operated at -10◦C. A thermal shield placed outside of the tracker volume pro-
vides insulation while a cooling system extracts 60 kW of heat dissipated by
the the front-end electronics.
5.2.2 The electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) will play a significant role in exploit-
ing the physics potential of hadron collisions. Excellent resolution on photon
energy is one of the design goals of CMS, as decays of Higgs bosons may gen-
erate very clean signatures involving photons or electrons.
If the Higgs boson is light (115 GeV/c2 < mH < 140 GeV/c2), the golden dis-
covery channel consists of the decay into a photon pair. There is nevertheless a
huge background, and the search for a mass peak above that background will
be needed. An excellent resolution is therefore required so as not to smear
such a peak. If the Higgs boson was slightly higher in mass, decays into four
leptons (via a Z pair) would become significant. Energy resolution will drive
the discovery potential in this channel too.
A crystal-based scintillating calorimeter (as opposed to sampling calorime-
ters) offers the best performances for energy from electrons or photons, since
most of the energy is deposited inside the active volume. The crystal has to
have a high density and a small Molie`re radius. The CMS collaboration has
chosen lead tungstate (PbW04) crystals. Lead tungstate crystals have a Molie`re
radius of 2.19 cm, and a density of 8.28 g/cm3, which meets the constraints
[59]. The radiation length (0.89 cm) is therefore significantly lower than for
previously built crystal calorimeters3. Moreover, it is a fast scintillator com-
patible with the high event rate at LHC, it is very transparent and can be pro-
duced industrially.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (Figure 5.6) is built from 82728 individ-
ual crystals, mechanically organized into modules and supermodules. Each
crystal has a transverse size compatible with the Molie`re radius, so as to have
an optimal spatial resolution. Deposited energy is proportional to the light
collected at the end of the crystal. Optical properties of crystals are therefore
3For comparison, L3 CsI crystals’ radiation length was 1.85 cm.
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– stabilize the temperature of the calorimeter to ≤ 0.1 °C.
A 3-D view of the barrel and endcap electromagnetic calorimeter is shown in Fig. 1.5.
Fig. 1.5: A 3-D view of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
1.6.1 The barrel calorimeter
The barrel part of the ECAL covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.479 (see Fig. 1.6).
The front face of the crystals is at a radius of 1.29 m and each crystal has a square cross-section of
≈ 22 × 22 mm2 and a length of 230 mm corresponding to 25.8 X0. The truncated pyramid-shaped
crystals are mounted in a geometry which is off-pointing with respect to the mean position of the
primary interaction vertex, with a 3° tilt in both φ and in η. The crystal cross-section corresponds
to ∆η × ∆φ = 0.0175 × 0.0175 (1°). The barrel granularity is 360-fold in φ and (2 × 85)-fold in η,
resulting in a total number of 61 200 crystals. The crystal volume in the barrel amounts to 8.14 m3
(67.4 t). Crystals for each half-barrel will be grouped in 18 supermodules each subtending 20° in
φ. Each supermodule will comprise four modules with 500 crystals in the first module and
400 crystals in each of the remaining three modules. For simplicity of construction and assembly,
crystals have been grouped in arrays of 2 × 5 crystals which are contained in a very thin wall
(200 µm) alveolar structure and form a submodule.
Figure 5.6: Schematic view of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). Crystals
are partly visible, as well as their organization into modules and supermodules.
Preshower modules in front of each endcaps are lso shown. From [59].
important parameters to control. A laser system will be installed to monitor
transparency and correct measurements acc rdingly. It has been shown that
irradiation does not affect the scintillation mechanism, so that energy resolu-
tion will not decrease with time.
In front of ost of he en caps (|η|> 1.653) there is a three-radiation-length
preshower, consisting of a lead radiator and two parallel planes of silicon
strip detectors. Strips from one plane are orthogonal to these of the second
plane, which gives a two-dimensional position measurement with a precision
of 300µm. The main function of the endcap preshower is to make the dis-
tinction between photons and neutral pions, since pions will decay into two
closely-spaced photons that cannot be resolved by the ECAL in that rapidity
region.







E)2 +(σn/E)2 + c2, (5.6)
where the energy is expressed in GeV, (a/
√
E)2 is the stochastic term, (σn/E)2
is the noise, and c2 is a constant term. The stochastic term includes contri-
butions from photostatistics and fluctuations in the shower containment. The
noise term incorporates contributions from the electronics readout and pile-
up, and therefore depends on the luminosity. Test-beam studies have shown
that a = 2.7% (a = 5.7%) in the barrel (endcap). The constant term accounts
for effects like the non-uniformity in the light collection or intercalibration er-
rors, and is found to be c = 0.55%. Finally, the noise σn factor is approximately
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equal to 200 MeV. Performances are four times better than the performances
of the ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter for a 50 GeV energy deposit.
The mass resolution for a 100 GeV/c2 Higgs boson decaying into two pho-
tons is found to be 650 MeV at low luminosity and 690 MeV at high luminos-
ity, which is still high with respect to the width of a Higgs boson of this mass
( 1 MeV, as seen in Figure 2.2). This resolution combines effects from the en-
ergy and position resolution in ECAL, and uncertainties in the determination
of the interaction vertex, using tracks from the proton remnants.
5.2.3 The hadronic calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is designed to measure the direction and
energy of hadrons produced either as remnants of the proton, during the
hadronization of quarks and gluons from the hard process, or from tau de-
cays [62]. By combining all calorimetric activity, a missing transverse energy
flow ( /ET ) is also determined4. This is one of the only variables sensitive to
neutrinos and other weakly interacting particles that could be encountered in
the search for new physics. Missing transverse energy measurements are one
of the motivations for the large pseudorapidity coverage (|η|< 5.3).
HCAL is built as a barrel and two endcaps. The barrel is 9 m long and
covers a pseudorapidity region |η|< 1.48. Endcaps are 1.8 m thick, and cover
the pseudorapidity range 1.48 < |η|< 3. The thickness corresponds to at least
ten nuclear interaction lengths, which is enough to contain hadronic showers.
A set of (very) forward calorimeters completes the acceptance of the detector.
The hadron calorimeter barrel is a sampling calorimeter with copper ab-
sorber plates interlaced with plastic scintillators. Copper was chosen for its
relatively low Z, which minimizes multiple scattering for muons. It is also a
non-magnetic metal, which is important since the calorimeter is placed within
the 4 T solenoid. Light from scintillating tiles is collected by wavelength-
shifter optical fibers. Test beam results yield a resolution in the range from







One may notice that this is slightly worse than the ALEPH HCAL perfor-
mances. It is nevertheless compensated by the higher mean energy consid-
ered.
5.2.4 The magnet system
Equation (5.4) shows that a strong magnetic field allows a compact design
compatible with the CMS goals. The 4 T magnetic field is generated by a
4Since the total longitudinal momentum is not constrained in hadron collisions, only trans-
verse quantities (e.g. transverse momentum or transverse mass) are generally considered.
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superconducting 13-meter-long solenoid[63]. Tracking and calorimetric sub-
systems are completely contained in the solenoid.
The coil must also support tracker and calorimeters. Care has been taken to
ensure very good mechanical properties and to resist to stress induced by the
magnetic field. The same is true for the return yoke, which directly supports
muon chambers, and indirectly all subdetectors. This massive steel structure
closes the magnetic loop. From the outer radius of the solenoid to the outer
radius of CMS, a 2 T magnetic field therefore bends muons trajectories in the
reverse direction.
At the nominal current of 20 kA, the coil will store 2.7 GJ in the magnetic
field. Ramping to this current will take five hours, while discharge will last up
to 18 hours. In case of emergency, this energy has to be evacuated quickly or
both the coil and the detectors could be damaged. A fast discharge in 50 mΩ
resistors can be used; the current decay time is then 280 s.
5.2.5 The muon system
As discussed earlier, the muon system shaped the whole detector [64]. The re-
turn yoke represents 16 interaction lengths before the last muon station. This
is enough to clearly identify muons, but the muon system also has to measure
precisely the position of pass-through muons (Figure 5.7) and must deliver a
quick response that can be used by the trigger, already in the first decision
level. Detectors must sustain the 2 T magnetic field in the return yoke. These
constraints led to a redundant design that combines three technologies (Fig-
ure 5.8).
In the barrel, drift tubes constitute the main muon system device. Drift
tubes are suited to the barrel as the magnetic field is mainly contained by the
return yoke. The relatively low particle rate in the central region also makes
this technology very interesting. Drift tubes are aluminum tubes with a stain-
less steel wire in the middle. Drift tubes are assembled in drift chambers con-
taining 12 layers of tubes. There are four layers of chambers, interleaved in the
iron yoke plates. The twelve planes of drift tubes present in every chamber are
organized in three independent subunits made up of four planes with parallel
wires. Two subunits measure the coordinate in the bending plane, the third
measures the track coordinate along the beam. Measurements in a chamber
are combined to form an oriented segment used later on for track reconstruc-
tion.
In both endcaps, drift tubes are replaced by cathode strip chambers. Cath-
ode strip chambers are multiwire proportional chambers where the cathode is
subdivided into strips perpendicular to the anode wires. The forward envi-
ronment is indeed very different from the central one, since the high particle
flux requires a finer granularity and a faster response. Moreover, cathode strip
chambers can sustain the highly varying magnetic field present in this transi-
tion region between the solenoid and the return yoke.
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Figure 5.7: a. Side view of a tt¯ event generated by Pythia. Dashed-dotted lines show
extrapolated tracks from the muon system to the inner tracker. b. Enlarged view of
the same event; hits in the chamber super-layers (dots) are associated to form a track
candidate, materialized by dotted lines. Full line segments show track elements in the
barrel muon chambers. From [64].
Additional resistive plate chambers (RPC) are used in both the barrel and the
endcaps. They are slightly faster, more robust, but have a less good spatial
resolution. A RPC consists of two parallel resin plates, with a high bulk resis-
tivity, separated by a gas-filled gap of a few millimeters. On the outside, elec-
trodes are made of conductive graphite paint. Avalanches in the gas induce a
fast charge on the cathodes, that can be exploited without costly electronics.
RPCs complement drift tubes and CSCs, acting as additional sensitive planes
in higher trigger levels and offline reconstruction (the CMS trigger system will
be described in Chapter 6).
The efficiency for the reconstruction of muons tracks is above 90% for
100 GeV muons, which ensures a very good reconstruction of some important
physical signals featuring muons. The best pt resolution is obtained by com-
bining information from the tracker to information from the various muon
detectors. For 10 GeV muons, resolution ranges from 1% to 1.5%, depending
on the pseudorapidity. For 1 TeV muons, where curvature is far more diffi-
cult to measure, it ranges from 6% to 17%. It is noticeable that such a precise
measurement is already obtained at Level-3 trigger level.
5.2.6 The Data Acquisition system
As discussed in Section 5.1, each beam crossing at LHC will result in about 20
inelastic pp events. This corresponds to about 1 MB of zero-suppressed data
every 25 ns, far too much to be handled and stored with present-day technol-
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Cerenkov photon emission and transmission in the fibres were modelled in detail. The results obtained
from the shower library closely match those from the detailed simulation [14-14].
14.2.4 Muon Chamber Geometry and Simulation
There are three muon systems in CMS: a barrel muon system composed of drift tubes (DT) in the central
region (|η|<1.2), an end-cap muon system composed of cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the forward re-
gion (0.9<|η|<2.4), and resistive plate chambers (RPC) deployed throughout the central and forward re-
gions (|η|<2.1). A longitudinal view of the three muon systems is shown in Figure 14-10. 
Figure 14-9  Material budget plot as a function of η through the last layer of the hadron calorimeter.
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Figure 5.8: Quarter view of the CMS muon system. Lines of constant pseudorapidity
are shown in addition to the Cartesian coordinate system. Drift tubes, cathode strip
chambers and resistive plate chambers are labeled. From [61].
ogy. The main challenge of the data acquisition system will be to reduce the
event rate by a factor O(105) while keeping interesting events on disk.
The CMS trigger and data acquisition system (TriDAS) was designed as a
nearly no-dead-time system that will readout the front-end electronics after a
Level-1 accept, reduce the event rate to a maximum of 100 Hz, and forward
accepted events to mass storage services [61].
The design of the CMS TriDAS was carried out with experience from pre-
vious high-energy physics acquisition systems in mind. It is usual to organize
DAQ systems in subsequent levels tailored to reduce event rate. The first level
has to cope with a high input rate, and is therefore commonly built from cus-
tom electronics that use rough information from part of the detector. At the
end of the chain, a third, fourth or fifth level - depending on the case - uses
the full information to finally reduce the rate to an acceptable level that can
be stored on tapes and analyzed offline afterward (Figure 5.9(a)). The most
difficult step in such a trigger and selection process is the second level. Still
constrained by a high input rate, the second level trigger is generally designed
as the last non-standard level, with the aim to feed the third level with events
that can be analyzed by a farm of commercial computers. It is often a system
that is difficult to maintain and to adapt to changes in the accelerator perfor-
mances or in the detector running conditions.
In order to avoid such problems, the choice was made to select events in
only two stages, as illustrated Figure 5.9(b). Events selected by the hardware
Level-1 trigger are directly forwarded to the High-Level Trigger (HLT), which
finalizes the filtering in a fully software way. This puts stringent constraints
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Data flow in a trigger and data acquisition system; (a) “historical” choice of
many past and present experiments; (b) the CMS choice: a unique High-Level trigger.
From [61].
on both the builder network, that carries data from the detector front-ends to
the filter farm for the HLT processing, and the filter farm itself. The bet is that
network speed and CPU power will scale with time as witnessed over the last
twenty years, since the present technology does not allow to match the needs
within the financial budget.
Another important aspect is modularity. The innovative CMS TriDAS de-
sign makes it possible to benefit from new technologies developing with time
and from evolving hardware standards, which improves adaptability of the
system to changes in accelerator and detector parameters or goals. One also
wants to be able to make the system evolve. It is expected that initial lumi-
nosity will be lower, so that the full bandwidth and computing power will
not be needed. At low luminosity, it is expected that only half of the full band-
width will be available. Delaying the purchase of part of the system will result
in substantial savings. All these considerations led to the three-dimensional
design presented Figure 5.10. The daq system is organized in eight slices of
12.5 kHz. Each slice is totally independent from the others, can be installed
independently, and can even cope with different technologies.
Also shown in Figure 5.10 are the various DAQ components. At the top,
are the detector front-ends, where data is stored in pipelines scattered on the
detector or close by. Front-end drivers are about 700 modules that read and
forward data from the detectors upon the reception of a Level-1 accept. Part
of them are specific to subdetectors, while a common interface to readout sys-
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• The system is more modular than a collection of switches with 500 inputs and 500 outputs. The to-
pology and number of intermediate switches in such a system would have to change for the per-
formance to increase. Instead, for the selected scheme, the procurement of the upper part of the
Event Builder can occur in multiples of one-eighth of the system without any changes to the basic
structure of the network. This fraction is small enough to ensure that all available resources at the
time of procurement can be usefully deployed, but large enough to ensure that the system’s com-
plexity does not increase significantly.
• The system’s scalability in multiples of the basic unit, the RU Builder, is built into the design. As
long as the FED Builder systems can feed multiple Readout Units at the same rate as a single Rea-
dout Unit, i.e. as long as the performance of the FED Builders is linear with the number of Readout
Units (1 to 8) actually connected to them, the overall system is obviously scalable as well.
• The system has an increased level of redundancy. An entire RU Builder may cease to operate dur-
ing data-taking, yet the system can continue to run, albeit with lower (i.e. 7/8 of the full) perform-
ance. Furthermore, a RU Builder may be dedicated to testing a new version of the online software,
or to commissioning some new element in the DAQ complex. The multiplicity and functional
equivalence between the RU Builders enables this type of exercise in parallel with the normal op-
eration of the system.
For all of the above, of the two main architectures displayed in Figure 3-2, the one with the explicit inter-
mediate buffering stage has been selected. This buffering stage allows the possibility of a new intercon-
nect, equivalent to adding a dimension to the propagation of the data, which in turns leads to the
advantages listed above. The resulting system is shown, in its “three-dimensional” view, in Figure 3-6. 
Figure 3-6  Three-dimensional view of the full Event Builder. The EVB corresponds to the same topology as that 







































































Figure 5.10: Three-dimensional vie of the TriDAS system. Data fr m t e detector
front-end (top) are sent to readout-units (RU) independently for each event on receipt
of an L1 accept. The readout Builder Network ships event fragments to the Builder
Units (BU) where events are assembled. Events are then sent to the Filter Units (FU) to
be processed by the HLT. The design is made of eight independent slices. From [61].
tems is imposed. There are then 512 readout units (RU), that are responsi-
ble for buffering event data after a Level-1 accept. Each readout unit col-
lects information from several front-end drivers related to a certain type of
subdetector, in a given portion of the detector. At this point, data from one
event is distributed in 64 RU, within a single DAQ slice. This step decouples
global event building, performed in “pull mode”, from detector readout, per-
formed in “push mode”. Event fragments are read from the readout units and
transferred through the builder network to builder units (BU), were the final
event building is performed. The readout builder network is a large 512×512
switching fabric that can sustain 100 GB/s. This nominal bandwidth limits
the Level-1 output rate to 100 kHz. Events are then pulled to the filter farm,
where the High-Level trigger selection is performed. Details about the High-
Level trigger are discussed in Chapter 6.
Even if it was designed as a nearly no-dead-time system, this assembly is
subject to small dead-time sources. The main loss of efficiency comes from
technical constraints at the read-out level, which induces a O(1%) dead-time.
For example, two subsequent L1 accept cannot be associated to subsequent
bunch-crossings. There are second-order dead-time sources in the event build-




As explained at the end of chapter 5, the CMS data acquisition system has to
reduce the event rate from about 30 MHz down to 100 Hz. This is achieved in
two stages, a hardware Level-1 Trigger using rough information from the de-
tector and a software High-Level Trigger, which uses the full granularity from
all subdetectors. Time available to make a decision is driven by the buffer
size on various front-ends electronics (at Level-1) and by the number of CPUs
available in the filter farm (for the HLT). It was decided to limit the Level-1
decision time to O(1 µs). This is why the Level-1 is designed on Field Pro-
grammable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and uses part of the information from the
detector. Time allowed to select or reject one event at High-Level Trigger is
virtually distributed amongst O(1000) computing nodes. Since the L1 output
rate is 100 kHz, each CPU has to handle one event in O(10 ms).
The pp cross-section is dominated by inelastic scattering. This process has
a cross-section of 60 mb and generates rather soft jets. On the contrary, in-
teresting processes involving gauge bosons or new physics are characterized
by a somewhat low cross-section but more energetic, transversally produced
particles. Interesting examples are the 100 GeV/c2 Standard-Model Higgs bo-
son production (about 10 pb), the single W production (about 20 nb in the
Standard Model), or the 1 TeV/c2 Z′ production (10 pb in some models). The
cross-sections for these processes are shown in Figure 6.1 as a function of the
center-of-mass energy. In the same figure, one sees that supersymmetric pro-
cesses do have a typical cross-section of the order of 1 pb.
It is helpful to see with a couple of examples the usefulness of the HLT
in selecting key signals. The most important signal involving photons is the
decay of a light (< 125 GeV/c2) Higgs boson into a pair of photons. The bench-
mark signal, corresponding to a 115 GeV/c2 Higgs boson decaying into pho-
tons is selected with an efficiency of 77% (L1 ∧ HLT) if first and second pho-
tons are respectively above 40 GeV and 25 GeV. Using these cuts at HLT will
induce a total rate from other processes of 5 Hz. Another striking example
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Figure 6.1: Cross-section of some known or predicted processes at LHC as a func-
tion of the center-of-mass energy. The corresponding event rate for a luminosity of
1034cm−2s−1 is also given.
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is the selection of supersymmetric signatures with large missing momentum
and energetic jets arising in cascade decays of charginos and neutralinos. Per-
formances depend on the choice of parameters for the supersymmetric model,
but a typical efficiency of 30% is obtained by requesting a jet above 180 GeV as
well as at least 123 GeV of missing transverse energy. Using these cuts at HLT
will induce a total rate from QCD processes of 5 Hz [61].
The common strategy regarding all triggers will therefore consist in a cut
on transverse momentum or transverse energy of particles reconstructed in
the time allowed to the trigger. Other more specific selections can be based
on the topological properties of a specific signal. Such exclusive triggers are
not yet implemented but are being considered, for example for the selection of
J/ψ events. Each trigger strategy will be exploited in parallel when processing
events, and will determine the subsequent handling of events. The term stream
is therefore often used for a subtrigger, or a set of related subtriggers.
6.1 Level-1 streams
The idea of regional event reconstruction is one of the core principles driving
the HLT design. In many cases, the decision whether or not an event should be
kept offline is taken on basis of an object identified at Level-1 and validated in
High-Level processing from the information collected around that candidate.
In that process, the Level-1 candidate defines a region whose extent depends
on the type of candidate.
This approach drastically reduces the CPU time needed to make a deci-
sion, but an object that has been “missed” (a lepton, jet or missing transverse
energy) at Level-1 cannot be recovered later on. Hence, Level-1 is a decisive
prerequisite to the HLT. The 50 kHz (100 kHz) L1 bandwidth available at low
(high) luminosity has been optimized in order to ensure the widest possi-
ble physics reach by dispatching the total bandwidth into four categories of
objects : electromagnetic deposits, muons, tau-jets and global objects based
on calorimeters’ information (jets, missing transverse energy ( /ET ), total en-
ergy (Etot ), ...) . It must be noted that there is no way of differentiating elec-
trons from photons without tracker information, which is absent at this level.
Thresholds on Pt for single, double or multi-object triggers were determined
so as to match the allocated bandwidth. The resulting Level-1 trigger menu
at low luminosity is shown in Table 6.1. The total event rate corresponds to
the 50 kHz available at low luminosity, reduced by a factor of three that ac-
counts for uncertainties in the simulation of physics processes and detectors.
Level-1 trigger thresholds are expressed in Table 6.1 as the Pt or Et value for
which 95% of the asymptotic trigger efficiency is reached. This value is slightly
higher than the actual cut applied, due to resolution effects.
The output of the L1 trigger is a list of trigger bits determining whether or
not the corresponding subtrigger selected the event of interest. This is used
by the HLT to select algorithms that have to be executed to perform the final
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Table 6.1: Level-1 trigger table at low luminosity (2×1033cm−2s−1). Thresholds cor-
respond to values with 95% of the asymptotic trigger efficiency. The upper part corre-
sponds to what was used in the DAQ Technical Design Report (TDR) [61], while the
second part consists in additional triggers used for the Physics TDR, for which no re-
cent rate measurement is available. Grayed lines correspond to L1 triggers that are not
effectively used due to a lack of subsequent HLT algorithm.





Single electron/photon 29 3.3 3.3
Di-electrons/Di-photons 17 1.3 4.3
Single muon 14 2.7 7.0
Di-muons 3 0.9 7.9
Single tau-jet 86 2.2 10.1
Di-tau-jets 59 1.0 10.9
1,2, 3 or 4 jet(s) 177,130,86,70 3.0 12.5
Jet ∧ /ET 88∗46 2.3 14.3
Electron ∧ Tau-Jet 14∗52 0.8 15.1
Tri-tau-jets 40 - -
Quadri-tau-jets 59 - -
Electron ∧ Jet 21∗45 - -
Muon ∧ Electron 5∗15 - -
Muon ∧ Tau-jet 5∗25 - -
Muon ∧ jet 5∗30 - -
Muon ∧ /ET 5∗45 - -
Electron ∧ /ET 21∗75 - -
Tau-Jet ∧ /ET 21∗75 - -
EsumT 600 - -
/ET 140 - -
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selection (in the following, this will be denoted vetoing mechanism). The L1
trigger also delivers four candidates for each type of object. These candidates
can be used in the HLT as seeds for advanced reconstruction.
6.2 Event reconstruction at HLT
6.2.1 Electrons and photons
Reconstruction of electrons and photons proceeds in three steps, respectively
called level 2, level 2.5 and level 3. This internal division of the HLT processing
is aimed at saving computing time, as the streams can be aborted as soon as
one single step fails.
L2 clustering
At level 2, candidates are built from the calorimeter information using a clus-
tering algorithm. Electron reconstruction is complicated by the presence of
tracker material in front of the calorimeter. Electrons will radiate a significant
fraction of their energy as bremsstrahlung as they cross the tracker layers. For
35 GeV/c electrons, this represents on average 43.6% of the initial energy. Due
to the magnetic field, this energy is deposited in a φ slice and has to be recov-
ered by the clustering algorithm. Different algorithms are used in the barrel
and endcap regions[59], characterized by a very different geometry.
In the barrel, the hybrid algorithm starts from the most energetic crystal
above 1 GeV in the regions identified by the L1 electron trigger. Alignments
of crystals (called dominoes) are aggregated in the φ direction, as shown in
Figure 6.2. These domino’s are made of three or five crystals along η, de-
pending on the energy deposited in the central crystal. When 10 alignments
are obtained on both sides (in φ) of the seed, those with less than 0.1 GeV are
discarded. The set of subclusters that is then obtained is filtered, requiring a
central crystal with more than 0.35 GeV. Surviving subclusters are combined
to form the electron candidate.
In the endcap, the island algorithm is used to form clusters, as it has been
shown to give better performances in that region. The algorithm starts from
the most energetic crystal in the L1 region and aggregates adjacent crystals as
long as a crystal with no energy (after zero-suppression) or an energy higher
than the one in the previous crystal is found. This creates subclusters, as de-
picted in Figure 6.3. The island algorithm takes the preshower into account
by constructing subclusters in each plane of silicon, starting from the center of
each ECAL subcluster. All subclusters are combined in a narrow η window to
form the electron candidate.
The reconstruction performances in terms of resolution in the barrel and
in the endcap is shown in Figure 6.4. This was determined using simulated
single-electron events.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of the Hybrid clustering algorithm. From [65].
Figure 6.3: Schematic view of the Island clustering algorithm. From [65].
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the ratio of the reconstructed and simulated energy for
35 GeV electrons in single-electron events [61], for electrons in the endcap (right) and
for electrons in the barrel (left). σe f f corresponds to the RMS of the distribution, while
σGauss is the width of the fitted Gaussian.
L2.5 matching with hits in the pixel detector
After this clustering in the calorimeter, electrons and photons are still not dif-
ferentiated. Since a very small amount of material lies between the interaction
point and the pixel detector (there is only a small contribution from the beam
pipe), it is unlikely that photons will convert before reaching this detector.
The presence of hits in the pixel detector can therefore be used to differentiate
electrons and photons.
From the cluster position, regions in the pixel detector are obtained by
back-propagating the would-be electron or positron, assuming the vertex at
(0,0,0), once for each charge hypothesis. Hits are looked at in the first pixel
layer in a η−φ region defined by (∆φ = 40 mrad, ∆z = ∞). If a hit is found, it is
included in the electron fit, and a compatible hit is searched for in the second
and third pixel layers. If no hit is found in the first layer, the same procedure
is performed starting with the second layer, and searching for a compatible hit
in the third pixel layer only. The L2 candidate will be marked as an electron if
at least two compatible hits are found.
In the search for the first hit, electron and positron regions can overlap, but
when a compatible hit is propagated from one layer to the other, the search
areas only overlap for 1 TeV particles, and beyond.
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L3 photon selection and electron track reconstruction
The selection of photons at level 3 is straightforward. A stronger cut on the
transverse momentum of the candidate is applied to reduce the rate, and iso-
lation is imposed using segments reconstructed in the pixel detector.
The selection of electrons at level 3 is based on full reconstruction using
information from the tracker detector. The electron track is reconstructed
inside-out from the seed obtained at level 2.5, and extrapolated from the sili-
con tracker to the calorimeter. Information from the calorimeter and from the
tracker are then compared, and a cut on the E/P ratio between the energy mea-
sured in the ECAL and the momentum from the tracker is applied (E/P < 1.5).
The distance between the track extrapolated at the surface of the calorimeter
and the cluster position also has to be small (typically less than 0.0025 in η).
In the endcaps, a cut on the energy found behind the cluster, in the HCAL,




Muons are selected in two steps. In a first step, at level 2, all the information
from drift tubes, RPCs and CSCs is used. Tracks are built from segments and
hits obtained in the muon detectors, using regions where muons were found
at level 1. The trajectory is built inside-out, using first the momentum estimate
from L1, and updating this estimate at each step. Each time, the predicted state
(position and direction) at the next measurement surface is compared with ac-
tual measurements, and updated accordingly using a Kalman filter technique.
This propagation of muons within the iron, were magnetic field effects and
multiple scattering must be taken into account, is very time-consuming. Once
the outermost layer is reached, the track fitting is performed from the outer-
most muon station inwards, including the nominal interaction region (0,0,0)
with the uncertainty (σr = 15µm and σz = 5.3cm). The resulting track parame-
ters (mainly the track Pt) are used to accept or reject the muon candidate for
further L3 processing. During both steps, segments are rejected if their effect
on the track χ2 is larger than 25. If there are less than three compatible hits or
segments, the muon candidate is rejected.
A calorimeter isolation cut based on the energy found in a 0.2 (η,φ)-cone
around the muon candidate is applied. This significantly reduces soft (<
30 GeV) muons originating predominantly from the decay of b-mesons, c-
mesons, K, and pi decays. These muons are generally accompanied by other
nearby particles and are thus suppressed by isolation cuts. This cut is impor-
tant as these muons dominate the total muon rate.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of (1/PTrec − 1/PTgen)/(1/PTgen) where PTgen and PTrec are
the generated and Level-3 reconstructed transverse momenta, respectively, shown in
three pseudorapidity intervals: (a) |η|< 0.8, (b) 0.8 < |η| < 1.2, and (c) 1.2 < |η|< 2.1.
Resolution is 0.010, 0.014 and 0.017, respectively in these three regions. From [61].
L3 muon reconstruction
At level three, tracks are built in the tracker, in the region-of-interest defined
by the L2 candidate. Tracker hits are combined to hits in the muon system to
improve resolution (Figure 6.5). In the region of interest, initial candidates for
the muon trajectory are built from pairs of reconstructed hits. The two hits
forming a seed must come from two different tracker layers, and all combi-
nations of compatible pixel and double-sided silicon strip layers are used in
order to achieve high efficiency. A track reconstruction algorithm based on the
Kalman filter technique then proceeds in three steps. Tracks are first built from
the seeds (trajectory building). A cleaning procedure subsequently removes
multiple tracks from a single seed, using the number of hits and the track χ2
(trajectory cleaning). In the last step (trajectory smoothing), selected tracks are
reconstructed once again, including hits in the muon system. The final track is
selected on basis of the χ2 of the corresponding fit. The muon is then selected
by cuts on its transverse momentum, imposing at least five hits in the tracker,
and applying a cut on the transverse position at the vertex (∆r < 0.02cm).
A tracker-based isolation cut is applied that uses the total Pt of tracks in a
(η,φ)-cone around the muon. Since only tracks originating from the same ver-
tex are used, this technique is less sensitive to the pile-up than the calorime-
ter isolation used at L2. Threshold on the summed Pt varies from 2 GeV/c to
3 GeV/c for typical cone size of 0.2.
6.2.3 Taus
Identification of isolated tau leptons is expected to play a key role in signatures
of supersymmetry at large tanβ, as couplings to charged leptons are enhanced.
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As the tau decays in 68% of the cases via 1-prong vertices (excluding muon
decays) and in 15% of the cases via 3-prong vertices, the final-state signature
is a narrow jet-like cluster associated with one or three tracks.
L2 tau-jet reconstruction
The tau jet reconstruction starts by applying an iterative cone jet algorithm [66]
in the regions of the four tau-jet candidates identified by the Level 1 trigger.
For each Level-1 candidate, the iterative cone algorithm proceeds by summing
all energy deposits around a seed, obtained from the most energetic calorimet-
ric tower(s) in the region of interest. The weighted mean position resulting
from this sum defines a new direction (jet axis), and the procedure is repeated
until the jet axis stabilizes. For the double tau trigger, the first central jet re-
gion identified at Level 1 is also considered if no second tau has been found at
Level 1.
Energy deposited in both the ECAL and the HCAL is taken into account.
Once the jet is identified, energy deposited in crystals of a ring around the jet
is summed and used as an isolation variable. Inner and outer radii of this ring
are respectively 0.13 an 0.4 in the η−φ plane, and the collected energy has to
be below 5.6 GeV for the tau candidate to be accepted.
L2.5 tau isolation
At level 2.5, tau isolation is performed with information from the tracking
devices. This can be either the pixel detectors, or the full silicon-trip tracker.
Only tracks of more than 3 GeV/c and pixel lines from particles of more than
1 GeV/c are considered.
A matching cone is built around the direction of the L2 tau-jet. The most
energetic track in the matching cone is used as leading track, and a signal cone
is built around it. Either one or three tracks, including the leading track, must
be found in the signal cone. An isolation cone is also built around the direction
of the tau candidate. No other track must be found in that cone. This isolation
scheme and all three cones are depicted in Figure 6.6.
6.2.4 Jets and missing transverse momentum
Jet reconstruction is a quick task that is achieved at level 2. It does not exploit
regional reconstruction, but searches for jets in the whole calorimeter using a
simple iterative cone algorithm using all calorimeter towers.
Due to the high jet rates at LHC, the thresholds for the event selection
based only on jets are very high, but can be reduced to an acceptable level with
additional trigger conditions, such as a lepton or missing transverse momen-
tum ( /PT ). Missing transverse momentum is the only way to identify neutrinos
and other undetectable particles. /PT is computed as the vector sum of tower
energies above 500 MeV in the whole calorimeter.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic view of the cones used in the isolation of a tau-jet candidate.
The cone apertures are: Rmatch = 0.1, Rsignal = 0.07, Risol = 0.35, respectively for the
matching cone, the signal cone and the isolation cone. From [61].
Another way to reduce the jet rate is to concentrate on jets from B mesons.
This can be done by exploiting the large impact parameter of tracks with re-
spect to the production vertex in such a jet. If more than two tracks have
an impact parameter above three standard deviations of the vertex resolution
(computed from tracks from the primary vertex), the jet is tagged as a b-jet.
Preliminary studies show that this reduces the jet rate by a factor 30 [67], and
the jet threshold can be adjusted accordingly. More advanced algorithms have
been developed to tag b-jets, but are too slow to be used at HLT.
6.3 HLT streams
The strategies considered for the High-Level Trigger (Table 6.2) reflect strate-
gies at Level-1. Most of the bandwidth is allocated to single particle streams:
inclusive electron and inclusive muon. These are the golden trigger strategies,
followed by di-electron and di-muon triggers, photon streams or (multi-)jet
strategies. The trigger menu also includes an exclusive trigger designed for
the study of the tfltH channel. As it is now, this triggers is a L3 muon trigger,
with tuned Pt and isolation cuts. Due to the vetoing mechanism that explicitly
links the Level-1 trigger and the High-Level trigger, L1 trigger streams that
are not complemented at HLT are not useful at all. This way, (µ ∧ e), (µ ∧ Jet),
(µ ∧ /ET ) and (e ∧ Jet) L1 triggers streams are virtually disabled, as no HLT
algorithm will be attempted if only these contributed to the L1 decision.
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Table 6.2: High-Level trigger table at low luminosity (2×1033cm−2s−1). Muon thresh-
olds correspond to values with 90% efficiency for muons, while other values stand for
the actual cut applied. The single-electron stream includes 10 Hz of single-W events in
addition to 23 Hz of QCD events. The second part of the table shows triggers that are
new since the DAQ TDR, and for which no rate estimates are available.





Single electron 26 33 33
Di-electrons 14.5
Relaxed di-electrons 21.8 1 34
Single photon 80 4 38
Di-photons 20,35
Relaxed di-photons 21.8,35 5 43
Single muon 19 25 68
Di-muons 7 4 72
Di-tau-jets 0,50 1 73
Jet ∧ /ET 180∗123 5 78
1, 3 or 4 jet(s) 572,195,80 9 86
Electron ∧ Tau-Jet 16∗52 2 88
1, 3 or 4 jet(s) ∧ 1 b-tag 200,150,55 5 93
Muon ∧ Tau-Jet 15∗40 — —
/ET ∧ Tau-Jet 67∗20 — —
Inclusive tfltH 15 (muon) — —
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Ongoing developments will introduce new multi-object triggers and ad-
vanced topological strategies dedicated to specific channels. There are also
many other uncertainties like the effect of new jet calibrations. Bandwidth
distribution may also vary. It is probable that the bandwidth allocated to jet
triggers will be enlarged, at least in the beginning, so as to allow the study of
QCD multi-jet processes. The HLT steering code must therefore be flexible to
accommodate changes in the trigger scheme.
6.4 The HLT steering code
Algorithms sketched in Section 6.2 were first presented in the DAQ Techni-
cal Design Report (TDR) [61]. Trigger strategies based on electrons, photons,
muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum were implemented and
discussed there. These algorithms must now be used by a large community of
physicists in order to prepare the Physics TDR, which will demonstrate what
physics we can do and how we will do it. There is a need for a simple steering
code common to all algorithms involved in the event selection, allowing the
use of High-Level Trigger selection as a preliminary step in the forthcoming
activities. It is also necessary to provide a simple interface where the imple-
mentation of existing and future selection algorithms can be put. Integration
of new triggers and study of their complementarity will only be possible if
such an interface is in place.
6.4.1 Principle
A compilation of requirements for the HLT steering code can be found in [68].
We collected these requirements between January and June 2003, with input
from people involved in software development, data acquisition and physics
analysis. In addition to already mentioned prerequisites, it is worth noticing
that the HLT definition must be dynamic. Trigger modifications must be al-
lowed between runs as luminosity decreases, without the need to recompile
the code or restart the program. To summarize, the HLT steering code should:
• provide a single placeholder for the implementation of HLT conditions
(single electron, single muon, ...),
• allow a dynamic HLT definition, which can be redefined without the
need to even restart the program,
• allow optimization of the HLT evaluation sequence,
• produce a global boolean HLT decision,
• deliver a full HLT response as a bit pattern (as it is the case for L1),
• provide off-line checking facilities, such as candidates at several stages
of the selection procedure, intermediate decision status, etc.
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• be based on L1 output and existing reconstruction code,
• minimize the computing overhead.
Based on these requirements, we have designed and implemented the CMS
HLT steering code. It is common practice to consider the trigger as a logical
“OR” of several trigger conditions. More generally, a trigger is a logical equa-
tion, and can therefore be represented as a binary tree. This allows for more
flexibility and features commonly found in triggers of past experiments, like
automatic prescale or combined subtriggers.
The design of a binary tree is such that navigation between trigger condi-
tions becomes natural and effective, making it possible to use recursivity tech-
niques for the evaluation and configuration of the HLT. The binary tree corre-
sponding to the default trigger for low luminosity is shown in Appendix A.
6.4.2 Implementation
Binary trigger tree
The UML diagram shown in Figure 6.7 shows how the various classes we
defined in the context of this thesis are related, and how they integrate into
ORCA, the CMS reconstruction software suite [69]. Here are some more ex-
planations.
The HLT selection is constructed from elementary building blocks called
HLT Elements. Each element is intended to be either a physical subtrigger
(single electron, single muon, ...) or a logical node (AND, OR, ...). The selection
code is implemented in the element by using the reconstruction code. The
end-product of the element is a boolean value and a bit vector. The boolean
value gives the outcome of the HLT element and the bit vector specifies with
more details the decision of each trigger stream. A global trigger response bit
pattern results from the sequential evaluation of a tree of such elements.
In order to form a binary tree1, an HLT element has two pointers to par-
ents nodes. Since the information is pulled from the extremities of the tree,
corresponding to the earliest step in the HLT evaluation, to the root, corre-
sponding to the final decision step, there is no need for a reverse pointer.
The High-Level Trigger elements are described in a set of classes deriving
from HighLevelTriggerElement, each implementing a pure virtual method
of the base class (in the Design-Patterns terminology [70], this are strategies of
HighLevelTriggerElement). The HighLevelTriggerElement derives from
both RecAlgorithm (the class from the CMS reconstruction infrastructure that
represents a generic algorithm) and LazyObserver (the class from the CMS
reconstruction infrastructure that represents any part of algorithm that has to
be run on demand).
1A binary tree, is a structure composed of nodes, where each node is linked to exactly two
other nodes.
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RecObj
HighLevelTriggerCandidate
- lv : HepLorentzVector
- vert : HepLorentzVector
+ momentum() : HepLorentzVector
+ vertex() : HepLorentzVector
+ addObject(data : RecObj) : void
+ getObject(index : int) : RecObj
HighLevelTriggerElement
- theLastDecision : bool
- theLastResponse : bitVector
+ getDecision() : bool









+ setup()() : void
HighLevelTriggerResult
- decision : bool
- response : bitVector
+ getGlobalDecision() : bool
+ getGlobalResponse() : bitVector
HighLevelTriggerXML







Figure 6.7: UML diagram of the HLT steering prototype. Only the main
methods and attributes are shown. There are 23 classes deriving from
HighLevelTriggerElement and HighLevelTrigger (The detailed list of avail-
able element is shown in Table A.1). The link to the CMS reconstruction framework is
done via three classes from the CARF subsystem: RecObj, LazyObserver and RecAlgo-
rithm.
HighLevelTrigger is the base class used for the logical tree construction.
It is a RecAlgorithm, so that it integrates in the CMS reconstruction infras-
tructure (CARF). It has a handle on the logical tree root and acts as a facade in
front of the HLT mechanics. The HighLevelTrigger::setup()method is ab-
stract and has to be implemented to define the logical tree. It is in this method
that each trigger element is instantiated and connected to form the tree which
represents a specific HLT selection scheme. A concrete implementation that
reads the tree definition from an XML file is discussed later on.
The method HighLevelTrigger::getResult() returns an instance of the
HighLevelTriggerResult class, which is a RecObj, a reconstructed object
that can be handled by CARF and made persistent. Persistency of the global
trigger response is important as evaluating the HLT response is a time con-
suming task that we want to avoid repeating each time. This simple object
contains not only the boolean decision that is the “green light” for an event to
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be forwarded to off-line facilities but also the full trigger response as a vector
of bits, one or more bit per trigger element. The bit-pattern finds its use in
at least two applications. Firstly, it is a key feature for the debugging of the
High-Level Trigger, and is already used in this sense in preliminary studies
and analyses. Secondly, as recommended in the CMS Computing Model[71],
the online (HLT) system will classify events in O(10) online streams of simi-
lar size (within 10%). These streams should be completely determined by the
HLT trigger bits. After full reconstruction in the offline infrastructure, events
will be further classified in O(50) offline streams. The discussion on whether
or not these offline streams should also be based on HLT bits, or could use
information from more advanced reconstruction, is ongoing.
Finally, instances of HighLevelTriggerCandidate are produced by each
HighLevelTriggerElement during the evaluation of the local response. This
class represents a generic reconstructed object, characterized by a Lorentz mo-
mentum, a production vertex, and a collection of objects from which it has
been built. This gives summary information that can be used to study the
HLT response regardless of the type of trigger involved.
Dynamical trigger definition
The design of the HLT prototype enables to dynamically build the tree of ele-
ments at runtime. This feature is used in the HighLevelTriggerXML class.
HighLevelTriggerXML derives from HighLevelTrigger and implements
the method HighLevelTriggerXML::setup() in a way that allows to build
the HLT from the description found in an XML file2. When the HLT is built (at
the beginning of the first event evaluation), the XML file is read and translated
into a binary tree. Changing the file and executing the same program is thus
possible. This allows for a fast analysis cycle since no compilation is needed
(e.g. to replace the pixel tau validation with the tracker tau validation only
requires to change the XML file).
There are lots of advantages using XML. The DTD can be used to restrict
the allowed connections between trigger elements, and there are simple tools
available to check the validity of XML files. In the online farm, it is expected
that a remote process control mechanism will couple the definition of the trig-
ger tree to a running conditions database. Trigger menus will be driven by
both instantaneous luminosity and physics goals.
2 The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a standard for creating special-purpose markup
languages. Its primary aim is to facilitate the sharing of data across different systems. Languages
based on XML are themselves described in a formal way via the Document Type Definition (DTD),
allowing applications to modify and validate XML documents without prior knowledge of their
form. See for example [72].
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6.4.3 Validation
The various steps of HLT reconstruction and selection were first validated for
the DAQ TDR[61]. The various codes involved have however been modified,
improved and adapted to the HLT steering code since then. In preparation for
the Physics TDR, it was necessary to validate the current version of the code
(ORCA 8.7.2). In this prospect, efficiencies, rates and timing are three aspects
to be considered.
It was not conceivable to reproduce all results from the DAQ TDR in this
context, the main difficulties being often related to missing Monte-Carlo sam-
ples. It was decided to concentrate our efforts on some chosen quantities:
1. resolution in energy and momentum of electron and muon candidates,
2. efficiencies for some channels,
3. partial rate for each trigger stream,
4. total rate.
Part of this work was carried out with an older version of ORCA (ORCA
8.3.0), and it was then checked that no modification of the related code had
been done between then and ORCA 8.7.2. Rate measurements were all car-
ried out directly with the final L1/HLT trigger tables of ORCA 8.7.2. This
information is gathered in an internal CMS note[73].
Electron and photon streams
Electron reconstruction was tested in the DAQ TDR on a sample of back-to-
back electrons and positrons with Pt = 35 GeV/c, without pile-up. The distri-
bution of Emeas/Etrue is presented in Figure 6.8. This result has been obtained
with ORCA 8.3.0. This has to be compared with the DAQ TDR result shown
previously, obtained with an earlier ORCA version (Figure 6.4). The resolu-
tion is found to be similar in the barrel, and slightly worse in the endcaps (new
measurements indicate a resolution of 1.8% in the endcaps, while 1.23% was
obtained for the DAQ TDR). In the same way, angular resolutions were shown
to be compatible with previous results. As seen in Table 6.3, the angular res-
olutions at L3 are better by a factor three with respect to L2, due to the use of
full track reconstruction.
The W → eν channel was used as a benchmark for single electron efficiency.
This efficiency is determined in the fiducial region defined as |η|< 2.5 with the
region 1.4442 < |η| < 1.566 excluded, for electrons above 29 GeV. The region
where tracker cables screen the calorimeter is thus avoided in the calculation
of efficiency. Efficiency for the double electron stream was checked using a
Z → ee sample, while H → γγ was used to validate the double photon stream.
Results are presented in Table 6.4. Differences observed for the H → γγ channel
with respect to the DAQ TDR results are understood as the effect of extensive
modifications and improvements in the reconstruction code.
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of Emeas/Etrue for 35 GeV/c Level-2 electrons, (a) in the barrel,
(b) in the endcap.
Table 6.3: Energy and angular resolution for the barrel ECAL using 35 GeV/c electrons
simulated without pile-up. Values from the DAQ TDR [61] are shown in brackets.
Energy resolution Angular resolution
σGauss(E)/µ σe f f (E)/µ σGauss(η) σGauss(φ) σe f f (φ)
L2 1.03% 2.6% 1.2 10−3 1.6 mrad 1.7 mrad
(1.1%) (2.2%) (1.1 10−3) (1.7 mrad) (2.5 mrad)
L3 idem idem 0.4 10−3 0.4 mrad 0.4 mrad
Table 6.4: Efficiency for the benchmark channels used to validate electron and photon
HLT streams. Values in brackets are from the DAQ TDR [61]. Efficiencies are given
relative to the previous trigger level, and the cumulative efficiency is given at the end.
W → eν Z → ee H → γγ
stream single e double e double γ
L1 0.874 (0.872) 0.751 (0.753) 0.869 (0.908)
L2 0.997 (0.994) 0.979 (0.977) 0.995 (0.987)
L2.5 0.946 (0.936) 0.868 (0.855) 0.948 (0.996)
L3 0.825 (0.820) 0.99 (—) 0.996 (0.92)
TOTAL 0.68 (0.67) 0.63 (0.63) 0.816 (0.77)
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Muon streams
The resolution for muons was measured using a W → µν sample at low lumi-
nosity. Figure 6.9 shows the resolution of the inverse transverse momentum
determined by the level-2 and the level-3 calculations. On the horizontal axis,
the quantity (1/PrecT −1/PgenT )/(1/PgenT ) is reported, where PgenT and PrecT are the
generated and the reconstructed transverse momenta respectively. The dis-
tributions are divided into three pseudorapidity intervals: barrel (|η| < 0.8),
overlap (0.8 < |η|< 1.2) and endcap (1.2 < |η|< 2.1).
Figure 6.9: Distribution of (1/PrecT − 1/PgenT )/(1/PgenT ) for the muons from the W de-
cays, where PgenT and P
rec
T are the generated and the reconstructed transverse momenta
respectively. This distribution is shown for level 2 and level 3 in three pseudorapidity
intervals: (a) |η|< 0.8, (b) 0.8 < |η|< 1.2 and (c) 1.2 < |η|< 2.1.
Efficiencies were measured on single W events (for single muons) and in
t flt events (where both single and double trigger streams contribute). In both
cases, the obtained efficiency is greater by about 10% to what was obtained
in the DAQ TDR, and is respectively 79% and 82% for W and t flt events. This
difference is not understood, but must be related to changes in the details of
muon reconstruction.
6.5 HLT rate measurements
Rates already presented in Table 6.2 were obtained in preparation of the DAQ
TDR 3 years ago. Changes in resolution and/or tuning of the thresholds may
have affected these results, which motivated a validation in the context of the
steering software development. This validation goes beyond the validation
of the steering code and also concerns the specific trigger table that has been
implemented so far. This validation work was pursued with ORCA 8.7.2 and
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default trigger tables at low luminosity, which corresponds to the following
entries in the configuration file:
• L1GlobalTrigger:TriggerMenu = lumi2x1033
• HighLevelTriggerXML:XMLfile = 2x1033HLT.xml
Unfiltered QCD samples generated in several Pt bins from 20 GeV/c to
1400 GeV/c were used for a total cross-section close to 1 mb (Table 6.5). Even
if some missing contributions to the total rate are not negligible (like W → eν
events), this represents the main fraction of the total rate. Results of the rate
measurement are summarized in Figure 6.10.
Table 6.5: Distribution of QCD events in Pt bins, together with the corresponding
cross-section, number of simulated events, and number of events passing the HLT.
Bin Pt Cross-section (mb) Simulated Triggered Total Rate (Hz)
20-30 7.819×10−01 23400 14 936
30-50 1.849×10−01 19800 26 486
50-80 2.433×10−02 20000 89 217
80-120 3.359×10−03 18200 338 125
120-170 5.654×10−04 20000 1762 100
170-230 1.163×10−04 7200 2495 81
230-300 2.812×10−05 10000 6916 39
300-380 7.848×10−06 7000 6279 14
380-470 2.396×10−06 5000 4868 4.7
470-600 9.249×10−07 5000 2415 1.8
600-800 2.903×10−07 5000 2932 0.6
800-1000 5.541×10−08 2900 2900 0.1
1000-1400 1.83×10−08 4900 4900 0.04
Total 0.995 148400 40549 2003
Compared to the DAQ TDR results, it should be noted that:
• The “tfltH” trigger, which was not there at the time of the TDR, contributes
far too much to the trigger rate (754 Hz). Alone, it represents already
more than seven times the allowed bandwidth.
• The rate is then dominated by the electron and photon streams. Rates
are typically a factor 10 higher than expected. This large difference has
to be understood.
• The relaxed electron and photon streams contribute largely to the rate
and should maybe be reconsidered.















































































































Figure 6.10: Rate observed for each subtrigger, as well as the total (inclusive) HLT rate
for the default trigger table implemented in ORCA 8.7.2 . Large differences between
new and old results are obtained.
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• The rate for the muon triggers is consistent with the DAQ TDR. More
statistic is required to draw final conclusions.
• Pixel-based double tau and electron-tau triggers are behaving as ex-
pected. The rate for the tracker-based double tau trigger is too high by a
factor 10.
• The rate for the tau ∧ MET trigger is 20 Hz. There was no such trigger
in the DAQ TDR.
• The rate for the 1-jet, 3-jets and 4-jets is compatible with the values pre-
sented in the DAQ TDR (9 Hz).
• The rate for the MET ∧ jet is 1.3 Hz. This is lower than the value pre-
sented in the DAQ TDR (5 Hz).
• The rate for the b-jet triggers is much higher than the DAQ TDR (it
reaches 55Hz). This should be resolved by putting stronger Pt cuts on
the jets at L2.
• The total rate is 1 kHz, which is a factor 10 larger than the DAQ TDR
specifications. Ignoring the tfltH contribution, one obtains 454Hz, which
is still fairly high, mainly due to the excessive rate of electron and photon
triggers.
The main outcome of this validation is thus the excessive rate of the HLT, as
implemented in ORCA 8.7.2. The precise understanding of these differences
will certainly need more work in collaboration with the experts of each trigger
stream, as the precise understanding of rates and thresholds is needed for
most of the analyses handling low-Pt objects.
Electron and photon subtriggers have a rate surprisingly high, which has
to be understood. Moreover, the difference between standard and relaxed
streams was not expected by the consulted experts. We shall check that the
sample does not introduce any bias to the rate measurement, but isolation
and Pt cuts will probably have to be retuned.
The rate measured for the muon streams is compatible with expectations
but suffers from very low statistics. A dedicated prefiltered sample is certainly
needed to achieve better results for these trigger streams.
The rate for the tracker-based tau triggers is observed to be 10 times too
high. This is true for the double tau trigger, and for the tau ∧ MET trig-
ger, which also uses tracker-based validation. On the contrary, tau streams
based on pixel isolation (double tau and e ∧ tau triggers) present correct rates.
The isolation criteria in the L2.5 tracker tau validation has certainly to be con-
trolled.
Moreover, the exclusive tfltH trigger is not acceptable. It is a relaxed muon
trigger, with isolation ant Pt cuts tuned to improve the trigger efficiency for
the tfltH channel. Its rate is high, and is computed for all events, disregarding
the L1 trigger bits.
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6.6 Trigger evaluation sequence and timing issues
Time optimization
As already mentioned, the HLT response is recursively evaluated, and the tree
leaves correspond to the first step in the HLT evaluation. More precisely, the
evaluation request is propagated recursively from the root element up to all
leaves. The actual evaluation then starts from the leaves down to the root,
going through all the HLT steps and stopping as soon as one element in the
chain fails. There are three ways to optimize this sequence[74].
1. When two elements are combined with a logical “OR”, there is no need
to evaluate the outcome of both elements if the first is true.
2. When two elements are combined with a logical “AND”, there is no need
to evaluate the outcome of both elements if the first is false.
3. It is preferable to first evaluate the element that gives the quickest re-
sponse, or that is often decisive.
These mechanisms are implemented in the HLT prototype and activated as an
option of the algorithm. We introduced all three methods in the HLT steering
code in the context of this thesis. Points 1 and 2 are straightforward. Point
3 proceeds as follows: Let pi be the probability for the ith(i = 1,2) subtrigger
to give a positive outcome. tai, (tri) is the corresponding accept (reject) time.
For an “OR”, the mean time to accept an event depends on the evaluation
sequence, and is given by
〈Ta〉i j = pitai +(1− pi)p j(tri + ta j), (6.1)
where trigger i is evaluated first, then trigger j. The ordering that gives the
smallest mean evaluation time has to be retained. In the case of an “AND”
element, the mean reject time can be optimized in a similar way. It is given by:
〈Tr〉i j = (1− pi)tri + pi(1− p j)(tai + tr j). (6.2)
An extension to the case of an “OR” with more than two subtriggers has been
proposed in [75].
The collaboration does not plan, at least in a first phase, to optimize the
trigger sequence. This is justified since rejection cannot be optimized. Time
can be gained only for accepted events, which represents only 1/1000 of the
input. Moreover, optimizing the trigger sequence could induce difficulties to
define streams.
An optimized trigger sequence may nevertheless find its justification in
the early phase of data-taking at very low luminosity, when the trigger will
not just keep all events but start to reject some events. With a rejection fac-
tor of 50%, the effect of time optimization may be significant. One possibility
would be to use the optimized trigger in the online farm, and to reevaluate the
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HLT without optimization in the CERN offline computing facility to build the
offline streams. The drawback of such a scheme is that it complicates opera-
tions, notably as the trigger menus would have to be synchronized between
online and offline facilities. It would also have a cost in CPU, as some trigger
elements would have to be evaluated twice.
HLT timing
The actual time needed to evaluate the default HLT menu was measured on
unbiased QCD events using ORCA 8.7.2 . The total computing time distribu-
tion is shown Figure 6.11. The mean evaluation time lasts one second, which
is six times the targeted evaluation time (result obtained on a 2.4 GHz Intel
Xeon CPU, rated at 825 SpecInts). It must be noted that this result has been
obtained as a byproduct of rate measurements, on the uncontrolled environ-
ment of a computing cluster at Fermilab, and disregarding of eventual other
jobs running on the same machine. Timing is nevertheless observed to be sta-
ble in time. A careful study of the timing for each subtrigger showed that, as
expected, the main contribution comes from the tfltH trigger, which is the only
one not vetoed by L1 bits. In its present form, tfltH is a tuned L3 muon trigger,
which obviously cannot be run for each event, but has to be vetoed by L1 and
preceded by a corresponding L2 trigger element.
The time distribution is also shown to be compatible with a log-normal,
which is required for correct operation of the CMS filter farm. More tails
would require a special treatment so as to avoid “locking” of computing re-
sources, which is a source of dead-time. The confirmation of this hypothesis
is important as it was only checked per subtrigger in the DAQ TDR3.
Estimating the time consumed by the HLT without the tfltH trigger is diffi-
cult, since there are cross-talks at the reconstruction level with other subtrig-
gers. It has not been possible to rerun all jobs without tfltH, since many QCD
events have to be processed to have enough statistics. Estimates show that
the mean time excluding this trigger is of the order of 350 ms. To this recon-
struction and selection time, one must add the time needed to convert data
from the raw readout format to the format suited for reconstruction. From
these estimates, it follows that a single 825-specInts CPU can handle 2.85 Hz
from the L1 trigger output. Considering that the L1 output will be 50 kHz
during the first year, 18000 such CPUs are found to be needed in the filter
farm. Since the Moore law[76] predicts a factor 2 improvement in CPU per-
formances every 18 months, one obtains a typical number of 4500 CPUs in
2007. The present estimation has to be compared to the results presented in
the DAQ TDR. In December 2002, the mean HLT computing time has been
evaluated to be 300 ms on a 1GHz Pentium III. This is twice as good as the
result presented in this work. If our result can be trusted, and if no solution
3It is nevertheless expected that this approach is well justified, as cross-talks between the con-
sidered subtriggers are small, and would anyway reduce the total time, so that it is conservative.
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Figure 6.11: Total HLT computing time for QCD events passing the L1 trigger. The
distribution is well described by a log-normal, as seen in the inset.
is found to improve the evaluation time, this will have a strong impact on the
HLT performances, since it is not expected to have more than about 1500 dual-
CPU computers in the filter farm. It is therefore important to cross-check our
result on a more controlled environment, were no other resource-consuming
task influences the performances. Finally, the current effort to improve soft-
ware performances must certainly be continued.
CHAPTER
SEVEN
Search for WH associated production
7.1 Introduction
While the latest analyses of LEP data are being performed either to refine
Standard-Model observables or to search for new physics in the uncovered
channels, analyses are being developed for the long awaited LHC experi-
ments. The philosophy is very different. While LEP studies are the result
of several years of thought analysis and benefit from a good understanding
of Standard-Model processes, the work at LHC is still in an early stage. Hav-
ing handled ALEPH data in the first part of this dissertation (Chapter 4), we
wanted to turn to CMS and contribute to the preparation of data taking and
analysis.
The Standard-Model cross-section for each Higgs boson production mech-
anism is shown Figure 7.1, as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The domi-
nant contribution to Higgs boson production at LHC comes from gluon-fusion
processes over the mass range from 100 GeV/c2 up to 1 TeV/c2. The boson-
fusion mechanism is less important but still contributes significantly, espe-
cially for Higgs boson masses of the order of 1 TeV/c2. The Higgsstrahlung
processes, where the Higgs boson is produced in association with a W or Z
boson, is far less important, as an anti-quark from the proton sea must enter
the diagram. Cross-sections are a factor 20 to 1000 lower, depending on the
Higgs boson mass. The t fltH associated production has a similar cross-section.
The leading diagrams corresponding to these processes are presented in Fig-
ure 7.2.
Many dominant channels have been covered by the CMS collaboration
[78]. They often focus on gluon-fusion processes since the cross-section is
higher. In this chapter, we present the analysis we performed, considering
the WH associated production, with a subsequent decay of the Higgs boson
into a W pair. The cross-section for this process exhibits a maximum near the
WW resonance, due to the combined behavior of the production cross-section
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Figure 7.1: Next-to-leading order cross-section calculations for the Standard-Model
Higgs boson at LHC [77].
(Figure 7.1) and the Higgs boson branching ratio (Figure 2.1). As it can already
be seen in Figure 7.3, we will concentrate on the intermediate mass region be-
tween 115 GeV/c2 and 190 GeV/c2.
Motivations for studying this channel are twofold. First, the correspond-
ing diagram contains the gHWW coupling constant twice. It could therefore
be precisely measured. Moreover, it is one of the few processes that are still
allowed for a fermiophobic Higgs boson, along with some boson-fusion pro-
cesses. Our contribution to the HLT software also finds a natural continuation
in this analysis. As mentioned previously, CMS analyses will be based on
trigger streams, and it is important to adequately choose the streams for each
analysis. The contribution of each stream has therefore been controlled before
and after the signal selection. This is presented in Section 7.5.7.
This analysis is not intended to be a LEP-like analysis, but a proof-of-
principle of what can be done with the present software and expertise. It is
therefore a software readiness demonstration and is performed in the spirit
of the CMS Physics TDR that will be published by the collaboration in April
2006. The present analysis was performed with ORCA 8.7.2 . Default recon-






























Figure 7.2: Representative Feynman diagrams describing the main Higgs bo-
son production mechanisms at LHC. (a) gluon fusion, (b) boson fusion, (c)
Higgsstrahlung, (d) associated production with a t flt pair.
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Figure 7.3: Production cross-section time branching ratio for WH associated pro-
duction, with a subsequent decay of the Higgs boson into a W pair. Obtained with
HDECAY[5] and V2HV [79].








Figure 7.4: Feynman diagram for the WH associated production, with a sub-
sequent decay of the Higgs boson into a W pair. This process is the subject of
the present analysis.
7.2 Signal
As we have just announced, we are interested in the WH associated produc-
tion, with a subsequent decay of the Higgs boson into a W pair. Since three
W bosons are produced in this process (Figure 7.4), the final state is character-
ized by six fermions in addition to soft remnants from the protons. Topologies
therefore range from six jets to three charged leptons. Amongst these topolo-
gies, some are very clear while others are very difficult to disentangle. This is
generally determined by the number of leptons. Two clear signatures are the
same-sign lepton-pair channel and the three-lepton channel. Previous fast-
simulation ATLAS studies [80, 81, 82] show that these two event classes can
give a significant contribution to the discovery potential. In this thesis, we
decided to investigate events containing three leptons in the final state, con-
centrating on electrons and muons (including leptonic tau decays).
The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections to WH production are
known to increase the cross-section by about 30%. NNLO QCD corrections are
expected to be small. Accuracy is estimated to reach 15%, a level at which elec-
troweak corrections become significant. These electroweak NLO corrections
were recently calculated and led to a O(5)% decrease in cross-section [83]. In
the following sections, the cross-section including only QCD NLO effects will
be used to keep coherency with other CMS studies.
Events are generated using PYTHIA, which includes spin-correlation ef-
fects. At this level, W bosons are forced to decay into electrons, muons or taus.
The resulting files are processed through a detailed GEANT simulation of the
CMS detector. Events are digitized1 at low-luminosity (2×1033cm−2s−1), which
means that the electronic response is simulated taking into account pile-up ef-
1More details about the CMS simulation chain and the hardware used for simulation (and
analysis) are given in Appendix B.
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fects due to 3.5 simultaneous events in a bunch crossing. The effect of five
bunch-crossings before and three bunch-crossings after the nominal bunch
crossing is also considered as it affects the energy determination in calorime-
ters as well as the muon system. A small number of events was generated
with CompHep[84] to control effects of spin-correlation.
Starting at 115 GeV/c2, we also considered Higgs bosons at 125, 130, 140,
150, 160, 170, 180 and 190 GeV/c2. This covers the complete mass range acces-
sible in this channel. Ten thousand events were generated for each of the nine
simulated Higgs boson masses. Simulated events are shown in Figures 7.5
and 7.6.
Figure 7.7 shows the Pt spectrum of leptons in signal events. These leptons
are relatively soft and the spectrum has a significant contribution at very low
transverse momenta. This has an impact on reconstruction and selection effi-
ciency. In 60.5% of the events, all three leptons are produced inside the fiducial
region defined as |η| < 2.4. Three neutrinos are also produced and generate
missing transverse momentum ( /PT ). This is nevertheless significantly reduced
by mutual cancellation effects between the three neutrinos. The missing trans-
verse momentum distribution is presented in Figure 7.8.
Spin correlation between the Higgs boson decay products is an important
effect which significantly modifies the event’s topology. The process is identi-
cal to what was presented in Chapter 4 for the analysis of LEP events, and
will not be repeated here. As before, it will tend to reduce the angle be-
tween leptons originating from the Higgs boson decay chain. Even so, the
angle between leptons is influenced by the Higgs boson boost along the z
axis (〈EH〉= 576 GeV for a Higgs boson mass of 140 GeV/c2), which hides part
of spin correlation effects. The influence on the acoplanarity between lep-
tons is on the contrary still clearly visible. In order to check the magnitude
of this effect, the topology of events generated with PYTHIA and with Com-
pHep was compared. The result of this comparison is shown in Figure 7.9,
which presents the angle between leptons originating from the Higgs boson
for events simulated with PYTHIA and CompHep. Spin correlation clearly
favors smaller |∆φ|.
There is no strong dependence of the quantities shown in this section on
the Higgs boson mass. This justifies the development of the event selection
independently from the mass hypothesis. In the following discussion, a mass
of 140 GeV/c2 has been used.
7.3 Background
All Standard-Model processes likely to produce three leptons must be consid-
ered as background for this analysis. This includes events where three leptons
are actually produced (e.g. WWW or WZ) but also events with two or four
leptons, i.e. with a fake lepton or a missed lepton. One particular case is the
production of leptons in the semi-leptonic decay of a B meson. In the present
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Figure 7.5: Two views of the same event where there are two muons (red) and one
electron (green), for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV/c2. The top part shows a transverse
view of the event. The electron deposit in ECAL is seen at 45 degrees from the vertical.
The bottom part shows the same event together with ECAL endcaps. One sees the
electron deposit in the central part, and segments in the muon chambers outside the
calorimeter’s volume.
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Figure 7.6: Two views of the same event where there are two electrons (green) and one
muon (red), for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV/c2. Electrons are more easily identified
by the energy deposited in the calorimeter. In the top diagram, one electron is seen,
while the second hits the endcaps. Both electrons are seen in the bottom view.
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Figure 7.7: Pt distribution for leptons in signal events (mH = 140 GeV/c2). The two
narrower distributions correspond to leptons originating from the Higgs boson decay,
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Figure 7.8: Missing transverse energy ( /ET ) distribution for signal events for a Higgs
boson mass of 140 GeV/c2.
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Figure 7.9: Acoplanarity (∆φ) between leptons originating from a 140 GeV/c2 Higgs
boson for events simulated with PYTHIA (continuous) and CompHep (dashed). One
sees the effect of spin correlation, only taken into account in PYTHIA. The normaliza-
tion is arbitrary.
analysis, we considered the production of WWW, WZ, ZZ, tflt, and Wt. Most
of the processes used are simulated with PYTHIA, except for WWW, which is
generated with CompHep, and Wt generated with TopRex [85]. In all cases,
PYTHIA is used for the hadronization step. The dedicated generator Alp-
Gen [86] is used to compute the cross-section of Zbflb, Wbflb and Z+jets. Details
are given in Table 7.1. It gives the cross-section (including branching ratios
of W,Z into leptons), the generator used and the number of events produced.
One sees a large difference between irreducible backgrounds with three lep-
tons, for which the cross-section is similar to the signal’s, and reducible back-
grounds that have a larger cross-section.
Some background sources were ignored for practical reasons. Wbflb, Zbflb
or single top are potential background sources and should ideally be inte-
grated in the study but are not expected to contribute much to the final num-
ber of events. We will show how the implemented selection procedure effi-
ciently suppresses tflt, and Wt backgrounds, which are larger and potentially
more dangerous. bflb events could contribute to the background if one of the
B mesons decays in chain. Due to the large cross-section, handling this back-
ground would require a huge statistic, and has not been included explicitly in
the study. Previous ATLAS studies show it is indeed negligible (after requir-
ing three isolated leptons). The Z+jets events could further enlarge the back-
ground if a particle from the jet is misidentified as an electron. Such an effect
is expected to be low in offline reconstruction, and greatly reduced by isola-
tion cuts. Here also, a serious consideration of the background would require
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Table 7.1: Background processes considered into the present analysis. The cross-
section includes the decay of W and Z bosons into leptons. The generator and the
number of events processed are also shown together with the corresponding weight
for a luminosity of 1 f b−1. For comparison, the signal varies, with the same hypothe-
ses, from 5 fb to 20 fb in the considered mass range.
Background Cross-section Generator MC statistic weight (1 f b−1)
WWW(3l±) 4.95 fb CompHep 10000 5.19×10−4
WZ(3l±) 1.71 pb Pythia 50000 3.46×10−2
ZZ(4l±) 0.17 pb Pythia 50000 3.67×10−3
tflt(l+l−bflb) 90.9 pb Pythia 100000 0.93
Wt(l+l−b) 5.25 pb TopRex 50000 0.11
Zbflb(l+l−bflb) 6.52 pb AlpGen - -
Wbflb(l±bflb) 9.3 pb AlpGen - -
bflb 0.33 mb Pythia - -
Z+jets 786 pb AlpGen - -
a very large statistics, which would be incompatible with present computing
resources.
The WWW background cannot be generated with PYTHIA as it corre-
sponds to a six-fermion final state. It was therefore generated with CompHep,
hadronized by PYTHIA and then followed the usual CMS simulation chain. It
corresponds to the production of three W bosons via quartic W couplings, via
a Z∗/γ∗ , or directly in the t channel. Diagrams contributing to the WWW pro-
duction are presented in Figure 7.10. It must be noted that interferences are
important when computing the cross-section. This background is a priori dif-
ficult to distinguish from the signal, as the final state differs only by the effect
of spin correlation, and cannot be separated event by event. The cross-section
(4×10−2 pb) is nevertheless lower than what is predicted for the signal.
Another interesting background is the (associated) single top production
Wt. It enters as a background when, in addition to leptons from W decays, a
lepton is seen in the jet from the B meson, be it either a fake electron or a real
lepton from a semi-leptonic B decay. Two diagrams contribute to this process,
respectively for the s and t channel, as shown in Figure 7.11. The cross-section
(51 pb) is large compared to that of the signal, but is reduced to 659 fb when
one has three electrons or muons in the final state, taking into account tau
and B decays. It can already be noted in these events that at least one lepton
is expected to be less isolated, and that the hadronic activity is significantly
higher than for the signal. As shown later, in Section 7.5, it is used to suppress
this background (and the t flt background) with respect to the signal. Compared
to Wt, the t flt pair production is more easily suppressed since there is a second
b-jet in the event, but it has a larger cross-section. The weight associated to








































Figure 7.11: Leading order diagrams for the production of Wt at LHC.
this background is large, as it would require more statistics in the simulated
sample. Computing resources did not allowed to generate and analyze more
events.
7.4 Trigger issues
Trigger is an important aspect of the analysis in several ways. Analyzed
events must first pass the trigger chain, from L1 to HLT. This step is designed
to be as efficient as possible for events containing at least one energetic object,
but may induce a significant loss for soft processes. Then, at analysis time,
one will probably have to choose analysis streams to search for new signal.
Streams will mainly depend (if not exclusively, as mentioned in Chapter 6)
on trigger patterns. In order to make this choice in a reasonable way, trigger
efficiencies are studied both before and after event selection.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the trigger decision in subtriggers for signal events con-
taining a 140 GeV/c2 Higgs boson. The subtrigger is shown on the vertical axis; the
horizontal axis shows the efficiency calculated as Nx/NHLT , where Nx is the number of
events triggered by the algorithm x, and NHLT is the number of events triggered by the
High-Level Trigger.
7.4.1 Triggering on signal events
Trigger tables at low luminosity were discussed in Chapter 6. The global
(cumulative) trigger efficiency after L1 and HLT is found to reach 72% for a
140 GeV/c2 Higgs boson using the full trigger table. Individual contributions
to this efficiency are shown in Figure 7.12. The main contribution comes from
the dedicated t fltH trigger. In the present form, this is a relaxed muon trigger
that has a suspicious rate. It will be ignored in the following. Main contribu-
tions then come from single and double leptonic (e and µ) triggers. There is a
small contribution from the missing transverse energy trigger ( /ET ) and from
combined (e∧ τ) and (µ∧ τ) triggers. Finally, it is interesting to note that (b)-jet
triggers are completely inefficient in this channel. This is a direct consequence
of the small overall hadronic activity. The correlation between these subtrig-
gers is shown in Figure 7.13. One observes that the t fltH trigger is strongly
correlated to the standard single muon trigger. Photons and combined tau
triggers are also shown to be correlated with other triggers.
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Figure 7.13: Global trigger efficiency by trigger pattern for signal events containing
a 140 GeV/c2 Higgs boson. Efficiency is calculated as Nx/NHLT , where x is one of the
26 exclusive trigger classes. For conciseness purposes, similar trigger are grouped to-
gether, so that e means (e∨ ee), µ means (µ∨µµ) and τ means ((ττ)∨ (τ∧ /ET )∨ (µ∧ τ)∨
(e∧ τ)).
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For this analysis, we restricted ourselves to affordable triggers known to
have the highest impact on the total efficiency: single- and double-electron
and muon triggers. This choice is made at HLT, but implicitly limits the L1 to
the corresponding trigger bits due to the vetoing mechanism. The correlation
matrix between these triggers is:
ρ(i, j) =

bit e ee µ µµ
e 1 0.378 −0.427 −0.299
ee 0.378 1 −0.322 −0.244
µ −0.427 −0.322 1 0.381
µµ −0.299 −0.244 0.381 1
 . (7.1)
The presence of a single-electron trigger favors the double-electron trigger, as
expected, and disfavors muon-based triggers. Conversely, muon-based trig-
gers disfavor electron-based triggers. The correlation factors for e vs. µµ and
ee vs. µ only differ because of efficiency and threshold effects. The correlation
coefficient for e vs. ee is also very close to the symmetric µ vs. µµ coefficient.
These are consequences of the equal distribution of electron and muon topolo-
gies for this analysis.
When restricting ourselves to key triggers, the global (cumulative) trig-
ger efficiency after L1 and HLT is found to be 65% for a 140 GeV/c2 Higgs
boson. There are 7% “lost”, which were coming from /ET and t fltH triggers.
Figure 7.14 shows the efficiency for each (exclusive) trigger pattern, given the
above choice of interesting bits. The loss of efficiency with respect to the full
trigger is also shown as a separate entry. As will be demonstrated later on,
the impact of ignored trigger bits is further reduced by the event selection,
which favors multi-leptonic patterns. Trigger patterns after the analysis are
discussed in Section 7.5.7.
Trigger efficiency depends on the final state lepton types. Details about the
efficiency for each type of event (defined from the number of muons, electrons
and taus in the event) are given in Figure 7.15. Events containing one or more
muons are more easily retained (efficiency reaches 85% for events with three
muons) while tau events are only marginaly selected (efficiency: 12%). To
conclude this discussion of trigger performances for the signal, we will con-
sider the mass dependence of the trigger efficiency (Figure 7.16). Efficiency
rises slightly with the Higgs boson mass, from 58% at 115 GeV/c2 to 74% at
190 GeV/c2.
7.4.2 Triggering on background events
Table 7.2 shows the trigger efficiency for each source of background. Effi-
ciency, when restricting ourselves to single- and double-electron and muon
triggers, varies from 64% to 73%, which is the same magnitude as the trigger
efficiency for signal events. This restricted trigger is 15% (for t flt) to 5% (for ZZ)
less efficient than the inclusive High-Level trigger. Trigger patterns are domi-
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Figure 7.14: Trigger efficiency by trigger pattern, for the signal. Efficiency is calcu-
lated as Nx/NHLT , where x is one of the 24 exclusive trigger classes. “Others” stands for
unconsidered trigger patterns.
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Figure 7.15: Trigger efficiency for each class of Monte-Carlo events. Results are given
after L1 and after HLT. Efficiency is computed as the ratio between the number of
triggered events and the total number of generated events.
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Figure 7.16: Total and partial trigger efficiency (L1∧ HLT) as a function of the hypo-
thetical Higgs boson mass. Efficiency is given separately for each of the single- and
double-electron or muon triggers, as well as for the total trigger combining each of
these.
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Table 7.2: Trigger efficiency for each source of background. Efficiency at HLT with the
restricted trigger set used in the present analysis is also presented.
Background L1 efficiency HLT efficiency e,ee,µ,µµ HLT efficiency
WWW(3l±) 0.87 0.79 0.73
Wt(l+l−b) 0.88 0.78 0.67
WZ(3l±) 0.8 0.72 0.65
ZZ(4l±) 0.78 0.69 0.64
tflt(l+l−bflb) 0.91 0.79 0.65
efficiency




































Figure 7.17: Trigger efficiency by trigger pattern for tt¯ and Wt events (a) and for other
backgrounds (b). Efficiency is calculated as Nx/NHLT , where x is one of the 24 exclusive
trigger classes. “Others” stands for unconsidered trigger patterns.
nated by single-electron and muon triggers. The detailed contribution of each
bit is shown in Figure 7.17.
7.5 Signal discrimination
Events that have passed the HLT can be handled with offline-quality algo-
rithms. Electrons, muons, taus, (b)jets and /ET are reconstructed with dedi-
cated algorithms without the time constraints that have driven the HLT de-
sign. Signal events are selected using that information.
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7.5.1 Preselection and topology reconstruction
A first set of selection criteria is applied to select signal-like topologies.
• Three and only three leptons are required in the event.
• The total charge of these three leptons is required to be either +1 or -1.
This contributes to reject badly reconstructed events. Among events with a
total of three electrons and muons in the detector (|η| < 2.4), 77% are recon-
structed with three leptons. This corresponds to a global efficiency of 92% per
lepton in the considered region and is compatible with expected CMS perfor-
mances. Efficiency rises with lepton energy.
It is important to assign reconstructed leptons either to the Higgs boson
decay or to the decay of the W boson that does not come from the Higgs boson.
This is achieved by choosing the two closest opposite-sign leptons. The third
lepton must then come from the associated W boson.
Preselection cuts we have just discussed naturally arise from the topology,
and were not optimized. The following selection cuts were optimized to max-
imize σ = s/
√
b, where s and b are the total number of signal and background
events, respectively. That optimization is performed on an independent sam-
ple at mH = 140 GeV/c2. Each possible cut is considered several times in an
iterative procedure. When it is necessary (e.g. for cuts affecting mainly low
cross-section backgrounds) only a subset of background has been used. The
order in which each cut is applied has also been varied during the optimiza-
tion process to better take into account correlations among them. All following
plots are obtained with trigger and preselection cuts applied.
7.5.2 Lepton selection
Electrons and muons are reconstructed using default offline-quality recon-
struction methods. These are OfflineElectronReco::defaultQuery()
and RecQuery("IsolatedGlobalMuonReconstructor"), used respec-
tively for electrons (ElectronCandidates) and muons (RecMuons). To
avoid some fake leptons originating from reconstruction errors, the minimal
angle between pairs of leptons is required to be higher than 0.1 rad. For elec-
trons, additional quality cuts are applied: the energy measured by ECAL and
the momentum obtained by the tracker must agree within 50%, and the ratio
of energy measured by HCAL and ECAL must be lower than 0.15.
As all leptons come from a W boson decay, they are expected to be more
energetic than “fake” leptons or leptons produced in a jet. Only leptons above
14 GeV/c are thus retained.
The angle between leptons attributed to the Higgs boson can be used to
distinguish signal and background. Both the acollinearity (θaco) and the the
acoplanarity (∆φ) between the leptons are used, as they provide complemen-
tary information. Typically, the acollinearity must be lower that 0.75 rad, and
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Figure 7.18: Angles between the two leptons assigned to the Higgs boson decay, for
signal and background events. The upper plot shows the acollinearity, while the lower
plot focuses on the acoplanarity. The normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1.
the acoplanarity lower than 1.75 rad. These two cuts reduce the background
by a factor 3.6, while the efficiency for the signal is 55%. One of the major
effects of these cuts is to reduce the WWW background, which is otherwise
similar to the signal. These two quantities are shown in Figure 7.18.
Most of the background contains a “fake” lepton produced in a jet, often
from a semi-leptonic B meson decay. In such events, one of the leptons is less
isolated. Different isolation methods have been considered. Isolation can rely
either on tracker or on calorimeter information.
a The sum of the transverse momentum of charged particles associated to
tracks reconstructed in the silicon tracker, in a cone around the lepton’s
track, is computed. If the total Pt exceeds a given value, the lepton is
said to be non-isolated.
b Another technique consists in the measurement of the angle between the
lepton track and the closest track above a certain Pt .
c Using the calorimeter information, an isolation measure can be built by
collecting all the energy in a cone around the lepton’s direction. If this
sum exceeds a given threshold, the lepton is said to be non-isolated.
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Figure 7.19: Lepton isolation by method (b) (as defined in the text). The distance (in
η,φ) to the closest track above 3 GeV is shown for the less isolated lepton in any event.
The normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1 .
In the present study, isolation method (b) has been chosen (IbL). This iso-
lation method allows to reach a large background rejection factor, for a rea-
sonable signal efficiency (Figure 7.19). A typical cut corresponding to a cone
radius of 0.2 gives a rejection factor of 95% for a signal efficiency of 49%. The
other two methods have been shown to be interesting when the signal effi-
ciency is more crucial than the background rejection, since the (signal) iso-
lated leptons form a narrow distribution, but with an irreducible background
contribution in the same region.
The isolation cut is complemented by a vertex-based selection. A cut on
the z-spread of the reconstructed vertex is applied to ensure that all of the
three leptons are coming from the same interaction. This quantity is defined
as the largest difference between the z position of the impact point for each of
the reconstructed leptons. Such a cut eliminates fake coincidences of leptons
produced in pile-up interactions.
7.5.3 Jet veto
Signal events are ideally free of any hadronic activity, so that the presence of
jets could be used to distinguish these leptonic events from the large t flt and
Wt backgrounds with lots of hadronic activity. It is nevertheless seen in Fig-
ures 7.5 and 7.6 that remnants and pile-up induce significant activity in the
calorimeters.
Central jets are first reconstructed using the iterative cone [61] or inclusive
K⊥ [88] algorithms. The inclusive K⊥ algorithm relies on the definition of a
resolution variable di j between two objects i and j. For the purpose of this
work, this distance is defined as
di j = min(Pt 2i ,Pt 2j)((yi− y j)2 +(φi−φ j)2). (7.2)
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Calorimeter tower combining ECAL and HCAL information are first put in
a collection of “objects”. For each pair of objects, the resolution variable is
computed, and closest objects are merged. If, for one object, the distance to
the beam-pipe (defined as P2t ) is smaller that the distance between any pair of
objects in the collection, the object is defined to be a jet, and removed from the
collection of objects to be merged. This procedure is repeated until no object
remains in the collection. The recombination scheme defines how two objects i
and j are merged into a single object. In the E recombination scheme, a simple
Lorentz-vector addition is performed:





which results in massive final-state jets. In the Et recombination scheme, the
transverse energy is summed:









which results in massless final-state jets.
Four jet reconstruction methods have been tried:
1. Iterative cone with Et recombination scheme, cone size 0.5
2. Iterative cone with Et recombination scheme, cone size 0.7
3. Inclusive K⊥ jets with Et recombination scheme
4. Inclusive K⊥ jets with E recombination scheme
Only jets above 10 GeV/c in the central region (|η| < 2.1) are kept. Built from
ECAL plus HCAL towers containing all the energy deposited in either of the
two calorimeters, jets contain the energy deposited by any electron already
identified. Ideally, the corresponding energy should be subtracted from the
calorimeter prior to jet reconstruction, but such a procedure is not possible
within the CMS software (yet). Hence, electrons are subsequently subtracted
from reconstructed jets. Figure 7.20 shows the Pt spectrum of the leading cen-
tral jet, before and after subtraction of electrons. This procedure clearly lowers
the average hadronic activity reconstructed in the event.
Backgrounds like Wt and t flt are characterized by at least one or two addi-
tional jets from the leading-order interaction. We therefore reject a significant
part of these events by cutting on the transverse momentum of the leading jet.
The iterative cone with a cone size of 0.7 is the best algorithm to discriminate
signal over background, as the difference between the energy of fake jets in
signal events (from pile-up and calorimeter threshold effects) and jets in t flt or
Wt backgrounds is more significant (Figure 7.21). Considering this cut alone,
the best signal significance (s/
√
b) is obtained for a cut at 25 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.20: Pt spectrum of the leading central jet, before (dashed) and after (plain)
subtraction of electrons for signal events with MH = 140 GeV/c2. Jets are reconstructed
using the iterative cone algorithm with the Et recombination scheme and a cone size of
0.5. The normalization is arbitrary.
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Figure 7.21: Leading jet Pt distribution, obtained using the iterative cone algorithm
with a cone size of 0.7. The normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1.
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7.5.4 Identification of B mesons
In addition to the lepton isolation cut, one can try to directly identify jets from
B decays, and to reject any tagged event. This procedure would ideally benefit
from soft lepton B-tag algorithms not yet available. In this study, the combined
B-tag algorithm has been used [87]. This algorithm combines impact parame-
ter and secondary vertices measurements to build a probability for jets (built
using the algorithm “1” just presented) to result from the decay of a B meson.
Default parameters for this algorithm are tuned by the collaboration for the
best efficiency, while keeping the fake identification rate low. Typical values
are an efficiency of 60% for a fake identification rate of 2%.
We also tried the track counting algorithm with different sets of parameters.
This was motivated by the following observation: for this study, where B-
tag is used to reject background, the fake rate can be set to be higher and
parameters re-tuned to privilege efficiency. It has been shown however that
the retuned track counting algorithm was not better than the default combined
B-tag algorithm. It could be interesting to perform a similar retuning for the
combined B-tag algorithm.
Requiring no jet tagged as originating from a B meson by the combined
b-tag algorithm, 95% of the signal is kept, while 77% of the t flt background is
rejected.
7.5.5 Z veto
In ZZ and WZ backgrounds, there is a lepton pair that finds it origin in the Z
boson decay. A cut on the invariant mass of any pair of leptons compatible
with this hypothesis (via charge and flavor constraints) is used to reject these
events. Figure 7.22 shows this invariant mass for ZZ, WZ, and signal events.
Rejecting the masses between 65 and 115 GeV/c2 clearly favors signal over
background. Considering only WZ and ZZ backgrounds, these numbers are
the optimal values for this cut alone. The fraction of background events kept
is then 0.11 and 0.17, for WZ and ZZ backgrounds respectively, while signal
efficiency amounts to 0.80.
7.5.6 Other topological cuts
After applying these cuts, the remaining background contains mainly WZ and
ZZ events, where all three leptons are well reconstructed. Only more elaborate
kinematical cuts can distinguish them from the signal.
One natural quantity that has not been considered so far is the missing
transverse momentum ( /ET ). Figure 7.8 shows that the missing transverse mo-
mentum is not very large. Its shape after all mentioned cuts (Figure 7.23)
is nevertheless modified, and it can be used to remove part of the ZZ back-
ground, where no missing transverse momentum is expected. A typical cut
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Figure 7.22: Invariant mass of any pair of leptons compatible with the Z hypothesis,
for ZZ, WZ, and signal events. When more than one pair is possible, the pair with an
invariant mass closest to MZ is used. Events in the first bin are those for which no pair
is compatible with the Z hypothesis. The normalization is arbitrary.
at 50 GeV/c is applied for that purpose. Applied after all already mentioned
cuts, it removes 76% of the ZZ background while keeping 73% of the signal.
The /ET can then be combined with the transverse momentum of leptons to
build the transverse mass of the would-be W bosons, defined as
MT (Wi) =
√
2∗PliT /ET (1− cos∆φl /PT ), (7.5)
where PliT is the transverse momentum of one of the three leptons, /ET is the
missing transverse momentum, and ∆φl /PT the polar angle between the lepton
and the missing transverse momentum. By definition, this transverse mass is
lower than the W or Z boson mass, respectively when /ET results from a sin-
gle neutrino (WZ events) or a missed lepton (ZZ events). For signal events,
a significant fraction of energy is carried by the three neutrinos. The recon-
structed transverse mass is therefore expected to be larger. The reconstructed
transverse mass from Equation (7.5) is shown Figure 7.24.
Similarly, the Higgs boson transverse mass is computed from the two cho-





+2E llT /PT −2PllT /PT cos∆φll /PT , (7.6)
where MllT and E llT are here respectively the transverse mass and the transverse
momentum of the lepton pair, and ∆φll /PT is the polar angle between the miss-
ing transverse momentum and the summed momentum of the lepton pair.
This is only an approximation as the third neutrino, originating from the as-
sociated W boson, cannot be subtracted from the missing momentum. It is
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Figure 7.23: Missing transverse energy for signal and background events, after all
cuts but the topological cuts (see text). The normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1 .
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Figure 7.24: Reconstructed W mass MT (W3) (from Equation (7.5)) for signal and back-
ground events, after all cuts but the topological cuts (see text). ZW events are clearly
characterized by a low transverse mass. The normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1 .
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Figure 7.25: Reconstructed Higgs boson transverse mass from Equation (7.6). The
normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1.
nonetheless correlated to the Higgs boson mass and it will be used as a dis-
criminant variable in the evaluation of likelihood ratios. This evaluated Higgs
boson transverse mass is shown Figure 7.25.
Quantities like aplanarity, sphericity or thrust, constructed either from the
calorimeter information or from tracks of charged particles, were also consid-
ered. No discriminating power has been observed. In order to further protect
against the effect of Z+jets background that is not considered, the ATLAS cut
on the transverse momentum of the summed Lorentz vector of the three lep-
tons (Pt(∑Pl)) is used. A cut at 40 GeV/c on this quantity is also found to be
sensible to reduce the ZZ background, as it can be seen in Figure 7.26.
7.5.7 Summary of optimized selection cuts
Optimized cuts are summarized in Table 7.3. Evolution of efficiency with
the selection for the signal and each background source is represented in Fig-
ure 7.27. The starting point corresponding to 100% efficiency is chosen to be
all events passing the HLT. Figure 7.28 shows the cumulated efficiency (in-
cluding trigger and event selection) as a function of the Higgs boson mass.
The curve has a maximum at the WW resonance. Beyond the WW production
threshold, efficiency drops since W bosons start to be boosted in the Higgs
boson frame, which influences the angular distribution of leptons. Efficiency
in that region could certainly be improved by optimizing the analysis for a
Higgs boson mass of 190 GeV/c2. The mass-dependence of the selection effi-
ciency varies from 0.5% to 1.3%.
We can now have an insight into the trigger patterns contributing with
highest efficiency after offline selection. Before selection, the dominating trig-
gers were the single electron and the single muon, with a smaller contribution
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Figure 7.26: Transverse momentum of the summed Lorentz vector of the three leptons
for signal and background events, after all cuts but the topological cuts (see text). The
normalization corresponds to 100 f b−1.
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Figure 7.27: Evolution of efficiency with the selection for the signal and each back-
ground source. The starting point corresponding to 100% efficiency is chosen to be all
events passing the trigger. Cut numbering used is the same as in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Summary of the optimized selection cuts. The cross-section for the signal
and backgrounds, for each step in the selection, is given in fb. An upper limit for the
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Figure 7.28: Cumulated efficiency (including trigger and event selection) as a function
of the Higgs boson mass.
from double triggers. After selection, the situation is more or less identical to
what was presented in Section 7.4. Even if the impact of multi-leptonic pat-
terns is enhanced, as seen in Figure 7.29, double triggers are less predominant,
as leptons are required to be above the single-lepton threshold during the se-
lection procedure. The double-muon trigger is not needed anymore, while
the double-electron trigger alone only represents 1% of the selected events.
The choice of subtriggers to be considered for this analysis therefore includes
single-electron and single-muon triggers. Both double-electron and double-
muon triggers should also be kept, since their importance could be highly
dependent on the selection cuts on the leptons’ transverse momentum.
It must also be noted that the trigger process and the subsequent recon-
struction cuts have privileged muonic events, as muons are easier to detect
and isolate (Figure 7.30). When a ratio of 1.1 is originally expected after HLT
between fully muonic and electronic classes, this ratio is 1.6 after selection. It
could be used to check the coherence of any signal observed. Tau channels are
suppressed, as only leptonic tau decays are considered in the analysis. Lep-
tonic tau decays also present a slightly softer electron and muon spectrum due
to the additional neutrinos.
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Figure 7.29: Trigger efficiency by trigger pattern, for the signal. Efficiency calculated
as Nx/NHLT , where x is one of the 24 exclusive trigger classes. Only events passing the
selection are considered here.
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Figure 7.30: Fraction of signal per topology (defined by the type of leptons in the final
state), after HLT (a) and after event selection (b).
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7.6 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic sources considered in this study are related to the normalization
of backgrounds, to the reconstruction, the event selection, the luminosity and
the structure functions of protons.
One way to roughly evaluate a priori the uncertainty on the background
normalization is to compare leading-order and next-to-leading-order calcula-
tions. For events of interest for this study, these differences are large: 45% for
t flt, 40% for WZ and 25% for ZZ events. This is a very pessimistic way to es-
timate the uncertainties, but the scale-dependence of the NLO cross-sections,
usually used for this purpose, is not known. Such large uncertainties are cer-
tainly not affordable and must be overcome. Before tuning them with real
data, and thus especially at low integrated luminosity, it will be impossible to
trust background estimates from Monte-Carlo programs. Hence, background
will be normalized to signal-free regions of the phase-space, or to measure-
ments performed independently by the CMS collaboration. By slightly modi-
fying the selection cuts, it is possible to enrich some backgrounds, while stay-
ing in a phase-space close to the one considered previously. This is particu-
larly true for WZ and t flt. The WZ background can be measured in an almost
signal-free region by using cuts 0, 1, 2, 4, 5 and 10, and by requiring a pair of
leptons compatible with a Z boson hypothesis, and having an invariant mass
between 65 GeV/c2 and 115 GeV/c2. For 100 f b−1, 500 WZ events are expected
with a very good purity (Figure 7.31(a)), so that an accuracy of 5% can be ob-
tained on this background level. There is no hope to measure accurately the
ZZ background while keeping only three (reconstructed) lepton final states,
as it will always remain one order of magnitude lower than WZ. Imposing
a small missing transverse momentum reduces the WZ contribution, but not
in a sufficiently significant way. We will have to rely on measurements from
events with four reconstructed leptons, which is expected to be very accu-
rately done in the context of the H → ZZ analysis. The t flt background is easily
measured by using cuts 0, 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. For 100 f b−1, 19485 events are
obtained, with a small contamination from Wt events (Figure 7.31(b)). This
contamination can be reduced by requiring two b-tagged jets . For 100 f b−1,
4643 events are then obtained, with 99.5% of t flt and only 0.5% of Wt events.
It allows in principle to measure the t flt background with an accuracy of 2%.
None of the two remaining backgrounds (WWW and Wt) can be measured
accurately. The WWW background always remains one order of magnitude
smaller than the signal. As demonstrated, it remains as the only dominant
background after the analysis, which induces some concerns. The signal is
nevertheless higher than the theoretical uncertainties. Finally, a detailed study
of the Wt background is certainly needed to control the effect of this process.
Such a study is being considered within CMS by the Standard-Model group
in the one- or two-lepton channels. In the following, an uncertainty of 5% on
the background level will be considered.
Reconstruction and selection uncertainties mainly arise from the jet veto,
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Figure 7.31: (left) Invariant mass of the pair of leptons compatible with the Z hypoth-
esis for a set of cuts tuned to enhance the WZ background;(right) distribution of the
leading jet Pt for a set of cuts tuned to enhance the tt¯ background.
the b veto and lepton reconstruction. Experience from Tevatron tells us that
a typical 2% uncertainty on lepton reconstruction efficiency has to be consid-
ered, while 3% uncertainty comes from lepton isolation. Since three leptons
are present in our analysis, this gives 8% uncertainty from lepton reconstruc-
tion and selection. The additional uncertainties from the jet veto and the b
veto will be assumed to be 5% each, which also seems reasonable in the light
of Tevatron data.
The last considered uncertainty comes from the product of the luminosity
and the proton structure functions, known as the parton luminosity. Con-
sidering these two quantities separately, 5% uncertainty on the luminosity is
generally assumed, while the uncertainty from the proton PDF is taken to
be 4% [89]. This latter uncertainty is reduced by the process considered, for
which the mid-x region (where uncertainties are small) dominates. This gives
an uncertainty of 6.4% on the parton luminosity. Since this parton luminos-
ity is the actual quantity involved in the interaction physics, an alternative
approach consists in measuring it directly [90]. The electron and muon pseu-
dorapidity distributions, originating from the decay of weak bosons, contains
information about both the PDF and the proton luminosity. It provides a key
to measure the parton luminosity with an accuracy of about 1%. It never-
theless requires to extrapolate probability density functions to lower x and
higher Q2, which may induce additional uncertainties. Other emerging ideas
cope with the (proton) luminosity issue by measuring new well predicted pro-
cesses. Using elastic scattering in the Coulomb region (which requires instru-
mentation of the beam with Roman pots at 240m)[91] or photoproduction of
muon pairs[92], an uncertainty of 1-2% is predicted. In the present work, a
conservative uncertainty of 6.4% on the parton luminosity is considered, keep-
ing in mind that this can probably be improved. Considered uncertainties are
summarized in Table 7.4.
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Following the recommendations of the CMS collaboration, the signal signifi-
cance after selection is estimated using the SL2 estimator from [93]:
SL2 =
√
2lnQ, with Q = (1+ Ns
Nb
)Nobs e−Ns . (7.7)
Setting the expectation value of Nobs to Ns + Nb, a likelihood estimator based
on event counting is obtained. This is the simplest method that can be used to
evaluate signal significance in the presence of less than about 50 background
events, when the central limit theorem does not hold. The resulting signifi-
cance curve is presented in Figures 7.32 and 7.33. For an integrated luminos-
ity of 100 f b−1, a the signal can be observed with a 5σ significance for masses
ranging from 154 GeV/c2 to 176 GeV/c2. For an asymptotic integrated lumi-
nosity of 300 f b−1, the whole range from 126 GeV/c2 to 188 GeV/c2 is covered
by the analysis.
This estimator does not take into account the effect of systematic uncer-
tainties and does not exploit the discriminative power from the transverse
mass distribution (Figure 7.34). In order to integrate both aspects, the log-
likelihood method introduced in Section 4.4 is used. Figure 7.35(a) shows the
luminosity needed to obtain a 5σ significance using this method, with sys-
tematics only, with Monte-Carlo statistical uncertainties, or with both effects
considered. The main effect comes from the limited Monte-Carlo statistics.
Compared to Figure 7.33, the needed luminosity is found to be similar in the
most favorable mass region, while it increases faster at low and high masses,
where the number of expected signal events decreases. This behavior is ex-
pected, as small-statistic signals are more easily mixed up with background
fluctuations related to the systematic uncertainties. Figure 7.35(b) shows the
luminosity needed to exclude a Higgs boson at 95%C.L. if no excess is ob-
served, using the same method. Less than 50 f b−1 are required in most of the
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Figure 7.32: Significance of the signal over background, obtained using formula (7.7)
as a function of the Higgs boson mass. Significance is shown for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 30 f b−1 and 100 f b−1 .
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Figure 7.34: Reconstructed transverse mass from Equation (7.6) for a 140 GeV/c2
Higgs boson.
mass range, while only 20 f b−1 are needed at 170 GeV/c2.
7.7.2 Cross-section and branching ratio
If a new physical state is observed by a Higgs boson search, it will be crucial
to study the properties of this signal to further check whether this is a Higgs
boson or not, and to which symmetry-breaking sector it corresponds. One of
the best ways to perform such a test is to measure and compare the branch-
ing ratios of the particle. These branching ratios can also allow to distinguish
Higgs bosons from different models. Non-minimal Higgs models often pre-
dict different coupling constants, depending on the models’ parameters.
After the measurement of the rate in one channel, a precise theoretical pre-
diction is needed to determine the branching ratio. Such a precise prediction
is often unavailable because of uncertainties related to the proton PDF or to
NLO effects. Two types of approaches have been considered in the litera-
ture. A model-independent analysis where ratios of couplings are extracted
has been performed by the ATLAS collaboration [94]. In this context, the chan-
nel studied here plays a key role in the determination of the ratio ΓW /Γt , which
gives an indirect insight into the top coupling in a Higgs boson mass window





∗CQCD ∝ ΓWΓt ∗CQCD, (7.8)
where CQCD is the ratio of the K-factors between associated and direct pro-
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Figure 7.35: (a) Luminosity needed to obtain a 5σ significance using the method from
Section 4.4, with systematics only, Monte-Carlo statistical uncertainties only, or with
both effects considered; (b) luminosity needed to exclude a Higgs boson at 95%C.L. if
no excess is observed, using the same method.
duction. Another approach consists in imposing theoretically motivated con-
straints on the gHWW and gHZZ couplings to extract directly all Higgs boson
couplings as well as the total width. This approach that involves a combined
study of all LHC analyses has been considered in reference [95]. In both cases,
the uncertainty on the total width after 100 f b−1 is found to be of 20%.
In the present study, the partial decay width of the Higgs boson into W
bosons, ΓW , is determined with a good accuracy. This is possible using the
narrow width approximation and benefiting from the fact that only the gHWW
coupling is involved in the Feynman diagram for the signal. This shows the
potential and the importance of this channel in the global approaches consid-
ered in the two mentioned papers.
From the number of observed events, and assuming a good description
of the background by the Monte-Carlo simulations, the product of the sig-








with ε representing the combined trigger and selection efficiency. The uncer-

















In this expression, ∆N corresponds to the statistical uncertainty on N, and will
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Figure 7.36: (a) Resolution on the product of cross-section and branching ratio into
WW as a function of the Higgs boson mass, for an integrated luminosity of 100 f b−1 .
(b) Resolution on the ΓW partial width as a function of the Higgs boson mass, for the
same integrated luminosity.
be assumed to be
√
N. The other three ∆Nb, ∆L and ∆ε quantities are domi-
nated by systematic error sources described in Section 7.6.
In the narrow width approximation, the measured product of signal cross-
section and branching ratio of the Higgs boson into WW can also be expressed






≡ T Γ2W . (7.11)















In this expression, the uncertainty on the cross-section is the quantity obtained
in Equation (7.10), and the uncertainty on the T factor comes from theoreti-
cal uncertainties and expected experimental uncertainties on Γtot . Assuming
100 f b−1 luminosity and the aforementioned systematic sources, the uncer-
tainty on the cross-section is found to be 36% for a 150 GeV/c2 Higgs boson.
The corresponding uncertainty on the ΓW partial width is 21%. These results
depend on the Higgs boson mass, and are presented Figure 7.36.
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The uncertainty on the cross-section can be compared with the uncertainty
predicted by the ATLAS collaboration in [94]. This paper predicts an uncer-
tainty on the cross-section of 33%, again for a Higgs boson of 150 GeV/c2 af-
ter 100 f b−1. This is apparently better than the result that has been obtained
here, but in fact only reflects a less conservative estimation of systematics. The
quoted number of signal and background events (15.1 and 9.9 respectively for
a 150 GeV/c2 Higgs boson after 100 f b−1) is indeed very similar to our results
(14.5 and 9.0 respectively in the same conditions). The uncertainty obtained on
the ΓW partial width can be compared to the uncertainty on the same partial
width obtained in the compilation of ATLAS studies [95]. This paper predicts
an uncertainty on the partial width of 20%, for a Higgs boson of 150 GeV/c2
after 100 f b−1, which is in perfect agreement with our results.
7.7.3 Mass resolution
Since there are three neutrinos in the event, no mass peak can be extracted over
the background. The most sensible variable to determine the mass is the Higgs
boson transverse mass computed in Equation (7.6). Unfortunately, the mass
dependence of this quantity is not marked. In order to extract the mass and
the resolution, a likelihood fit must be performed. This method is inspired by
the work presented in reference [94], but differs as binned probability density
functions are used here.
For a given mass, a pseudo-data distribution is generated from the binned
Monte-Carlo probability density function after analysis. Inspired by Poisson
statistics, the value of the likelihood for each mass hypothesis is then com-
puted as







where the sum is performed over the bins of the transverse mass distribution,
di are the pseudo-data, and ni the predicted number of events. The obtained
log-likelihood distribution is fitted by a second order polynomial around the
minimum, and the minimum of the parabola is taken as mass estimate. This
procedure is repeated several times to produce a mass distribution, the width
of which gives the mass resolution (Figure 7.37).
Due to the lack of statistics, the mass cannot be determined from a low
integrated luminosity. Using 100 f b−1, the reconstructed Higgs boson mass
distribution is not Gaussian and presents a large tail. While the fitted width is
2.5 GeV/c2, the RMS is 5.4 GeV/c2. Using 300 f b−1, a resolution ranging from
2 GeV/c2 to 3 GeV/c2 can be obtained. This procedure cannot be extended to-
wards the edge of the mass region of interest, since samples with a simulated
mass on each side of the studied mass are needed. It would require unavail-
able samples with a mass between 100 GeV/c2 and 115 GeV/c2, as well as be-
tween 190 GeV/c2 and 210 GeV/c2. The resolution obtained as a function of
the Higgs boson mass is shown in Figure 7.38.
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Figure 7.37: Mass distribution obtained by minimizing the Higgs boson (simulated at
160 GeV/c2) transverse mass likelihood function for several pseudo-experiments, for
100 f b−1 and 300 f b−1.
Figure 7.38: Resolution obtained on the Higgs boson mass in the range covered by
the W H,W →WW channel, after 100 f b−1 and 300 f b−1 . After 100 f b−1 , the uncertainty
has to be considered with caution, as important tails are observed.
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Figure 7.39: Reconstructed polar φ angle between leptons originating from the Higgs
boson for events simulated with PYTHIA (continuous) and CompHep (dashed). The
normalization is arbitrary.
7.7.4 Higgs boson spin
As already mentioned, reconstructed leptons are assigned either to the Higgs
boson decay or to the decay of the W boson that does not come from the Higgs
boson by choosing the two closest opposite-sign leptons. The third lepton
must then come from the associated W boson. One drawback of this way of
assigning leptons to the Higgs boson decay is that it biases the reconstructed
angle between leptons. Figure 7.39 shows the reconstructed acoplanarity be-
tween leptons originating from the Higgs boson for events simulated with
PYTHIA and CompHep. Distributions are very similar, which is rather dif-
ferent from what was obtained at generator level in Figure 7.9. Several alter-
native methods to select leptons from the Higgs boson decay have been tried
but have not been more successful. These are the Pt ordering, the angular po-
sition with respect to the missing transverse momentum or the η ordering.
Other methods always introduce additional smearing that washes the spin-
correlation effect out. Hence, the acoplanarity between leptons can probably
not be used to measure the Higgs boson spin, as it is the case for the inclusive
H →WW (via gluon fusion) channel.
7.8 Fermiophobic Higgs boson
One important motivation for studying this channel is also that it is one of the
only allowed signatures for a fermiophobic Higgs boson model, as we already
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Figure 7.40: Results obtained using the benchmark fermiophobic model; (a) Luminos-
ity needed to obtain a 5σ significance using the method from Section 4.4, with system-
atics only, Monte-Carlo statistical uncertainties only, or with both effects considered;
(b) luminosity needed to exclude a Higgs boson at 95%C.L. if no excess is observed,
using the same method.
considered in Chapter 4. If the Higgs boson does not couples to fermions, the
usual gluon-fusion diagrams are indeed forbidden, as well as b flb decays. A
fermiophobic Higgs boson will present a large cross-section at low mass, as
the branching ratio does not drop down as in the Standard Model.
Figure 7.40(a) shows the luminosity needed to obtain a 5σ significance for a
fermiophobic Higgs boson. Compared to Figure 7.35, the needed luminosity is
found to be similar in the most favorable mass region for the Standard Model
(around 170 GeV/c2) and above, but far better results are obtained in the low
mass region. After 100fb−1, all masses between the LEP limit and 175 GeV/c2
will be covered by this analysis alone. Figure 7.40(b) shows the luminosity
needed to exclude a fermiophobic Higgs boson at 95%C.L. if no excess is ob-
served. Less than 30 f b−1 are required to reject any fermiophobic Higgs boson
up to 175 GeV/c2. It must be noted that the presence of a Standard-Model
Higgs boson would compromise this exclusion limit.
Since the number of expected events is larger at low mass, the expected
precision on the partial branching ratio into W bosons is better. Assuming
a 100 f b−1 luminosity and the aforementioned systematic sources, the uncer-
tainty on the cross-section is found to be 30% for a 150 GeV/c2 Higgs boson.
The corresponding uncertainty on the ΓW partial width is 20% (Figure 7.41).
At this level, the uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty on the total
Higgs boson width.
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Figure 7.41: Results obtained using the benchmark fermiophobic model; (a) Resolu-
tion on the product of cross-section and branching ratio into WW as a function of the
Higgs boson mass, for an integrated luminosity of 100 f b−1. (b) Resolution on the ΓW
partial width as a function of the Higgs boson mass, for the same integrated luminosity.
7.9 Concluding remarks
The associated production channel WH, with W → lν and H → WW → lνlν,
provides an interesting possibility to observe a Standard-Model Higgs boson
in the intermediate mass range. For an integrated luminosity of 100 f b−1 a sig-
nificance of more than 5σ can be observed in the mass interval between 155
and 178 GeV/c2. This channel therefore complements a Higgs boson discov-
ery in other channels. In that mass range, these are (qqH, with subsequent
H → ττ,γγ), (H → γγ), (H →WW ) and (H → ZZ) [78]. While it is generally as-
sumed to be a channel used after a discovery to determine Higgs boson prop-
erties, the present analysis shows that it can also be considered as a discovery
channel in the center of the considered mass range. Performances compare
with those in qqH and H → γγ channels. Compared to the WW channel, the
associated production channel studied here has the advantage that a better
signal to background ratio can be obtained due to the third lepton. It is never-
theless disadvantaged by the low cross-section. In the context of a fermiopho-
bic Higgs boson model, where gluon-fusion diagrams are not allowed, this
channel also provides one of the only chances of discovery in that mass range.
The transverse mass spectrum can be used to provide some (limited) infor-
mation on the Higgs boson mass. From the shape of the measured transverse
mass distribution, the Higgs boson mass can be determined with an uncer-
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tainty of 3 GeV/c2 for an integrated luminosity of 300 f b−1. One drawback of
this channel is that it does not provide as clear a signature for the Higgs boson
spin as expected, due to the ambiguity from the third lepton. More work is
needed to determine if this can be overcome by more advanced methods.
The present analysis suffers from a low statistic for some backgrounds. It
would be useful to process more events for the high cross-section backgrounds
which are heavily suppressed, like t flt and Wt. Second-order backgrounds, like
bflb, W (Z)bflb single top and Z + jets should also be included in the analysis.
It would certainly require a strong generator-level preselection and a large
statistic. A reliable fast-simulation framework would certainly allow a more
complete study of these problematic background sources, but it has to repro-





Leaving the LEP era, the particle physics community working at CERN is in a
transition period, since physicists are concluding the LEP studies and prepar-
ing the LHC analyses. The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism is a key feature of
the Standard Model. The Higgs boson has not yet been observed, and Teva-
tron will probably have difficulties to pin it down within a few years. This
is therefore one of the open subjects that we hope to revolutionize with the
new tools that will be offered to us. In this dissertation, we concentrated on
the study of WW decays of a Higgs boson produced in associated production
either at LEP (with the ALEPH detector) or at LHC (with the CMS detector).
At LEP, the Higgs boson could have been produced via the Higgsstrahlung
mechanism, and be accompanied by a Z boson. If the Higgs boson subse-
quently decays into a pair of W bosons, it generates a six-fermion final state.
All potential decay channels have been considered in a set of 13 independent
analyses. In the context of a given model, mass exclusion limits have been ex-
tracted from upper limits on the cross-section. If the Higgs boson is supposed
to decay exclusively in WW, the expected limit is 107.5 GeV/c2. In a bench-
mark fermiophobic Higgs boson scenario, where Higgs boson couplings to W
and Z bosons remain unchanged with respect to the Standard Model, one ex-
pects to put a limit on a Higgs boson with a mass between 97.5 GeV/c2 and
104 GeV/c2. Due to a small excess of events, no limit at 95% C.L. on the pres-
ence of a Higgs boson can be obtained, but interesting constraints on such
models are set. This is evident when combining this analysis with the ALEPH
search for a fermiophobic Higgs boson in the γγ channel. A lower limit on the
Higgs boson mass in the benchmark fermiophobic Higgs boson scenario is set
at 105.8 GeV/c2, which is significantly better than the limit obtained in the γγ
channel alone (104.5 GeV/c2).
The full set of selections that we have performed for that purpose also
scrutinizes the Standard Model in parts of the phase space that are not often
considered. It exploits the detailed knowledge of many processes and con-
firms the absence of unknown signal in many topologies. If the LEP studies
were not able to unveil new physics, they participated to the deep understand-
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ing of the Standard Model via many precision measurements. The search for
a Higgs boson that we performed in this thesis certainly benefits from this
precise understanding, and brings its humble contribution to that beautiful
construction.
This study instigated software developments both of the ALEPH analysis
environment (ALPHA++) and of new analysis tools for the analysis package
used in High-Energy physics. The LEP likelihood-ratio method has been im-
plemented within the ROOT package, and is now part of the official distribu-
tion. It is presently used by several running experiments. In the same spirit,
neural networks facilities were ported to the ROOT framework and are now
officially distributed.
In 2007, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will start its operation at CERN,
with an wide-ranging experimental program that encompasses many searches
for the Higgs boson. In preparation of the LHC operation, we considered the
WH associated production of a Higgs boson decaying into a W pair. Three-
lepton final states have been considered, and have been shown to provide
interesting possibilities in the intermediate mass range. For an integrated lu-
minosity of 100 f b−1, a significance of more than 5σ can be obtained in the
mass interval between 155 and 178 GeV/c2. In the context of a fermiophobic
Higgs boson model, where gluon-fusion diagrams are not allowed, this chan-
nel also provides one of the only chances of discovery in that mass range. We
showed how some key properties of the Higgs boson can be measured in this
channel. The partial decay width into W boson pairs can be extracted with an
accuracy of 20% with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. The Higgs boson
mass can be measured with a 3 GeV/c2 accuracy for an integrated luminosity
of 300 fb−1. Measurement of Higgs boson properties is indeed a challenging
task that will follow any possible discovery. Analyses like the one developed
in the present work will hopefully be at the center of the LHC physics pro-
gram.
We have shown the importance of the High-Level Trigger for physics with
the CMS detector. The CMS High-Level Trigger is an advanced piece of soft-
ware dedicated to the selection of sensible events. Present performances are
already full of promises for 2007. In addition, physicists developing analyses
in the forthcoming years will have to consider the trigger as an integral part
of the selection process, as it will probably be the starting point for the defi-
nition of offline physics streams. This is particularly true for channels coping
with relatively soft objects, and complex topologies combining several types
of leptons and/or jets.
These studies have led to many original technical developments concern-
ing not only the computing infrastructure but also the software tools. A com-
puting cluster has been installed and set up. In parallel, we have designed a
High-Level Trigger steering software that allows to easily build a trigger menu
from simple trigger primitives. It provides the flexibility needed for both on-
line operations and detailed offline studies, like the one presented here. It also
offers a natural framework for designing alternative trigger strategies based
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on combined objects or topological properties of specific signatures.
The aim of the CMS physics technical design report is to demonstrate the
software and people’s readiness for the “day 1” of data taking. The present
study shows that we are indeed pretty close to that objective. It is clear that
the CMS software is not yet in a shape that allows all the refinements of LEP
studies. Important parts for analysis that are still lacking are a complete and
reliable fast simulation framework, jet and missing transverse momentum
calibrations and an energy-flow algorithm optimally combining information
from various subdetectors. Bringing CMS into operation will anyway require
more work from the time of the first beam, as the detector will first have to
be understood before the first real search for new physics. Existing software
nevertheless already allows the selection of even low-statistic signatures, such
as the one considered here, which makes me very optimistic for the future.
APPENDIX
A
High-Level Trigger tree representation
It is common practice to consider the trigger as a logical “OR” of several trig-
ger elements. More generally, a trigger (e.g. the HLT) is a logical equation,
and can therefore be represented as a binary tree. This allows for more flexibil-
ity, and features like automatic prescale or combined subtriggers, commonly
found in trigger systems of past experiments. The design of a binary tree is
such that navigation between elements becomes natural and effective, making
it possible to use recursivity techniques for the evaluation and configuration
of the HLT.
According to boolean algebra, there are various equivalent descriptions of
the same expression. Exploiting associativity, distributivity and other com-
mon properties, it is possible to arrange elements to improve other properties,
like the mean evaluation time. The present (as in ORCA 8.7.3) official trig-
ger table emphasizes the readability of the tree, as it has to be understood,
discussed and improved by as many collaborators as possible.
The list of available trigger elements evolves continuously, as new strate-
gies are designed, but tends to stabilize. It consists in a set of basic elements,
concentrating on single triggers based on elementary particles. More elabo-
rated trigger strategies are then built from there using logical operators. The
list of trigger elements implemented in ORCA 8.7.3 is presented in table A.1.
The trigger menu used in this work at low luminosity (2×1033 cm−2s−1) is
presented in Figures A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4.
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L2EleTrigger Level 2 single electron trigger
L25EleTrigger Level 2.5 single electron trigger
L25PhotonTrigger Level 2.5 single photon trigger
L3EleTrigger Level 3 single electron trigger
L3PhotonTrigger Level 3 single photon trigger
L2MuTrigger Level 2 single muon trigger
L3MuTrigger Level 3 single muon trigger
L2JetTrigger 1,2,3,4 Jet trigger (calorimetric)
L25BJetTrigger Level 2.5 b tagger (based on pixel lines)
L3BJetTrigger Level 3 b tagger (based on full tracks)
L2MetTrigger Missing Et trigger
FamosL2JetTrigger Jet trigger for fast reconstruction
FamosL2MetTrigger Missing Et trigger for fast reconstruction
L2TauTrigger Level 2 single tau trigger
L25PixelTauTrigger Level 2.5 tau validation with pixel
L25TrackerTauTrigger Level 2.5 tau validation with tracker
L1vetoForHLT Level 1 condition (based on a bit subset)
dummyHLTElement Termination condition in the tree recursion
CombinatorialAndTrigger Logical and between 2 triggers
ANDTrigger Logical and between 2 triggers
NOTTrigger Logical not
ORTrigger Logical or between 2 triggers
RandomTrigger Random trigger (for tests or pre-scale)
Table A.1: Elements implemented in the HLT steering code. CombinatorialAndTrig-
ger is a logical “AND” with the additional restriction that the candidates are not in the
same region. More generally, the CombinatorialAndTrigger can be used to build com-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.1: Part 1/4 of the trigger tree at low luminosity (2×1033 cm−2s−1). Here are
the electron triggers (single, double, and double relaxed). Only parameters different
from the default values are specified in the XML file from which this tree is produced.
One can see how the L3 selection of electrons in the (relaxed) double trigger is simple,
as E/P, H/E and ∆η cuts are disabled. One sees also the stronger Pt cuts for the relaxed
stream, based on non-isolated L1 candidates.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.2: Part 2/4 of the trigger tree at low luminosity (2×1033 cm−2s−1). Here are
the photon triggers (single, double, and double relaxed). Only parameters different
from the default values are specified in the XML file from which this tree is produced.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.3: Part 3/4 of the trigger tree at low luminosity (2×1033 cm−2s−1). Muons
and double-tau trigger are shown here. One particularity is observed for the double-
muon trigger, where non-default isolation cuts are applied in the Combinatoria-
lAndTrigger. These values reflect the specific anti-ghost and vertex cuts applied in
the double-muon stream.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.4: Part 4/4 of the trigger tree at low luminosity (2× 1033 cm−2s−1). Com-
bined electron∗Tau trigger, jetMET triggers and B triggers are presented. Subtriggers
involved in this part demonstrates well the gain in factorizing the trigger, as many of





Because university computing resources are limited, particle physics research
is concentrated at several institutions worldwide, which share the data as well
as the work of preparing, constructing, and running experiments. Analysis of
ALEPH data presented in Chapter 4 was performed in such a scheme, and
jobs were run at CERN on public batch nodes. Such an approach does not
scale with the new “gigantic” collaborations like CMS, which has to produce
and analyze huge amounts of events. The analysis presented in Chapter 7 re-
quired both advanced hardware and software tools, and we decided to install
a local low-cost computing cluster at UCL, where more than 20 scientists are
already contributing to the CMS experiment. The scientific motivation of such
an investment is twofold:
• to test how efficient a proposed analysis may be once the detector is
finished,
• to check the most crucial part of the entire software chain: the automatic
discarding of well-understood background events by the trigger (L1 and
HLT).
The priority needs are above all in a relatively large CPU power, and then
significant storage space. Typically, a simulated event represents 1 MB on
disk, and takes O(2) kSi.min to be generated. Since a standard analysis re-
quires O(104) signal events per mass bin and O(105) events per background
source (as larger background samples common to several analyses are cen-
trally produced, in a “tier 1” center or at CERN), O(500)GB are needed as well
as O(20000)kSi.h. To fulfill the needs of several analyses performed in parallel,
the resources needed are then O(1)TB of storage and O(40)kSi of CPU power.
In the context of this thesis, we have chosen to develop a cluster of com-
mercial computers in four steps. The first two steps were achieved in 2002
with the installation of a RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) stor-
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Using a Dell HPC cluster to analyze CMS data
The Dell computing cluster in Louvain-la-Neuve has enabled UCL
physicists to join scientists from 36 countries to prepare the highly
sophisticated computing environment needed to run CMS. As a first
step, 12 1U Dell PowerEdge™ 1650 servers with two Intel® Pentium®
III processors at 1.4 GHz and 512 KB level 2 (L2) cache were acquired
in February 2003. On top of this cluster, a Dell Precision™ 530 work-
station with two Intel Xeon™ processors and 512 MB Rambus® DRAM
(RDRAM) error-correcting code (ECC) memory, together with a
RAID-5 storage device with a 1.1 TB capacity, provide software man-
agement and database storage. The workstation and storage are con-
nected through a Fast Ethernet switch that offers Gigabit Ethernet2
uplink connections to a maximum of 24 dual-processor servers (see
Figure 1). To fill the remaining slots, the Institut de Physique Nucléaire
plans to order another 12 new-generation Dell servers.
The Red Hat® Linux® 7.3 operating system, currently used at
CERN by most of the scientific community, was installed on every
machine without incident, as was the CMS-specific software. This
software cannot yet provide a complete picture of detector perfor-
mance until the LHC accelerator is operational. However, in the long
term, the same object-oriented programming code that now steers
the CMS simulation will also perform most of the readouts from
the real detector. Stress tests were performed by sending in paral-
lel 30 files of 1 GB each from the cluster to the server. Test results
reached a bandwidth saturation of 75 MB/sec.
By 2007, when CMS will produce real data, the same processes
will run on thousands of computers all over the world, because even
a research center as large as CERN will not be able to handle the
upcoming data by itself. 
Becoming the World Wide Web of resource sharing 
To use scientific resources most efficiently, the particle physics com-
munity must become even more closely linked. The DataGrid project,
funded by the European Union, is building an infrastructure and
standard interfaces that can provide uniform, transparent access to com-
puting power and storage space, just as an electric power grid deliv-
ers pervasive and standardized electric power. The DataGrid computing
infrastructure will provide intensive computation and analysis capabilities
while handling shared large-scale databases, from hundreds of terabytes
to petabytes, across widely distributed scientific communities.
Using DataGrid, physicists will be able to simulate events on a
local institution’s computer cluster, at an institute on the other side of
the planet, or at home on a personal laptop. DataGrid will greatly affect
particle physics, but also will affect other kinds of data-intensive
research—from genetics to climatology to material science. 
Ten years ago, CERN made its World Wide Web software avail-
able in the public domain, helping to spark the phenomenal growth
of the Internet. CERN scientists hope that, just as the Web revolu-
tionized information sharing, the DataGrid project will do the same
for computing resource sharing. A tool once conceived for discov-
ering the origin of matter and the universe may become as common
as Web browsers are today.
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Figure B.1: Overview of the cluster architecture, with the 24 machines cluster
rack shown on the right and the Ethernet switch with its two uplinks to the
workstation and the mass storage o the top. From [96].
age device as well as a anager and software repository and with the proof-
of-concep of the cluster using height existing machines at the nstitute. In
2003, the third step was to acquire, set up and bring into operation the first 12
servers, while the fourth step was achieved in 2004 with the installation of 12
new computing nodes. The present configuration is as follows (Figure B.1):
• 24 Computing nodes: 12 dual Intel PIII-S 1.4GHz, 512 KB of L2 cache,
512MB RAM; 12 dual Xeon 2.4GHz, 512 KB of L2 cache, 1GB ECC RAM.
• One Eth rnet Switch: 24 ports 10/100Base-TX and 2 copper Gigabit up-
links. Switch fabric speed of 9.6 Gb.
• 1 Workstation for software repository and cluster management: Dual
Intel Xeon 2GHz, 512 KB L2 cache, 512MB RAM.
• 1 Mass Storage: 2 RAID10 arrays of 630GB each and 2 RAID1 arrays of
157 GB each.
The total computing power available is estimated at 45 kSi, even if no official
estimate for our machines is available. In addition, a 10TB RAID5 disk array
was being configured at the time of writing. It will significantly improve pro-
ductivity, as the 1.5TB avail bl up to n w are already completely filled with
simulated events (O(10) different analyses are being pursued in parallel).
The computing nodes are connected to the mass storage and the software
repository using 100Mb Fast-Ethernet links. The use of Gigabit-Ethernet links
from these two sensitive devices to the switch allows concurrent access. This
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Figure B.2: Photograph of the new computer center refurbished in the context
of this project. The mass storage and the software repository are placed on the
table on the right, while computing nodes sits in the (opened) white rack. The
second rack regroups servers of the institute, the commodity network and the
link to the Internet.
is motivated by the data throughput, which exceeds 100 Mb/s during Monte-
Carlo generation and digitization with pile-up, when all the 24 computing
nodes are contributing to the simulation. The workstation is used as IP router
and secondary DHCP server to guarantee network connectivity between the
cluster nodes and the client machines submitting production jobs. A photo-
graph of the cluster can be seen in Figure B.2.
We imagined and carried out a stress procedure in order to test the mass
storage arrays from the cluster nodes. We transfered simultaneously 1GB files
from the computing nodes to the RAID arrays. A rate up to 75MB/s was
reached and maintained during the whole transfer when using a combination
of RCP for data transfer and RAID0 for storage. It should be noted that switch-
ing either to NFS or RAID5 led to problems respectively with the NFS daemon
cache and the RAID firmware. NFS is nevertheless successfully used in pro-
duction as it eases management. All necessary softwares for the simulation of
CMS are exported this way, so that a single directory has to be mounted to be
able to run the full software chain.
The Table B.1 presents a detailed list of these softwares, together with the
latest version installed. It differentiates packages developed by the CMS col-
laboration from other HEP-specific softwares. The Table B.2 presents an ex-
haustive list of “external” softwares installed to meet dependencies. The com-
plete chain of CMS softwares spans processes starting with event generation,
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followed by the simulation of detector effects, simulation of the electronic re-
sponse, reconstruction of physical quantities, and finally, analysis. One can di-
vide this chain into three independent projects: CMKIN, OSCAR and ORCA.
CMKIN is an interface to the Monte-Carlo tools available on the market.
Since these tools are often written in FORTRAN, CMKIN remains written in
this language, while all other tools are written in C++. Available back-ends
are Pythia, Herwig, CompHep and TopRex. All generators compatible with
Pythia, or providing a Pythia interface, are also supported.
The generated events are then fed to OSCAR. This Geant4 application sim-
ulates the energy deposited in the matter by the particles produced in the final
state. For each sensitive volume, the energy deposited is computed and stored
as “hits”. The last simulation step is performed by ORCA and consists in the
simulation of the whole electronic read-out chain. It produces an electronic
footprint (called “digis”) of what would have been recorded in real condi-
tions.
Event reconstruction, which stands for the interpretation of digis in terms
of particles and physical quantities, is then performed later on by another
ORCA job. ORCA is also used by all physicists for event analysis.
Administrative tasks are performed with the help of the Cluster Command
and Control (C3)[97] tool suite. Among other services, it allows the simulta-
neous execution of a command on all cluster nodes, e.g. to start, reconfigure
or shut down a service.
The monitoring of the farm is achieved by SNMP, and the gathered data
can be visualized on the web with the CACTI[98] interface. In this way, tem-
perature, network load and CPU usage are logged, which eases the tracking
of problems.
The CONDOR[99] batch system is used as the scheduler for the execution
of CMS simulation and reconstruction jobs. Both machines in the cluster and
desktop machines of the institute are included in a virtual distributed batch
cluster so that analysis jobs can be run indifferently on the cluster or on desk-
top machines, exploiting CPU cycles that are unused at the time. Desktop
machines represent 36 kMips that have to be shared with interactive use of
the resources. Simulation jobs are run exclusively on the cluster to benefit
from the private network we have just presented.
More than 285× 103 CPU hours were accumulated by the cluster at the
time of writing (4/5/2005); in addition to CMS applications, it was used for
computations of vortex dynamics in supra-conductors, two-dimensional con-
formal field theory studies and numerical integration of one-loop Feynman
diagrams (see for example reference [100]).
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Software Version Description
cmkin 1.3.3 Pythia application for Monte-Carlo event gener-
ation
cmsim 1.3.3 GEANT 3 Simulation for Cms Analysis and Re-
construction
geometry 1.14.0 CMS detector geometry
cobra 8.1.0 Coherent Object-oriented Base for Reconstruc-
tion, Analysis and simulation.
ignominy 2.3.1 Tools for package dependencies management
orca 8.7.1 Object Oriented Reconstruction for CMS Analy-
sis
oscar 3.6.5 Object oriented Simulation for Cms Analysis
and Reconstruction
iguana 5.3.4 Modular C++ toolkit for interactive visualiza-
tion
iguanacms 1.12.0 CMS specific visualization routines
pax 1.02.02 C++ toolkit for advanced physics analyses
pi 1.2.5 Physicist Interface to analysis
pool 1.8.1 Common persistency framework for the LCG
seal 1.4.3 Common Software infrastructure for the LHC
experiments
dcap 1.2.26 POSIX-like commands for dCache storage
aida 3.2.1 Abstract interfaces for common physics analysis
objects
geant4 6.2 Toolkit for the simulation of the passage of par-
ticles through matter
root 3.10.02 Object-Oriented Data Analysis Framework
clhep 1.9.1.2 HEP-specific foundation and utility classes
pythia 2003 Program for the generation of high-energy
physics events
geant 2003 Toolkit for the simulation of the passage of par-
ticles through matter
edg-rls-client 2.3.3 Protocol to access the data in the LRC through a
set of secure SOAP-RPC calls
Table B.1: CMS (part 1) and other HEP-specific (part 2) softwares installed for the
simulation and analysis of CMS events.
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Software Version Description
Linux 3.0.3 Scientific Linux CERN, Operating system.
Condor 6.6.1 Job Submission system
SNMP 4.2.5 Simple Network Management Protocol
CVS 1.11.1 Concurrent Version System
ViewCVS 0.9.2 Web viewing tool of the CVS repository.
Cacti 0.8.2a Web monitoring tool
otl 4.0.67 Oracle, Odbc and DB2-CLI Template Library
unixodbc 2.2.6 Open specification to access Data Sources
myodbc 3.51.06 MySQL Connector/ODBC
wxpython 2.4.2.4 GUI toolkit for Python
rfio 2003 Hierarchical storage management (HSM) sys-
tem (CASTOR)
xerces-c 2.3.0 Validating XML parser
conddb 0.2.0 Tools to manipulate condition data
mysqlpp 1.7.9 C++ wrapper for MySQL’s C API
mysql 4.0.18 Open source database
sqlite 3.0.8 Self-contained SQL database engine
gsl 1.4 GNU Scientific Library
qt 3.3.2 C++ application development framework
pcre 4.4 Perl Compatible Regular Expressions
qutexmlrpc 0.1 XML-RPC library for Qt
soqt 1.2.0 Coin interface for Qt
coin3d 2.3.0 Libraries for creating 3D graphics applications
openssl 0.9.7d Secure Sockets Layer protocol
uuid 1.32 Universal Unique IDentifier
boost 1.31.0 Portable C++ source libraries
gccxml 0.6.0p1 XML output extension to GCC
python 2.3.4 Interpreted object-oriented programming lan-
guage
zlib 1.1.4 Compression Library
bz2lib 1.0.2 High-quality data compressor
graphviz 1.9 Graph drawing tools
gcc 3.2.3 GNU Compiler Collection
Table B.2: Service softwares installed to meet dependencies for the simulation and
analysis of CMS events. The first part of the table presents tools and services installed
to ease administration. The second part gives an exhaustive list of packages installed
to meet dependencies.
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